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Contact Lowe Electronics for all that's Good in Receivers
TRIO

2 metre FM = SR9
SR9 Value

R1000
THE FINEST
RECEIVER ON
THE MARKET

£298 inc. VAT

£46 inc. VAT
2m FM TUNABLE 144-146 MHz
0.3µV Sensitivity. 12V Operation
plus 11 Channel Crystal Control

THIS PRICE INCLUDES DC KIT FITTED AND THE PEACE OF MIND THAT COMES FROM BUYING YOUR
TRIO FROM AN APPROVED DEALER!

The SRX30 is the most impressive mid price
Receiver available to the keen DX -er.
SRX-30
30 MHz Continuous.
500 kHz
Drift Cancelling System.
£158 inc. VAT

LOWE

NEW LOW PRICE

-

AM/USB/LSB/CW with 6 kHz and 3 kHz filters.
Completely self contained. For AC mains and optional
12V DC operation.

AND FOR THE AIR BAND ENTHUSIAST WE HAVE THE LOT
THE

DIGITAL FLIGHT SCAN
DOES EVERYTHING

£215

inc. VAT

R517 HAND HELD
TUNABLE 118-144 MHz
plus Crystal Control on
three Fixed Frequencies
UNDER

£50 inc. VAT

AND SO MUCH MORE IS
HERE AT MATLOCK. SEND 48p in stamps for Full catalogue

LOWE ELECTRONICS Ltd.
CHESTERFIELD RD., MATLOCK. DERBYS. DE4 5LE

TEL.

06292430
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LOWE ELECTRONICS Ltd.

TRIO
TR7

2m FM at its very best
£268 inc. VAT

The new TR7800just has to be voted the best 2 metre FM transceiver to
appear on the world scene. Following detailed market research, Trio
have produced what we think is the perfect mobile/home station rig for
all users, incorporating all the features which were requested by

amateur radio operators worldwide.
What does it do?
Let's take the basic specification first, and say that the TR7800 is a fully
synthesised 2 metre FM transceiver having a minimum output power of
25 W on transmit (typically 3D- 35 W on random samples), and an
incredible receiver which is typically producing sensitivity
measurements of 0.12 microvolts for 12 dB Sinad. This is certainly the
best FM receiver of which we know (we have naturally checked
samples of its major competitors and they are all inferior). That's the
basic story so let's go on to the user features.
It's clear from the photograph that you have direct keyboard entry of
frequency actually from the front panel. From the keyboard, you can
also select simplex and repeater shift functions for use either on UK or
American repeaters. The digital readout tells you the operating
frequency including any selected shift so you are completely in touch
with your mode of operation.
but what about the mysterious knob on the right hand
So far so good
side of the panel? Well, that selects a bank of 15 (yes, 15) memories for
frequency storage and the smart part is that these are designated not 1
to 15 but 0- 14. "So what?" sez you. "Aha" sez I, that means that if
you programme in all repeater channels from RO to R9 using memories 0
to 9, the memory channel display shows you the repeater channel
number whilst at the same time, the digital readout shows you your
transmit and receive frequencies. In addition to this, the memory
channels also store the repeater shift so that it's called up automatically
when you use the memory.
The remaining memories can be used to store any frequencies within
the band, but a further smart part is that memories 13 and 14 can store
completely separate transmit and receive frequencies for non standard
shifts etc. And memory 14 is also designated the priority channel so that:
any frequency put into it can be constantly monitored at 5 second
intervals, whatever else the transceiver may be doing. And if you have

-

SPECIFICATIONS
(GENERAL)
1, ICs 18, transistors 58,
FETs 9, diodes 77

Semiconductors:

MPU

Frequency range:
Frequency synthesizer:
Mode:
Antenna impedance:
Power requirement:
Grounding:
Operating temperature:
Current drain:

144.000 to 145.995 MHz
Digital control, phase locked VCO

Dimensions:

Weight:

the volume turned down, a piezo bleeper alerts you if a signal has
appeared on the priority channel. You also have direct access to the
channel by simply pushing the "Priority operate" button.
Final features for repeater operation include a tone burst which can be
turned on or off as desired, and reverse repeater operation at the touch
-

of a button.
Now for more facilities pertaining to scanning. In keyboard operation,
you can scan the entire band in 25kHz or 5kHz intervals by simply
touching the SC button. In memory mode, you can scan all fifteen
memories using the same SC button. The scan system is (in my opinion)
the best yet offered in that the transceiver scans until a signal is heard,
stops on the frequency for about 5 seconds to allow you to check
what's on, then steps on automatically to find the next busy frequency.
If you want to stop the scan, simply press the PTT bar on the
microphone or touch the C (cancel) button on the keyboard. By
scanning this way, you eliminate the annoying locking up on busy
repeater channels that so often ruins your enjoyment of an otherwise
satisfactory scanning system.
In addition to scanning, the TR7800 can be stepped up and down the
band in 25 Khz or 5 Khz steps using the UP/DOWN buttons on the hand
microphone. The microphone is supplied as a standard with the TR7800.
If either button is held down, the TR7800tunes across the band until the
button is released.
The mit buttons also allow you to step up and down the memory
channels.
LED indicators show Simplex, + 600 or -600 operation, a busy lamp on
occupied frequencies and "on air" indication. Signal strength and TX
output are indicated on an LED bar display.
Memory contents can be retained by installing four standard AA size
Nicad batteries inside the transceiver. The batteries are charged when
the TR7800 is switched on, and the memories are then retained for up to
five days on the batteries.
All in all, the TR7800 is an amazing transceiver and follows the Trio
design pattern for the 80s'. Let's face it, Trio are now showing the way
to go and the others are truly a long way behind. Why not see the
TR7800 soon and test the truth in what I've been saying.

(TRANSMITTER SECTION)
RF output power (at 13.8 HI 25 W min
LOW 5 W approx. (Adjustable)
V DC, 500 load):
Variable reactance direct shift
Modulation:
Less than ± 20 x 10-8
Frequency tolerance:

1-20°C

-

+50°Cl

FM (F3)

50íI
13.8VDC±15%

Spurious radiation:
Maximum frequency
deviation: (FM)
Microphone:

Negative

(RECEIVER SECTION)

-20°C to +50°C

0.4A

Circuitry:
Intermediate frequency:

2.5 A in LOW transmit mode (Approx.)
175 mm (6%") wide
64mm (2'/:") high
206 mm (8}.-") deep
(projections not included)
2.1 kg (4.63 lbs) approx.

Receiver sensitivity:
Receiver selectivity:
Spurious response:
Squelch sensitivity:
Auto scan stop level:
Audio output:

in receive mode with no input signal
6 A in HI transmit mode (Approx.)

Less than

-60dB

±5kHz
Dynamic microphone with PTT switch
Double conversion superheterodyne
10 695 MHz
1st IF
455 kHz
2nd IF
FM better than 0.21Y for 12 dB SI NAD
FM 12 kHz

(-6dB)

Better than 60 dB

0.16µV (threshold)
Less than 0.2µV (threshold)
More than 2.0 W across 8 0 load (10% diet.)

Don't forget, we stock almost everything that the keen DXer, short wave listener or radio
amateur could possible need, including the complete range of J Beam aerials, Microwave
in fact our catalogue makes good reading
Modules equipment, feeder, clamps, insulators
for
and includes honest advice on aerial matters. For all that's good in Amateur radio,
contact Lowe Electronics at Matlock.

-
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TRIO
TR9000
2 metre MULTIMODE

£345.00 inc. VAT
you sat down at some time and designed your ideal 2 metre multimode
rig, you probably laid down the specification for the new Trio TR9000.
If

I

believe that this transceiver will satisfy the needs of every radio amateur.
combining as it does small size (same as the TR76001, light weight (same
as the TR76001, and powerful performance.
As you can see, the TR9000 has a complete array of facilities including all
mode operation, noise blanker, RIT, 5 memories, twin digital VFOs and
digital frequency readout to 100Hz. Now for the smart parts.
The TR9000 is based on a 100Hz synthesiser controlled either by a photo
microsensor on The main dial or by the remote up/down microphone. On
FM, the operator has instant selection of either 25kHz steps (for
GENERAL

144.000.0 to 145.999.9 MHz

Frequency range:
Frequency synthesizer:
Mode:
Frequency stability:

Digital control, phase locked VCO
SSB (A3jl, FM (F3), CW (All
Within ±500 Hz during the first hour
after 1 minute of warm up, and within
50 Hz any 30 minutes thereafter at
25°C (constant)
1.750 Hz
13.8V DC±15% negative earth

RPT tone burst frequency'

Power requirement:
Operating temperature:
Current drain:

-20°C

to +60°C

0.4A in receive mode with no input
signal

Dimensions:
Weight:

2.9A in Hi transmit mode (approx.)
1.3A in low transmit mode (approx.)
Less than 2.5 mA for memory back-up
170 x 68 234 mm
2.5 kg (5.5lbs)

TRANSMITTER SECTION:

Hi (SSB, FM, CWI 10W

RF

Low (FM, CWI 1W approx.
SSB, CW: less than ±10x 10-s
FM: less than ±20 v 10E°
60 dB
Less than
Better than 40 dB

output power:

Frequency tolerance:

-

Spurious radiation:
Camer suppression:

convenient mobile use(, 12.5kHz steps (for future use), or 100Hz steps
(for continuous tuning(. On SSB and CW, the synthesiser steps are
automatically switched to 100Hz and the digital display is extended to
match.
A special feature is the search facility on SSB which tunes the whole band,
and the scan facility on FM which scans in 25kHz or 12.5kHz steps,
stopping momentarily on any received signal. The scan may then be held
by touching the HOLD button or depressing the PTT switch on the
microphone.
The TR9000 has so much to offer, it's bound to be yet another leader,
from Trio. Contact us soon for further details.

Unwanted side band
suppression:
Maximum frequency deviation

Better than 40 dB

(FM):

±5 kHz

Microphone:

Dynamic microphone with PTT switch,

5004
RECEIVER SECTION

FM: Double conversion

Circuitry:

superheterodyne

SSB, CW: Single conversion

superheterodyne
Intermediate frequency:

1st IF: 10.695 MHz
IF (FM) 455 kHz

2nd

FM: better than 0.2µV for 12 dB
SINAD
SSB, CW: 0.2 µV for 10 db S/N
FM: More than 12 kHz (-6 dB(
Less than 25 kHz 1- 60 dB)
SSB, CW: More than 2.2 kHz 1- 6 dB)
60 dB)
Less than 4.8 kHz
Better than 70 dB
0.16µV (threshold)
Less than 0.2 µV (threshold(
More than 2.0 Watts across 8 ohm
load

Receiver sensitivity:

(-

Spurious interference:
Squelch sensitivity:
Auto scan stop level:
Audio output:

AUTHORISED DEALERS IN THE UK

'

ONICS
03 1029670ot

1

,

BOy1HILl
A-

10/79

Leeds Amateur Radio
Ward Electronics

Yorkshire
Birmingham
South London
North London
Lancashire
Wales

Catronics Ltd
Radio Shack Ltd
Stephens -James Ltd
M.R.S. Communications Ltd
Waters & Stanton Electronics
Bredhurst Electronics

Essex

Sussex

THE WAY TO HAVE

TOMORROWS EQUIPMENT

TODAY

Everyone is talking about the new Lowe credit card scheme, following
its introduction at Leicester. This is the new, easy way to have the rig
you wanted right away and avoid any future price rises. How does it
work? You simply agree to pay a fixed amount each month and you then
get instant purchasing power of 24 times the payment. For example, a
payment of £10 gives you E240 of credit, more than enough to buy
that TR2400, aerial and accessories. No fuss and no hefty deposits
needed. A further advantage is that as the payments continue your
credit is automatically extended to allow further purchases. Why not
send for full details right away and join the growing numbers who hold
the way to have tomorrow's equipment today. A
the Lowe blue card
major advance to your purchasing power.

-

As sole official distributors for Trio, we recommend that you purchase your Trio equipment from an
approved dealer (full list above). Any dealer NOT on this list has no connection with the Trio UK sales
and service organisation and cannot, despite claims to the contrary, offer any meaningful guarantee of
backup service on Trio equipment.
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LOWE ELECTRONICS Ltd.
TS520SE

VOTED "MY FAVOURITE
TRANSCEIVER" BY RADIO
AMATEURS WORLDWIDE

SPECIFICATIONS

General
Frequency range

180 metre
80 metre
40 metre
20 metre
15 metre
10 metre

band:
band:
band:
band:
band:
band:

1.8 to 2.0MHz

3.5 to 4.0MHz
7.0 to 7.5 MHz
14.0 to 14.35 MHz
21.0 to 21.5 M Hz
28.0 to 28.5MHz
28.5 to 29.1 MHz
29.1 to 29.7MHz
WWV: 15.0MHz (receive only)
SSB IUSB, LSBI, CW

Mode:

Antenna Impedance: 50 to 75 Ohms
Within -_ 1 KHz during one hour after one minute
Frequency Stability:
of warm-up. and within 100Hz during any 30
minutes period thereafter
3(2 x 61468, 1 x 12BY7A)
Tubes and Semiconductors: Tubes
52
Transistors
19

FETs

101

Diodes

the face of ever increasing complexity in amateur radio equipment, its
comforting to know that the TS520SE is still in volume production. Radio
amateurs all over the world (and dealers too) have voted the TS52OSE
"my favourite transceiver" because of its astounding reputation for
reliability, high sensitivity receiver, and of course the unequalled Trio
audio quality coming from the transmitter. The TS520SE incorporates all
of the features demanded by today's amateur, and at an outstandingly
low price. No wonder it's top of the list in popularity, and comparison with
other transceivers will convince you that the TS52OSE is the best value
for money on the market today.
Of course, the bare figures cannot tell you just how nice the TS520SE
feels in use, nor can they tell you the pleasure of hearing other operators
saying "never heard better audio OM, what rig are you using?"
The TS52OSE standard specification includes CW wide/narrow switching
(using the optional 500Hz filter(, semi break-in keying with sidetone, PTT
or VOX operation, really effective noise blanker, switched AGC time
constants, 5 function metering, switched RF attenuator,'RIT, speech
processing for punchy transmit audio, fixed channel facilities, 25kHz
calibrator. fan cooled PA, internal loudspeaker. end of course the
TS52OSE will take all the wide range of current matching accessories
including the DG5 true frequency digital readout, the VF0520S remote
VFO unit, the SM220 station monitor scope and panoramic display and so
In

on.
When talking to prospective purchasers of the TS52OSE, the question we
are most often asked is "how does it compare in price to its rivals?" and
the transceiver it is most compared with is the Yaesu FT 101Z series. The
price for the FT1O1Z taken from March 1980 RadCom is £575 including
VAT and you alto should add PA fan at £13.80 (the fan is standard on the
TS520SE) making a grand total of £588.80.

£437

including VAT.
THE TS520SE costs
Now tell me if that's not value for money.

HOKUSHIN AERIALS
From the makers of our popular HF5 vertical, we have a complete range
of vehicle aerials for VHF and UHF use. All the whips terminate in a
PL259 plug so that you have complete flexibility, and any aerial in the
range will fit the RG4M base or the magnetic mount. The 2E, 2NE, and
430E have a quick foldover joint at the base so that you can drive in and
out of your garage without dismantling the aerial.

f6.50inc
2M 5/8, 3.4dB gain foldover whip
£11.00 inc
2M 7/8, 4. 5d8 gain foldover whip
£10.00inc
430E 70cm 5/8+ 5/8, 5.5dB gain
£3.95inc
HS -F1 2M rubber helical on PL259 plug
£1.50 inc
2M stainless quarter wave on PL259
320
4
metres
of
cable
including
units
RG4M Base for all above
2E

2NE

GSS

ready terminated in PL259
Heavy duty gutter/boot mount to take RG4M
base

Please add £1 for carriage on above.

VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT

f3.00inc VAT
£3.15 inc VAT

Power Requirements: 120/220 V AC 50/60Hz
Power consumption: Transmit: 280 Watts
Receive: 26 Watts (with heater off)
333 (13}) wide x 153 )6.01 high x 335 (13í'e
Dimension:
Weight:
Transmitter
RF Input Power:
Carrier Suppression
Sideband
Suppression:
Microphone:
AF Response:
Receiver

Sensitivity:
Selectivity:

SSB: 200 Watts PEP

CW: 160 Watts DC
Better than 40dB

Better than 50dB
Nigh impedance microphone (50k Ohms)
400 to 2,600HZ

0.2pV for 10dB (S+NI/N
SSB: 2.4kHz/-6dB, 4.4kHz-60dB
CW: 0.5kHz/-6dB, 1.5 kHz/ -6d8
(with oprione, CV,/ finer)

Image Ratio:
IF

Rejection:

AF Output Power:

Better than 50dB
Better than 50dB
2 Watts (8 Ohms load, with less than 10%

distortion)

Great News!

The AR240 is back in town but
with higher battery capacity,
for
separate
provision
the hot
and
microphone

144-1411MHz synthesized
FM Hand -Held

than
(better
performance
0.21V for 12dB SINAD, and
2W output on TX{ that you all
appreciate. PRICE? Even better
value at f168 inc. VAT (price
includes Nicads, charger, etc).
the
It has a new name too
AR240A.

-

Magnetic mount complete with 5m of cable
f 7.95 inc VAT
and PL259
Also two really great base station aerials
GPV5 High performance 2m base station colinear. Forget
MB5

THE

S.. .MJ.. .M and R... OR...

22.00 inc VAT

R

GDX2 3dB gain over the range 50-480MHz. The classic
£36.80inc VAT
wideband aerial. 500W p.e.p.
HF5
Our original success. 5 band vertice' 8410m with
only £41.40 inc Vf,
great performance, great savings
For GPV5, GDX2, HF5, carriage by Securiwr

f4.50

SEND 48p IN STAMPS FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AND ANTENNA BOOK
PLEASE SPECIFY ANY PARTICULAR INTEREST AND WE WILL SEND FULL INFORMATION
HEAD OFFICE AND SERVICE CENTRE
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYS. TEL: 0629-2817 or 2430. TELEX 377482. OPEN 9-5.30 TUES -SAT. PHONE IN 9am-9pm

attention on the South Coast contact John, G3JYG, 16 Harvard Road, Ringmer, Lewes, Sussex. Ringmer 812071.
For equally helpful attention in Scotland contact Sim, GM3SAN, 19 Ellismuir Road, Baillieston, Nr. Glasgow. 041-771 0364.
FOR ALL THAT'S BEST IN HAM RADIO CONTACT US AT MATLOCK ANYTIME

For personal

)

deep mm (inch)
16.Okg 135.21bsl

Volume
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DATONG
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
PRODUCTS FOR THE SERIOUS COMMUNICATOR
IMPROVE RECEPTION

WORK MORE DX

Datong RF clippers make your speech sound louder and clearer.
The worse the conditions the greater the benefit. This is exactly
what you need for working DX. After all, if they can't hear you, you
can't work them!
All three models use the same innovative r.f. clipping techniques
which have made the name Datong synonymous with r.f. clipping.

MODEL ASP

is fully automatic with calibrated
push-button selection of degree
of r.f. clipping in steps of 6 dbs
from 0 to 30 dbs. It adjusts itself to
suit your voice and microphone.

Our two no -compromise audio filters give a remarkable ability to
filter out the intelligence from the noise.

MODEL FU

the new "top-of -the -line"
filter, offers extremely sharp
pass -band edges for truly
exceptional filtering
performance on all modes,
but especially for SSB. Its 10

poles of fully variable
low and high pass filtering give sharperfilter edges even than
normal crystal filters. A separate manually tuned notch filter is
also fitted.

MODEL D75

manually adjusted and has LED
monitoring to aid in setting.
is

MODEL RFC/M

is a fully tested printed circuit

module for building into your own
case.
All three units feature very long life
battery operation and connect in
series with your microphone
No internal modifications are required to your rig.

MODEL FL1

on the other hand, was

recently described in "73
Magazine" (October 1979)
as "truly the Rolls Royce of
the current filter market'. It is
the only filter in the world
which can notch out an
interfering whistle from SSB
signals automatically. Additionally, for CW, bandwidths down to
to,
the
use
of "limited AFC" -another
Hz
thanks
20
are practicable
Datong exclusive.
Both fitters connect in series with the loudspeaker and will Improve
virtually any receiver. An external DC supply is required.

LEARN MORSE THE
EASY WAY

RECEIVE
MORE
BANDS
The Datong UP -CONVERTER (Model UC1) converts any good
quality ten -metre or two -metre receiver or transceiver into a really
high performance general coverage receiver.
It gives full coverage in thirty 1 MHz segments from 60 kHz to
30 MHz.
At low cost, UC1 adds a new dimension to your expensive amateur
bands only equipment and for sheer performance beats most of
the common general coverage receivers.

INDOOR ANTENNA
MODEL AD170

Active Antenna is designed for
under -roof mounting and gives
sensitive reception right through
from below 60 kHz to Band 1 TV
around 50 MHz. It needs no
tuning and includes a switchable
12 db broadband amplifier.
Although only three metres long, Model AD170 has the same
directional properties as a full size dipole, even at 60 kHz.

The Datong Morse Tutor
(Model D70) is your passport
to a full licence. Compact,
with internal battery and
speaker plus personal
earphone it provides
unlimited random morse to
practice on. With D70 you
can practice morse
anywhere, anytime and at
your own pace. With the
Morse Tutor, practice

becomes a pleasure
because you get results
quickly.

Prices:

All prices include delivery in UK. Basic prices are
shown with VAT inclusive prices in brackets.
D75 £49.00 (£56.35)
ASP £69.00 (£79.35)
FL1 £59.00 (£67.85)
FL2 £78.00 (£89.70)
AD170 £33.00 (£37.95)
D70 £43.00 (£49.45)
MPU (Mains Power Und) £6.00 (£6.90)

RFC/M £23.00 (£26.45)
UC1 £119.00 (£136.85)
AD170 + Mains Power
Unit £37.00 (£42.55)

Full data sheets on any product available free on request. New literature includes:
'short form catalogue, new ASP data sheet, FL2 data sheet

LIMITED
DATONG ELECTRONICS
England Telephone (0532)
Spence Mills. Mill Lane. Bramley. Leeds LS13 3HE.

552461

1.
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S TEPHENS AMES LTD

J47 WARRINGTON ROAD,

GH,

Telephone (0942) 676790

LANCS. WN7

TR9000

111

R820 RECEIVER
THE ULTIMATE IN RECEIVERS
Frequency coverage 160-10m plus SW Broadcast
Bands. All modes CW-USB-LSB-RTTY.
Digital
Readout.
Noise Blanker.
Fully variable.
I.F.
Bandwidth, plus Bandpass tuning, plus rejection

The TR9000 is a compact lightweight 2 mtr
FM:USBLSB/CW Transceiver with an outstanding
array of functions. FM1 for 25 KHz steps (for mobile
use) FM2 for precise 100Hz steps (for base station
use). Microcomputer control giving many advanced
features. Built in 5 -channel memory. New type
microphone with UP%DOWN switching. Built in high
performance. N. Blanker. Side tone for CW.
ALL THIS PLUS MUCH MORE FOR (345.00 inc. VAT.

f690.00

notch filter.

TRIO TS120 TRANSCEIVER
ALL SOLID STATE HF BAND
TRANSCEIVER
Freq. 3.5-30 MHz Amateur Bands and WWV. I.F. Shift

System, Noise Blanker, Vox, Single conversion system
using PLL circuit. Digital display dial.
TS 120V 10 watts PEP
£347.30
TS 120S 200 watts PEP

£432.40

TRIO

£690.00
£669.30
£118.45
£42.93
£37.95
£197.80
£672.75
£98.80
£ 17.25
£347.30
£44.85
£17.25
£18.40
£298.00
£166.75
£437.00
£210.45

R 820 Receiver

TS820 Transceiver
VFO820
DSIA 12v. DC Inverter
SP820 Speaker
SM220 Monitorscope
TL922 Linear Amplifier

VF0520S

TR2300
TR2300 2m Synthesised Portable Transceiver. We
have lost count of the number of this model we have
sold over the last 12 months. Hikers, campers,
climbers, you can hear them all over the country and
reliability which is the essence of TRIO equipment.
£166.75

JAYBEAM
5Y; 2M 5element vagi
8Y' 2M 8 Element yagi

£10.24
£13.23

10Y2M 10 Element

£28.41

PBMF 14,'2m. 14 element Parabeam
5XY'2m. 5 element crossed yagi
8XY; 2m. 8 element crossed yagi

10XY,2m. 10element crossed yagi
0412m. 4element Quad
06;2m. element Quad
D5i 2m. 5over 5slot fed yagi
D8/ 2m. 8 over 8 slot fed yagi
UGP 2m. ground plane

MBM48'70cms. Multibeam
MBM88:70cros. Multibeam

TASI

2m. Whip mobile
CSrm. Colinear
C8: 70cm. Colinear
D15: 129623cm. Antenna
Carriage on Antennas (3.00

£40.38
£20.70
£25.88
£34.27
£21.51
£28.52
£18.29
£24.84
£9.37
£28.18
£37.49

SP520 Speaker
TS120V 80-10m. Mobile Transceiver -..
PS -20 AC power supply for TS 120V ...
MB100 Mobile mounting bracket
.

SP70 Speaker
R1000 Receiver
TR2300 2m. Portable Transceiver
TS520SE HF Transceiver
TR2400 Hand held 2m Transceiver
TS 1203200 watt Transceiver
TL120 Linear Amplifier
HS5 Headphones
H54 Headphones
MC50 Desk Microphones
MC3OS Hand Microphone 50K
DM 8C0 G.D.0.:9Navemeter

f432.40

£128.80
£21.85
£10.35
£24.15
£ 13.80

f 51.75

Crystals and accessories in stock

(15.30
£40.02
£45.43

(30.94

TR7800
Continuing TRIO's policy of presenting the Radio
Amateur with the finest equipment available, we are
pleased to announce the NEW TR7800 2m FM
Mobile Transceiver. 15 memory channels
Priority
channels with simplex ± 600 KHz or non-standard
operation
"Priority alert" bleeps when signal on
M14 priority channel. Frequency coverage 144.00,
145.955 in switchable 5 KHz or 25 KHz steps. Front
keyboard for selecting frequencies, programming
memories and controlling scan function. ALL THIS
and MORE for £268.50.

-

-

R1000

R1000 ReceiverTRIO
£29800
The latest general coverage from Trio. Frequency
coverage 200 KHz to 30 MHz in 30 bands. Using an
advanced PLL system. Full digital readout. Three
filters 12 KHz for AM -6KHz narrow AM and
2.7 KHz SSB. Also incorporates a noise blanker.
Operation is from 100-240 V AC or 12 V DC.

NEW ATENNA MODELS
H.S. HFS Vertical 10-80n
HF R. Ground Plane Kit
GDX 2 Discone Antenna 50-460 MHz

£41.40
£23.00
£36.80

TS 180S

T5 180s. HF Transceiver. An all solid state Transceiver
with Digital Frequency Control. A rig that has the
facilities that DXer, Contest operator or any Amateur
would desire for maximum flexibility on the 160
through 10 metre bands. Up to 200 watts PEP input.
No tune final amplifier.
£679.65
With digital readout.
RECEIVERS AND TRANSCEIVERS
(Inc. VAT and Postage)
SR9 Tunable 144-146 MHz Receiver
AMR217B Scanner Receiver. AC or

£46.00
DC

operation
£ 113.50
R512 Aircraft Band Scanning Receiver
£135.00
Regency Digital Flight Scan Synthesised

Aircraft Band Receiver
£199.00
Phillips FM321 70ems FM Transceiver
£264.00
Yaesu FRG7 Receiver
£214.00
Yaesu FRG 7000 Receiver
£375.00
FDKTM563 Scanning 2m Receiver
£109.00
'SkyACE' Hand held Aircraft Band Receiver.. £49.50
Bearcat 220 Scanning Receiver
£258.75
SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT
Due to delay in publishing secondhand lists please send
SAE for our up to date lists. We have a very quick turn
over in secondhand equipment, especially in receivers.
If you require a specific model please let us know and
we will inform you as soon as we have one available.
Our secondhand equipment carries a three month
guarantee. We would be pleased to sell your equipment
on a commission basis. which saves you time and
money advertising.
ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD facilities.
Instant HP service
Try our new "Overnite" service for £5.00.
Guaranteed 24 hour service if order placed before 11
a.m. (except North GM).
Part exchange always welcome. Spot cash paid for
good clean equipment. If you have equipment surplus
to your requirement we would be pleased to sell this on
commission for you.
Shop Hours: 9.30 to 5.30 Monday to Friday.
5 p.m. Saturday
No parking problems. Turn at the Greyhound Motel on
the A580 (East Lancs.) Road. S.A.E. with all enquiries.
25p will bring you latest information and prices,
credited to your first purchase over f5. Postage
carriage extra.
ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT
,
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CABLE

ROTATORS
DR750OX

24p metre
£98.04 UR43
80p
£107.98 ÚR67
DR75008
Ribbon
300
ohm
£97.50
ART300C
12p metre
Sky King SU200 £40.40
Sky King SU400 £75.00 75 ohm low loss.... 24p
£135.00
DR7600X
SRX-30
Solid State Receiver 550kHz-30MHz..
£178.00
,

.

Mobile Antenna Range
5/8th Whip PL259fitting
Magnetic Mount PL259fitting
7 8th Whip
Basemount and lead
Gutter mounts
Bantex Magnetic mounts
Bantex S. S Whip 5/8th
Bantex G. fibre 5.8th whip
Accessories
2 way Antenna

Switch

£6.50
£8.50
£11.00
£3.00
£3.50
£12.59
£9.50
£9.10
ohm -200

50

way Antenna
button type
3 way Antenna

Price £50.00

S.T.E. Prices include VAT and postage

£4.10
£5.00
£129.00

AAI Audio Module for AR 10
AD4 FM Discriminator
ATAL 2m AM -FM Tx

£6.60

watt
3

AR20. 12 channel FM receiver 144-146 MHz. Input
impedance 50-75 ohm. AM -FM modes. Sensitivity
0.2uV AF output 3 watts. 12v DC operation

switch
Switch

0.500MHz
4 way Antenna Switch
watt PEP
Single Meter SWR Wall type

SWL

push

£4.60
2

kW

PEP

£10.60
50 ohm

200

£10.87

£ 11.00
Single Meter SWR Desk type
Twin Meter SWR Desk type
£13.55
£34.45
140-435
MHz
..
T3458 Thru Line Wattmeter
DL20 20 watt 50 ohm Dummy Load
£6.30
DL50 50watt 50ohm Dummy Load
£7.50
£37.95
DL-10001kW Dummy Load 50 ohm
£3.25
Morse Keys Lightweight

£40.19
£10.50
£79.00

Katsumi MK 1024 Electronic Keyer, with
£135.00
memory
DX -008 Programmable Frequency
£110.25
Counter
HP3A High Pass Filter
£3.25
Paddle Chrome
Twin
Keying
plated
with heavy base. Precision Unit
£26.50
Full Rangei of Insulators

- plus

Valves

-

Etc.

Mini Products
C4X 3 band Vertical
HQ 1 Mini Beam
Hy Gain
12AV O 3 band Vertical
14AVr/WB 4 band Vertical
1 BAVUWB 5 band Vertical

£252.00

C8800 2M FM Mobile Transceiver
G -WHIP

Tribander Helical 10-15-20m ... ....
LF Coils for Tribander
LF Telescopic Whip Section
Basemount standard type
Multimobile 78, 10-15-20m
MM Coils
MM Telescopic whip section
Flexiwhip basic 10metres section
Basemount standard
_

£ 10.60

Oscerblock SWR200B Twin Meter
HyMound HK708
Katsumi EK 150 Electronic Keyer

STANDARD

£48.00
£96.00

_

Ball type Basemount

Coils for Flexiwhip
Base thread adaptor USA/G Whip

Extendarod 40"

£24.72
£6.55
£3.35
£4.48
£28.75
£6.55
£3.33
£17.25
£4.48
£6.32
£6.55
£0.75
£11.50

DRAKE
TR7 Digital Transceiver
£1035.00
P57 Power supply
E207.00
RV7 Remote VFO
£138.00
MS7 Speaker
£29.90
R7 Digital Receiver
£989.00
Filters for TR7
£39.10
FA7 Fan for TR7
£20.70
MN7 ATU/RF Meter 250 Watts
£124.20
£207.00
MN2700ATU 2 KW
£20.70
DL300 Dummy Load 300watts
DL1000 Dummy Load KW
£37.95
TV3300 Low Pass Filter
£18.40
AK75, Doublett Antenna 132 top with 470
£23.00.
ohm Feeder
1

£43.12
£60.37
£87.40

Diawa 144 Mhz and 70 cms Antennas in stock

MICROWAVE MODULES
MMT1296,/144 1296 MHz
Lin /Transverter
MMT70/1444m Lin/Transverter
MMA 1296 Receiver pm -amp
MML144/4040 watt Linear Amplifier
MMA144V 2m RF Switched preamplifier
MML432./20 Lin Amp and Pre -amp
MMT 144/28 2m Transverter
MMT432/28S 70cm Transverter
MMT432/ 144R 70cm Transverter
MMT 70/ 144 4m Transverter
MML 144/25 2m 25 watt Linear
MML144/1002m 100 watt Linear
MMC70/284m Converter
MMC144/28LO 2m Converter
MMC432/28S 70cm Converter
MMC 1296/14423cm Converter
MMD050i 500 500MHz freq. conter

£ 159.85

£99.00
£25.88
£69.00
£24.90
£69.00
£90.85
£136.85
£ 173.65
£99.00
£48.30
£142.60
£21.85
£24.15
£29.90
£32.20
£69.00

455 kHz FM DISCRIMINATOR AMPLIFIER. Limiting
threshold 100uV. Amplitude modulation rejection
kHz 20-300mV
40dB. Audio output voltage at
Price £5.00
frequency deviation ± 3 kHz
SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT
1

We have a very rapid change over of secondhand
equipment, especially in receivers. Our lists are
updated each day, please send SAE for latest or
telephone. Here are a few of the items from our range.
All prices include VAT.
Heathkit SB301 Rx-SB401 Tx-SB610

MonitorscopeSpeaker-Microphone

£350.00

power supply
Eddystone EC958/9 Solid State Digital
readout Receiver AM/FM/CW/SSB
10KHz to 30MHz

£395.00

Drake TR4C HF Transceiver MS4S Speaker,'

Yaesu FR101 D Receiver
Drake TR7 Transceiver PS7
Trio TS700G 2m All Mode Transceiver
Swan 100MX Transceiver + AC PSU
Drake R4C Receiver + CW Filter
Trio TR7010 2m SSB Mobile Transceiver

£1,200.00
£300.00
£900.00
£325.00
£450.00
£395.00
.

£

130.00

SOLID STATE STABILISED POWER SUPPLIES
Maximum ratings quoted. Prices include postage.
£15.55
Model 122 12.6V 2.5A
£28.00
Model 125 10-15V 5amp
£35.00
Twin
Meter
5
4-15V
amp
Model 1565
£85.00
Model 1210S 4-20V 10 amp Twin Meter
Model 1210SV 4-20V 10 amp Digital Readout

£110.00

Model 153SV 4-20V 3amp Digital Readout £38.00
£90.00
Model 122011 13.5V 20 amp
£80.00
Model 1220.2 13 5V 12 amp

COMING SHORTLY
From the SHIMIZU-DENSHI group the SS -105-S
Solid State 10 watt mobile Transceiver. 3.5 MHz to
30 MHz with USB/LSB/CW and FM (ideal for use with
more details
VHF Transverterl. Small compact

next month.

-

Mod. 1210 S

LTD.
STEPHENS-JAMES
LANCS. WN7 3EA
47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH,
Telephone (0942) 676790

.AlIQA1RA
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SMC FOR NO CHARGE CREDIT

FREE FINANCE
Money today is expensive, very expensive. Unfortunately many people ask only "what are the
repayments when entering into an agreement. We take Access and Barclaycard over the 'phone,
sure it costs us a few per cent, but it permits speedy despatch of your order and if you pay your
statements promptly there are no charges, but use it for credit at 2.25% per month means an
effective annual equivalent rate of 30.6%!!! Get yourself hooked on a "budget plan scheme" where
you pay a fixed amount by banker's order
whether you use credit facility or not (remember you get
minimal 5% or no interest on a credit balance)
you are tied to one retailer and will be paying say
1 3/a %, 2% or 21/2 % per month (23.5%, 26.8% or 34.5% per annum), so if you put down £10
today
and pay £10 a month that £240 radio will finally be yours in 1983 at best!
Now, with SMC's prices much the same or a little lower than 18 months ago and inflation peaking
at 23%, this must be a good time to buy
and owning one of the best communications equipment
in the world has never been easier than with SMC's new credit scheme ..
Free Finance. How does it work?

-

-

-

.

Simple: 6 months
OR
12 months

- pay 20% down, split the balance into 6 parts
- pay 50% down, split the balance into 12 parts

a ring for full details (subject to clearance and a minimum of £100 invoice) we will help you to
enjoy new regular priced Yaesu, KDK, Gem Quad, Ascot, SMCHS, CDE, Hy Gain, Stolle, SMC,
Hansen, MFJ, KLM, Mirage, and Hi -Mound
Tomorrow!

Give us

-

REMEMBER: When you deal with SMC you get:
The SMC two-year guarantee. The speedy free Securicor service.
The security of dealing direct with the largest authorised importer.
The spacious, very well equipped, ably staffed test and service facility.
The knowledge that we carry tens of thousands of pounds of spare parts.
Our discreet "instant" H.P. Our personal export documentation scheme.
Our in -person, or over the phone, time saving credit card acceptance.
Our honest advice and evaluation of part exchange equipments' worth.
Our deep interest and knowledge in most facets of our common hobby.

Visit our showrooms and service facilities. Examine the best.
Weekdays: 9.OtiII 5.30. Saturdays 9.OtiII 1.30, at our Totton HQ.
Motorway

If

1

mile; parking for 100+ on the doorstep; rail station 300 yards

Totton is too remote try: Leeds, Chesterfield, Woodhall Spa or any SMC Agent

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON,
SOUTHAMPTON SO4 4DN
9-5.30 Mon -Fri 9-1.30 Sat.

7:j?
".Mj
_

-

_

Head Office, Showrooms
Cables: Aerial Southampton
Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G
Tel: Totton 10703) 867333

AGENTS STOCK AND SALES
G3ZUL
Brian
Stourbridge
GI3KDR
John
Bangor
GM8GEC
Jack
Edinburgh
GI3WWY Mervyn Tandragee
GW3TMP Howarth Pontybodkin
GW4GSW Alan
Swansea

(03643)
(02471
(0316651
(0762)

(0352871
(07921

5917
55162

2420
840656
846/324
24140
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FT4SOR NEW 2m

-

¡

+

+

YAESU

MULTIMODE

LSB, CW, FM) transceiver. The
The FT 480R is a 12v, 10w. revolutionary high performance multi -mode (USB,
SSE switchable; 1 Wz (yes 10íz), 1WHz
'single knob' microprocessor controlled synthesizer tuning is simply superb. On
103CHz steps are provided on the dual VFO's. Tuning may
and 1 KHz steps and on FM 1KHz, 29CHz (or 12.5KHz) and
press for one step, hold down for 15 second
also be accomplished from the microphone up/down button,
The memories are simply programmed by
and the scanner operates over the band or just the 4memory channels.
alive' as long as a DC supply is provided to the set. Any one of
a "write in" push button and the contents are 'kept
it checking the designated
the memories may be used as a priority channel when the set is dial controlled,
features one would expect on a
frequency every 5 seconds. The very sensitive transceiver is fitted with all the
receiver offset, tone, F set (clears all digits of
1980Yaesu radio, very bright digital display and string LED meter,
offset, any split with the dual VFO's,
the operating frequency below the step frequency in use) ± 60010Hz
doppler shift on Listen Through)
satellite control (disables RIT etc and allows slow scanning on Tx to eliminate

.
-

\/

e

etc.

-

all at a very affordable price of £312.17

FT72OR NEW 'REMOTABLE'

.

The FT72OR is a new concept in mobile FM. Take a neat 'remotable' control head 12m or 4m of extension
cable+and your choice of 2m 110 or 25W) and 70cm 10W main units. Add if you wish a switching box and
then both 2 and 70cms are available from the one money and space saving controller.
The package offers sophisticated microprocessor PLL control system, optical coupled tuning, 5 memory
channels, priority channel, up/down scanning from the mic (stop on busy or empty), auto or man. Tone burst
up!down repeater shift and a string of yellow and red leds for power out and S meter etc.

.'.ä:.>rm-,

£130.00
E47.50

FT7209Gontrol Heed
Switching Box
S72

£2350
4rn Cable
72CAVHTraracerer 29N 2N4£1531A
F72.

f20.00
2m Cable
720RV Transcerver tQN 3v1 E 14800
E72S

720RU Trenscniver 10N

70cm

E

17900

FT225RD MULTIMODE .2 METRE TRANSCEIVER

.

...-..
?,

r,

-:

-

.1..,;..
.

.,

dual speed VFO control
144.146-148MHz, USB, LSB, AM, FM, CW (semi -break-in with side tone). Smooth
600kHz and auxiliary shifts both up
and I t x 41 crystal channels. Simplex and {auto tone burst) repeater,
free output. Mains
for
spurious
oscillator,
conversion
locked
phase
mix,
with
and down. Single signal
selectivity, SSB 2.4kHz with 1.75:
234-100V 50160Hz and 12V DC for world wide portability. Excellent
signal handling by
strong
Good
RE
stage.
MOSFET
modern
with
sensitivity
High
SF, FM 12kHz at -6dB.
output 10W AM, 1-25W CW and FM,
careful gain distribution, mixer and crystal filter design. High power digital readout to 100Hz and easy to
sensitive
Mode
(MD's.
low
and
reliability
+
great
with
SSB 25W +
for: SSB mit gain, FM power, squelch,
service superior plug in board construction. Front panel controls meter functions IS/centre plus relative
Vox/Mox sensitivity, noise blanker, AGC, readout brightness,
option.
power) etc., Digital and Analogue versions and memory
1

1

-

+

-

FT225RD Transceiver

£48.00

s

FT2O7R

,
F1207R Transceiver
NC IASIide-in charger
NC -2 Charge eliminator

£173.04
£16.50
£34.50

MEM mernory option

£44&00

FT225RTransceiver

-

--- -"

COUNT Counter RAM

£50.00

- FT2O2R: 2m HANDHELDS

12.5kHz channel steps!!

offers
The FT207R is a microprocessor controlled synthesized handheld that
be scanned. Any one of the
4 memory channels are provided and these may, as can the whole band,
designate one of
memories can be used as a priority channel. Simply operate as normal on any frequency.
will check occupancy of the
the
set
milliseconds,
few
for
a
the memories as priority, and every few seconds,
readout
displays
touch tonel. The
channel. All frequency entry is by the keyboard (which includes
provided for keyboard lock
frequencies Ito 100Hz), memory channel number and 'P'. Switches are
and any programmable split, is
(prevents accidental operation) and display 'time-out'. A 600kHz shift,
but can be switched off for long-term
available, both of course plus and minus. Memory back-up is provided
brief specification of this
2.5W + 200mW outputs and a whole host of accessories complete the
storage.
exciting transceiver.
The FT202R is an economical
NC -9C Small charger

NBP-9Nicad sack snare
F8A-1 Pack!charger adaptor

6 channel

£5.50
£14.50

£2.25

handheld physically similar to the FT207R.

YM24 Speaker:mic
FLC1 Heavy duty case
AA Nicads, tack

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT (15%) BUT INCLUDE DELIVERY

-

(86.00

£14.50
£18.00
£0.87

FT20211 transceiver
NC -1 AC charger '202
PA -1 12VPSU

'202

£103.50
£16.50
116.50

- SECURICOR/POST IN THE UK

SMC (Jack Tweedy) LTD.

NORTHERN (Leeds) BRANCH

SMC (Jack Tweedy) LTD.

Roger Baines. G3YBO
79 Chatsworth Road.
Chesterfield. Derby.
Tel.: Chesterfield (02461 34982
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday.

Colin Thomas, G3PSM
257 Otley Road,
Leeds 16, Yorkshire.
Tel.: Leeds (05321 782326
9-5.30 Monday -Saturday

Jack Tweedy, G3ZY
150 Horncastle Road,
Woodhall Spa, Lincs.
Tel.: Woodhall Spa (05261 52793
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday l+ appoint.)

VISA
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FT707 NEW SOLID STATE TRANSCEIVER

The FT707 'The Wayfarer' is an ultra -compact solid-state transceiver covering 8010m, including 30,
17 and 12m
all factory installed, with 100W output 110W 'S' model) 50% out developed in 3:1
VSWR, digital (bright LED's in mode sensitive counter) and analogue readout. status at a glance (from
string LED and single displays) 16 poles of crystal filtering adjustable IF bandwidth 2.4kHz to 300Hz.
Noise blanker of most advanced design using local AGC loop" Schottky diode ring module, power
transistor buffers, ultra -clean low noise local oscillator are combined to produce, size and price

-

notwithstanding: Probably the best receiver you have ever used.
FT707
FT707S

Transceiver 100W
Transceiver 10W

[455.00
(425.00

FV7070M
FC707

VID
Antenna Tower
Eat. Dg-

£157.00
£83.00

FP707
MR7

12 VWI P.S.U.
Rack Mourn Cahinei

£95.00
111.50

MM137O7

VM35

02.00

Mobile Mounting
Scanning Microphone

£11.00

FT107M NEW SOLID STATE TRANSCEIVER

All solid state transceiver, 160- TOM I+ WWV Rx and 2 Aux). 12V DC. SSB, CW, FSK and AM. 240W
PIP. The fan cooled (thermostatically controlled) no tune "broad band" power amplifier delivers 75%
power output into 3:1 VSWR. Analogue and digital readout to 100Hz. Sensitive and with excellent
dynamic range (hard driven Schottky diode ring mixer). Continuous variable bandwidth 300Hz to
2.4kHz plus optional "basics" of 350,600Hz and 6kHz. Full equipment includes: audio peak'notch
filter, full metering including SWR, RF speech processor, advanced noise blanker, semi break-in with
side tone, VOX, clarifier on Tx, Rx. or both, 20dß attenuator etc. The optional memory system provides
12 stored channels (with fine tuning), and offers scanning from the microphone. The store employs
DMS -- digital memory shift
to allow tuning, via a photo interrupter of any of the memorised

FT107M

-

frequencies )equivalent to 13 VFOsI!).
FT107M

Transceiver
MEM'DMS Memory
AC PSU Extnl.
FP107E
FP107
Int AC PSU

£660.00
£07.90
192.50
T.B.A.

00107

Est. VFO

Antenna Tuner
External Speaker
SP107
000107121 Transverter

FCt07

190.00
£92.50
124.00
1181.50

F10107

430440
144 148

50-54

Transverter frame
70cm module
2m module
6m module

£96.50
1158.50
168.50
£68.50

YM34
VM35
YM36

Mic. desk
Mic. hand. scan

8M37

Mie Hand

[16.50

01.00

Mc. noise cancel

T.B.A.
T.B.A.

FT901DM THE SUPERB PERFORMER

160. 10M + WWV Rs), 12 and 234V IPSO Built-inl. SSB, AM, CW, FSK and FM (Tx & Rx). 180W. PIP,
80W FI. Analogue 1kHz and digital to 1OOHz Sens,n,oe ir.V w nh AGC controlled Mosier RF, to push
pull FET RF. Balance active mixer, push pull IF amp, to crystal filter then noise blanker. Continuously
variable selectivity 300Hz to 2.4kHz and fixed 350, 600Hz, 2.4kHz. 6kHz and 12kHz (at 6dBi. 80dB
cross mod rejection, 90dB desensitisation immunity (at 20kHz off at 14MHzi. Audio Peak and separate
notch tuning. Negative RF feedback on 6146B stage 1-31dB 3rd order). RF processor, VOX, Curtis
electronic keyer, tune button (10sec on full powers. PLL VFO with memory for any Tx. Rx or T:Rx
frequency. Modular plug-in construction. permeability tuning (for new band allocations) 25kHz
calibrator, 20d9 switchable attenuator, sidetone, clarifier and an advanced noise blanker. etc.
1

FT9010M Transceiver
FT9010 Transceiver

£800.00
1710.00

FT9010E Transceiver

[700.00
[395.00

Y11901 Morse TTY read

i Video Monitor
Y0901 Monitorscope
Y090tP Y0901 wan pan
PAN KIT Mod kit
YVM

[125.00
1240.00

(280.00
(47.00

178901 Transuerler
430 440 70cm module

50546in

module
70 74 4m module

[245.00
[160.00
[60.00
[75.00

1115.00
1355.00
£215.00
124.00

FC901 Antenna Tuner
112100Z lanai Amp.

FV901DM Synth Est 810
SP901 External Speaker

FT101ZD PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMY

A hybrid HF transceiver, 160-10M + WWV Rx e Aux). 234V AC and 12V DC (inbuilt inverter option).
SSB, CW and AM. 180W PIP from a pair of 61468 with negative feedback. Analogue and "mode
1

sensitive" digital readout to 100Hz. Continuously variable IF bandwidth 300Hz-2.4kHz plus optional
"basic fixed" of 350:600Hz. Full equipment includes: adjustable level RF processor, advanced
adjustable level noise blanker, front panel adjustable VOX. semi break-in with side tone. 0-10-20dB
attenuator, switchable AGC, Slow -fast off, clarifier (RIT) selectable on Tx. Rx or both, etc., etc,
The FT101ZD is compatible with nearly all the FT901 accessories listed above - morse reader and
video display. monitor scope with panadaptor, 3 band transverter, ATU. linears, speakers, and a choice
of synthesized or conventional (NEW FV1O1Z) external VFOs.

FT101ZD

FT

101Z0 Transceiver Digital

[575.00

811012 Transceiver Analogue £500.00

£375.00

180.00

FV1012

£

110.00

FT7B MOBILE AND BASE TRANSCEIVER

compact all solid state HF transceiver, 80. 10M (full 2MHz coverage of 10 with optional crystals)
USB-LSB CW-AM. 100W PIP (A31 and All, 25W IA31- VFO control with clear analogue scale to 1kHz.
plus an optional digital readout unit that can be conveniently sited above the transceiver, on the dash or
steering column. The front panel remains remarkably uncluttered for a transceiver boasting a: crystal
calibrator, vox, clarifier, side tone, and an excellent audio peak filter for CW. A mostet RF stage for
sensitivity, and a Schottky diode ring mixer for dynamic range. Complete with mobile bracket.
microphones, leads, plugs. etc. The FT7B provides the economic answer to world wide communica
FT7B & YC7B
tiens from home or from the car.
YC7B Digital Readout (60.00
FPI2 12V 120 PSU £67.00
YD148 Desk Mic. f18.50
A

FT7B Transceiver

Count Analogue'Dig. Kit

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT (15%) BUT INCLUDE DELIVERY

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON,

SOUTHAMPTON SO4 4DN
9-5.30 Mon -Fri 9-1.30 Sat.

__

-

'

Head Office, Showrooms
Cables: Aerial Southampton
Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G
Tel: Totton 107031 867333

- SECURICOR/POST IN THE UK
AGENTS STOCK AND
G3ZUL
Brian
GI3KDR
John
GM8GEC Jack
GI3WWY Mervyn

GW3TMP Howarth
GW4GSW Alan

SALES
Stourbridge
Bangor
Edinburgh
Tandragee
Pontybodkin
Swansea

102471

5917
55162

(0316651

2420

107921

24140

(038431

840656
(0762)
1035287) 846/324
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SMC FOR ALL YOUR STATION REQUIREMENTS
HF BALUN TRANSFORMER
Ratio. 340 MHz. S0239 (UHFI Socket
5%" x 1%" D. 7'/: ozs. "Hang up type"
:

1

High power handling
H1Q
(Post free of charge)

f 10.00

V.H.F. LINEAR AMPLIFIER

1CAN nom drive. 145 MHz -12V
(circa 1041. Switchable; SSB/FM Hang time.
RF or man conta Low noise pre -amps.
(p&p £0.401 £ 15.00
RC 1 Remote control
(p&ploc) £99.00
B108Amplifier

8)N out for

20K ohms per volt. 1000X overload on ohms.
Plug in range selection.

Microtest 40Ranges (p&p foc) £16.50
Supertest 48Ranges)p&pfoc)£24.50
Supertest 80Ranges(P&p foc) 3200

VHF/UHF SWR/POWER METER

Power 10W FSD on 50 (70), 144, 432MHz
VSWR. Calibrated to 3:1 50 ohms.
Detachable RF head/indicator unit
(p&p £0.60/ ££1275
UH74

V.H.F. LINEAR AMPLIFIER

out for 15W maximum drive. 145MHz.
12V dc (circa 18A). RF or manual switching.
16CM/

SSB/FM Excellent heat sink

out/reset.
PA 15-160ßL

- over temp. trip

(Post free) £178.50

50 ohms impedance S0239 sockets
(p&p 20p) £5.75
TWS1201 in tout
Ip&p30p1£10.50
TWS1201in5out
(p&p 30p) £10.85
TWS1202in4out

3.5 30MHz. 50/75 ohm Coax IVSWR<5:1)
and Single Wire (10-250 ohms) transformed
to 50 ohms. To 503W PIP SSB.
Wattmeter 20 + 250W FSD meter

(p&p foc) £9200

LAC895

HF/VHF SWR METER

Twin Meter. 3.5 to 170MHz. 50 ohms.
SWR. Calibrated to 3:1-

á Relative Power. $0239 sockets.
T3 -170L

Ip&p £0.601 £ 11.25

10- 1000 10000. ACV-DCV-ACmA. DC mA, Ohms. 10M ohm input impedance, AC &
DC. Automatic zero and polarity.
ME521
(p&pfocl New Low Price £3826

100kHz to 30MHz. 12V dc operation. 5.7 segment displays resolves to 10-1z.
Only 6'/. x 2'/. x 51/2"
RT75D
(p&p 50p) New Low Price £38.26

COAXIAL RELAYS

TRANSVERTERS, SOLID STATE

1-

12V dc operation, 50ohms. 1kW PEP@30MHz
50dB isolation at 1GHz. 0.2dB loss at 0.5GHz.

CX540D 3BNC Sockets

CX530D3BNC + 1'N'
CX520D 3'N' sockets

(p&p foc) £18.50
(p&pfoc) E18.50
(p&p foc) £ 18.50

AERIAL ROTOR 'OFFSET TYPE'
Carriage UK, post free, all models

Silent self -calibrating control box
AR30 - "Dial and push"

£79.00
MMT28/1441Cm, 2m, 1F 10V out
£ 100.00
MMT70/1444m, 2n, 1F 10W out
£86.00
10W
out
10m,
1F
MMT144/282m,
MMT432/28.S 70cm,-10m, Satellite £ 119.00
£151.00
MMT432/14470cm,-2m, Repeater
£160.00
MMT 1296/ 14423cm, 2m, 1F 1.3W

ANTENNA ROTATORS 'BELL

TYPt'

CDE manufacture

£41.00

Stolle manufacture
Silent automatic control box. Turning shaft
passes through rotator (as illustrated)
2050 Memomatic control box with moving
light gives indication of beam heading during
£ 37.50
rotation period
"Dial up direction ' control box with
2010
£45.83
excellent synchronization

-

(illustrated right)
+A groúnd plane. Uses 3 phased fA and },1
radials
required.
radiation.
No
stub. Ultra low angle
ARX2 144MHz 9' 6" tall, 11/2 lbs (p&p £1.001 New Low Price £20.00
horizontal and vertical in stock.
Other Cushcraft VHF antennas
All at 10% off list prices!!!

HIGH EFFICIENCY VHF VERTICALS

RINGO RANGER: 6dB gain over

-

sue.,.

3 Amps cont. 5 Amp peak 3 x 41/2 x 6". 31/: lbs
(Post free) £13.50
ODR123C

DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTER

DIGITAL MULTIMETER

lim

240V 5Q'60 -1z input

ANTENNA COUPLER

MULTIMETERS

4ccess

12V dc regulated supply.

COAX SLIDE SWITCHES

WATT METERS

Through line. 1.8-54MHz. SWR scale.
LPM88520, 200, 1CO3/VFSD (p&pfoc)f51.00
Absorption 1.8-500MHz.
LDM8805, 2, 120W FSD
(p&pfoc) £79.00

80
6806
68oR

POWER SUPPLY

Carriage UK (Post or Securicor) free

AR40 Silent self-calibrating control box
£5200
to 3sgft ant wind area
BT1 4 pre set plus manual control to
£79.00
5sgft ant wind area

Continuous readout on large meter
Superior brake mechanism
CD45to 8Y sq ft ant wind area
Ham IV to 155g ft ant wind area
T2X to 30sgft ant wing area

Et CERAMIC FILTERS
QUARTZ 3.18, 9, 10.7MHz centre frequency;
350/6C0Hz, 2.4/6/12kHz, 6&8 pole
CERAMIC 455kHz centre frequency;
214/6/ 12kHz, 9811 poles
Prices: Ceramic f5 -E 11 Crystal £16-f22

SMC (Jack Tweedy) LTD.

NORTHERN (Leeds) BRANCH

SMC (Jack Tweedy) LTD.

Colin Thomas, G3PSM
257 Otley Road,
Leeds 16, Yorkshire.

Jack Tweedy, G3ZY
150 Horncastle Road,
Woodhall Spa, Lincs.
Tel.: Woodhall Spa (05261 52793
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday 1+ appoint.)

Tel.: Leeds (05321 782326
9-5 Mon. -Wed. & Fri. -Sat.

199.00

QUARTZ

Roger Baines, G3YBO
79 Chatsworth Road,

Chesterfield, Derby.
Tel.: Chesterfield (02461 34982
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday.

(99.00
£146.00

BANQAY'CAND

OEM
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Cit ICOM
It's the fastest mover yet, so try to catch one!
THE MOBILE OF CHOICE FROM THE WORLD
FAMOUS ICOM STABLE
THE IC -255E

-

Lia

255E

fiats`.ó
k;rzaM£

I

BUS.,
Y

.-,tE.

Ip£c7
ON

-

--

EMPTY

-

25 WATTS
5 MEMORIES
SCANNING
600 KHz AND USER SELECTABLE
REPEATER SHIFT
FULL COVERAGE IN 5 KHz or 25 KHz STEPS
We have had a poke around one of these little beauties and are certain that Icom, yet again, have
come up with a winner. As you can see, it has the expected smart Icon" appearance. Features

include:

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

-

Crystal controlled Tone Burst
Full band coverage
extendable to 148 MHz if required
Four digit LED display
25 Watts output or 1W low power
A superb receiver using grounded gate FET front end
Scanning over a user programmable range
Memory scan
Stop on empty or busy channels
Tuning in 25KHz or 5KHz steps
i
5 Memories
retained while the power is connected to the rig
Built-in 600 KHz Repeater shift
Alternative programmable shift
Reverse Repeater facilities
RIT (±3 kHz) for those off channel stations
Scan control from the microphone (an optional mic available shortly)
Good loud audio
Optically coupled tuning between control knob and CPU
Multiway 24 pin socket on back for touchpad, computer, or external control (note the
current RM3 cannot be used but a new version is to be introduced)
Rugged modular PA (guaranteed of course!)
Mobile mount which can be padlocked

-

Pr ce

-

£ 255

At £255 including VAT these are such value for money that demand may
exceed supply for
are worth waiting for! (Delivery is free of course by Registered First
Class Letter Post.)
tAwauxnxo
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-

IC251E £479 inc.

WE GUARANTEE
DON'T WORRY
ALL SOLID STATE RIGS
INCLUDING PAs
AFTER YEARS OF SUCCESS THE IC211E HAS NOW
BEEN REPLACED BY THE IC251E. NOT JUST A
IMPORTANT
A
NUMBER
OF
BUT
FACELIFT,
DEVELOPMENTS HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED.

-

CPU control with Icom's.
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL
original programs provides various operating capabilities. No
backlash dial controlled by 'corn's unique photo -chopper
circuit. Band edge detector and Endless System provides out of -band protection. No variable capacitors or dial gear, giving
problem-free use. The IC251E provides FM, USB, LSB, CW
coverage in the 144-146 MHz frequency range. Thus the
IC251E can be used for mobile, DX, local calls, and satellite
work.
Memory Scan allows you to
MULTI -PURPOSE SCANNING
monitor three different memory channels. Program Scan
programmed frequencies.
between
two
provides scanning
Adjustable scanning speed. Auto-stop stops scanning when a
signal is received in all modes.
Two separate VFO's can be used either
DUAL VFO's
independently or together for simplex operation, and any
desired frequency split in duplex operation.
Icom's new continuous
CONTINUOUS TUNING SYSTEM
tuning system features a luminescent display that follows the
tuning knob movement and provides an extremely accurate
readout. Frequencies are displayed in 7 digits representing
100 Mhz to 100 Hz digits.
Automatic re -cycling restarts the tuning at the bottom of the
and vice versa. Quick tuning
band when the top is reached
in
KHz steps is available, and fine tuning in 100 Hz steps in
the SSB and CW modes, and 5 KHz steps and KHz steps in
the FM mode, is provided for trouble free OSO.
The most
EASIER OPERATION AND LIGHTER WEIGHT
compact, lightest weight all -mode 144 MHz transceiver. First

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

IC -251 E Typical Technical Characteristics: General. Numbers
of semiconductors: Transistors 99, FETs 12, ICs 37. Diodes

132. Frequency coverage: 144-146 MHz (easily extended to
148 MHz at no extra charge). Frequency resolution: SSB 100
5 KHz steps. 1 KHz steps with TS button
Hz steps FM
depressed. Frequency Control: Microcomputer based 100 Hz
PLL
synthesizer Independent Transmit -Receive
step Digital
Frequency Capability. Frequency Readout: 7 digit LED 100 Hz
readout. Frequency stability: Within X1.5 KHz Memory
channels: 3 channels, any inband frequency programmable.
-10°C--60°C
Temperature:
conditions:
Usable
Antenna
114°F -140°F). Operational time: Continuous.
impedance: 50 ohms unbalanced. Power supply requirement:
240V
max.
or
3A
ground)
13.8V DC -+-15% (negative
AC±10%. Current drain (at 13.8V DC): Transmitting, SSB
2.3A FM
(PEP 10W). Approx. 2.3A, CW, FM (10W). Approx.
(1W). Approx. 1.OA. Receiving. At max. audio output.

Approx. 0.6A. Squelched. Approx. 0.4A. Dimensions:
141mm (h) x 241mm (W) x 264mm (DI. Weight: Approx. 5.0
Kgs. Transmitter. Output power: SSB 10W (PEP). CW 10W.
10W (Adjustable). Emission mode: SSB (A3J,
FM
1

-

FROM

to use a pulse power supply in communication equipment, for
lighter weight. 50 mm -diameter large tuning control knob for
smooth and easy tuning. Trouble -free controlling knobs for
both receiving and transmitting. LED indicator for transmit
and receiving modes.
MOST SUITABLE FOR BOTH FIXED AND PORTABLE
Built in 240V AC and DC power supplies.
STATIONS
Convenient Dial Lock switch for mobile operation. Easy carry
Noise Blanker. IC SM5 high quality stand
Effective
handle.
microphone is suitable for fixed station operation. Powerful
audio output 1.5 Watts at 8 ohm, for easy listening even in
noisy surroundings.
The RF amplier and first
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
mixer circuits using MOS FETs and other circuits provide
Two -Signal selectivity
Modulation
and
excellent Cross
characteristics. The IC251E has excellent sensitivity
demanded especially for mobile operation, high stability, and
with Crystal Filters having high shape factors, exceptional
selectivity. The Transmitter uses a balanced mixer in a single
conversion system, a band pass filter and a high performance
low-pass filter. The system provides distortion -free signals
with a minimum spurious radiation level.
MODES
USB, LSB, CW and FM output.
Less than 0.25 microvolts for
CW and SSB
SENSITIVITY
More than 30 dB S+N+D/N+D at
10 dB S+N/N. FM
microvolt or less than 0.3 microvolts for 20dB Noise quieting.

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

USB/LSB(, CW (A11. FM (F3). Modulation system: SSB
Balanced modulation. FM Variable reactance frequency
modulation. Max. frequency deviation: +5 KHz. Spurious
emission: More than 60 dB below peak power output. Carrier
Suspension: More than 40 dB below peak power output.
Unwanted Sideband: More than 40 dB down at 1000 Hz AF
input. Microphone: 1.3K ohm dynamic microphone with builtin preamplifier and push -to -talk switch. Operating mode:
Simplex. Duplex. (Any inband frequency separation
programmable). Receiver. Receiving system: SSB. CW Single
Double conversion
FM
conversion superheterodyne.
superheterodyne. Receiving Mode: SSB A3J, USB/LSB, CW
(All, FM (F3). Intermediate Frequency: SSB, CW 10.7 MHz,
FM 10.7 MHz, 455 KHz. Sensitivity: SSB, CW Less than 0.25
microvolts for 10dB S+ N/N. FM more than 30dB S+ D/N + D
microvolt. Less than 0.3 microvolts for 20 dB Noise
at
quieting. Squelch sensitivity (FM only): Less than 0.4
microvolts. Spurious response rejection ratio: More than 60
dB. Selectivity: SSB, CW More than ±1.2 KHz at -6 dB point.
Less than +2.4 KHz at -60dB point. FM More than X7.5 MHz
at -6 dB point. Less than +15 MHz at -60 dB point. Audio
output power: More than 1.5W. Audio output impedance:
8 ohms.
1
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ICOM
AT LAST! ! A two -metre FM handy
Talkie from the famous ICOM stable;
probably the smallest sized one, too!

IC2E

CHECK THE FEATURES

i

FULLY SYNTHESIZED
400 5KHz steps.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

BNC ANTENNA OUTPUT SOCKET
50 ohms for
connecting to another antenna or use the Rubber
Duck supplied.
WEIGHT 450 Grams with supplied power pack and
antenna.
DIMENSIONS
Height 116.5mm (without battery
pack), width 65mm, depth 35mm.
SEND/BATTERY INDICATOR
Lights during
transmit but when battery power falls below 6V it
doesn't light indicating the need for a recharge.

-

-

-

-

-

-

FREQUENCY

SELECTION
by
switches, indicating the frequency.

adds 5KHz to the indicated

DUPLEX SIMPLEX SWITCH
gives simplex or plus
600kHz or minus 600kHz Transmit or 700kHz for you
travellers(!
HI -LOW SWITCH
reduces power output from
1.5W to 150mw reducing rapid battery drain.
EXTERNAL MICROPHONE JACK
If you do not
wish to use the built-in electret condenser mic an
optional microphone/speaker with PTT control can be
used. Useful for pocket operation.
EXTERNAL SPEAKER JACK
for speaker or
earphone. This little beauty is supplied ready to go
complete with nicad battery pack, charger, rubber

1.5W with the 9V rechargeable
battery pack as supplied
but lower or higher output
available with the optional 6V or 12V packs.
POWER OUTPUT

-

+SkHz SWITCH
frequency.

covering 144-145.995 in

duck AND the famous THANET WARRANTY.
By skilful design and the use of highly advanced

technology ICOM have produced this gem for

£ 159 incl

thumbwheel

VAT!

THIS IS THE CHOICE FOR THE MAN WHO WANTS
THE MOST FROM HIS MOBILE
THE IC260E

-

THE NEW ALL -MODE MOBILE
The IC -260E is obviously going to be one of the best selling multimode
2M Transceivers of all time. Never before has so much been offered in
such a small package.
Replacing the IC -245E, the IC -260E offers such extras as full
frequency read out, upper and lower sideband, and scanning. Thus, it
makes an ideal base station, when used with a DC power supply, as well
as a mobile. The use of a microprocessor instead of an LSI chip has
enabled 'cow to offer this at a lower price than the IC -245E.
144 MHz ALL -MODE TRANSCEIVER INCORPORATING A MICROCOMPUTER
CPU control with Icom's original programs provides
various operating capabilities. No backlash dial controlled by Icom's
unique photo -chopper circuit. Band edge detector and Endless System
provides out -of -band protection. No variable capacitors or dial gear,
giving problem -free use. The IC -260E provides FM, USB, LSB, CW
coverage in the 144-146 MHz frequency range. Thus the IC -260E can
be used for mobile, DX, local calls and satellite work. Easily extendable

-

to 144-148.

-

-

Phone

- or put

a

-

-

message on the ansafone for further details

MICROWAVE MODULES
J -BEAM

1

1

Memory scan allows you to monitor
three different memory channels. Program Scan provides scanning
between two programmed frequencies. Adjustable scanning speed.
Auto-stop stops scanning when a signal is received, in all modes.
DUAL VFO'S - Two separate VFO's can be used either independently
or together for simplex operation, and any desired frequency split in
duplex operation.
CONTINUOUS TUNING SYSTEM
Icom's new continuous tuning
system features an LED display that follows the tuning knob movement
and provides an extremely accurate readout. Frequencies are displayed
in 7 LED digits representing 100 MHz to 100 Hz digits. When in Duplex
and using the tuning -knob the two VFO's track together. Automatic
recycling restarts tuning at the top of the band, i.e. 145.999.9 MHz
MULTI PURPOSE SCANNING

when the dial goes below 144.000.0 MHz. Recycling changes 145.999
MHz to 144.000.0 MHz as well. Quick tuning in kHz steps is available,
and fine tuning in 100 Hz steps in the SSB and CW modes, and 5 kHz
steps and kHz steps in the FM mode, is provided for trouble -free OSO.
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
The RF amplifier and first mixer
circuits using MOS FET's and other circuits provide excellent Cross
Modulation and Two Signal Selectivity characteristics. The IC -260E
has excellent sensitivity demanded especially for mobile operation, high
stability and with Crystal Filters having high shape factors, exceptional
selectivity. The transmitter uses a balanced mixer in a single conversion
system, a band pass filter and a high performance low pass filter. This
system provides distortion free signals with a minimum spurious
radiation level for an output of 10W or more.
ADDITIONAL CIRCUITS
The IC -260E has a built-in Noise Blanker,
CW Break-in CW Monitor, APC and many other circuits for your
convenience. The IC -260E has everything you need to really enjoy VHF
operation, in an extremely compact rugged transceiver.

G

WHIP

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM OUR SHOP IN HERNE BAY

WESTERN
YAESU MUSEN

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS
RSGB PUBLICATIONS

STANDARD
BEARCAT

HP AND PART EXCHANGE WELCOMED

FROM

THANET
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THE MOBILE/PORTABLE CHECKLIST:IC240 The most popular, simplest to operate, synthesized 10w - 2m - FM
*
mobile ever made

IC255E The 25w, digital, synthesized, 2m
wants just a little more

* £ 255

- FM mobile for the man that

*£339

IC260E The 10w, multimode, synthesized, digital, 2m mobile for the man that
wants even more again!
The smallest, synthesized, 2m
available

IC2E

* £ 159
* £ 169

- FM, hand -portable

IC202S The BEST SSB/CW, 3w -2m, portable made
IC402

* £242

The ONLY SSB/CW, 3w-70 cm portable made

Note all our prices include VAT, some dealers prefer to show the lower VAT -less prices

-

T

£169V

INC

VAT
INC

VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT

so don't get

caught out.

We offer FREE DELIVERY for all equipment tool

TONO

ANNOUNCING A NEW
COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER!

7000E
Theta
-

10CW speeds + 8RTTY * Built-in
receiving speeds
demodulator for high performance for 170, 425 and 820
Hi or
Crystal controlled modulator for AFSR
Hz shift
Large
Lo tone * Convenient ASCII key arrangement
2 pages 32 chr x 16 lines
capacity display memory
Automatic
split screen for Rx & Tx if required
Battery
Anti noise circuit
transmit/receive switch
backed -up memory 7 channels of 64 chrs * Send
53 character type ahead,
Buffer memory
function
rub out function * Simultaneous access of the memory
CR (carriage return) LF (line
Pre -loading function
Word
Cursor control function
feed) cancel function
Automatic CR/LF (72, 60 or 80 chrs
mode operation
Word Wrap around function
Echo function
per line)
* Transmit/receive in ASSC11 mode in RTTY CW
Mark and break (space and
identification function
break) system * Monitor circuit CW practice function
Cross pattern checking
* Variable CW weights
Test
Log computer output provided
output terminal
message function (Ry and QBF).

-

*

*

-

£640 inc.
The new THETA 7000E means that every Amateur can enjoy the
visual display of CW, RTTY, and ASC11 in both transmit and
receive modes. Just connect the TONO to any TV set via the
antenna terminals or to a page printer from the parallel port
provided. Bring up your CW speed in receiving or sending by either
watching receiver sent or from recorded cassettes. Connection to
the transceiver is via the key, phone and mic sockets.

Some of the Outstanding Features
COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER THETA 0-7000E
VHF and Composite Video Output Provided
Wide range of transmitting and
Printer interface

*

r

*

*

IBARCLAYCARD

*

-

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THANET ELECTRONICS

welcome nere

*

*

143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent 102273 63859)

*

_

*

Buy it with Access
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AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
AEUK

- Your number one
-

AS FACTORY APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS WE OFFER YOU
WIDEST CHOICE, LARGEST STOCKS, PROMPTEST DEAL AND
FAST, SURE SERVICE RIGHT THROUGH

(Normally in grey livery)

NEW

!

Access or attractive
H.P. terms readily
available for on -the transactions.
spot
Full
demonstration
Free
facilities.
Securicor delivery.

\e/

YAESU FT -480R

Hours: 9.30-5.30 Continuous including Saturdays-Early closing Wednesday,
HOW TO REACH US (EASY PRIVATE PARKING ON OUR 90ft. FORECOURT)

1

pm

FROM SOUTH AND EAST. We are located approximately two miles from Junction 5 of the M6 from which follow signposts to Birmingham. Within
mile turn right at Clock Garage and proceed towards city. After one mile look for traffic lights at Fox & Goose and immediately over the lights take minor
left fork Into Alum Rock Road. We are located one mile from this point.
FROM NORTH. Leave M6 at Junction 6 (Spaghetti) and follow left fork down to traffic island beneath motorway complex. Take third turning off to
Lichfield. One mile further on follow A4040 to the right and within 100yds veer again to the right, approximately one mile further on brings you to the Fox
& Goose. Turn right and see preceding directions.
FROM THE WEST AND SOUTH-WEST. Follow M5 then M6 to Spaghetti Junction (see above). Alternatively, leave M5 at junction 4 or 3 and proceed co
inner ring road. Turn South on ring road and leave on A47 (East). We are located three mites from this point.
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AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
source for YAESU MUSEN

The superb FT -107M all Solid State H.F. Transceiver is now appearing in increasing numbers on the bands
and the impressive reputation that it has already built is largely due to the fact that it incorporates time
proven design techniques borrowed from the outstanding FT-101Z and FT -901 transceivers. The receiver
performance of the new FT-107M has brought high praise from experienced and critical operators and this,
coupled with the undoubted convenience of all solid state construction, makes operating a joy and a delight
indeed. The specification of the new FT -107M includes variable IF band width, audio peak/notch filter, RF
threshold noise blanker, and full metering including SWR. An all new
speech processor, variable
memory system is included providing twelve memory channels with fine tuning, scanning from the
optional scanning microphone and YAESU's exclusive digital memory shift system. Modes include SSB,
CW, AM and FSK with variable band width on CW.
Hard on the heels of last month's announcement of new Yaesu products comes the very latest release
the brand new FT -4808 2 metre all -mode mobile transceiver. By the time this appears in print
by Yaesu
we hope to have stocks of this exciting new model which will set new standards for 2 metre mobiles.

-

-

This month we also include a view of the new
YAESU FT-707 compact H.F. all Solid State
Transceiver which combines the technology
engineered in the FT -107 and the FT -7B. The new
FT -707 is, as would be expected, typically
YAESU in design, construction and cosmetics
and sets new standards for equipment in its class.

Taking into account the time, money and effort
which YAESU MUSEN put into their extensive
research and design laboratories it is no wonder
that YAESU MUSEN, the world's largest
manufacturers of amateur radio equipment,
always lead the field.

AEUK

- THE COMPLETE AMATEUR RADIO STORE

Don't forget that when you buy from Amateur Electronics UK you are dealing with one of the oldest
seven of our staff being fully licensed ACTIVE
established amateur radio businesses in the country
are Joe Rothery, G3RJR, who is chief service
strength
to
our
operators. The latest full time additions
will find on
engineer and who has a lifetime of experience in electronics and Fred Rendell G4HXK, who you
on the
regularly
heard
can
be
and
active
very
are
of
us,
rest
like
the
Fred,
our sales floor. Both Joe and
to the
bands and the point that we are making is that Amateur Electronics UK is an organisation dedicated
making
when
operators
long
established
of
experience
the
combined
you
and
offers
amateur radio hobby
with
that important and final choice on equipment. Remember also that you have the advantage of dealing
call in for
cannot
If
you
service.
sales
after
and
spares
on
entails
this
the
benefits
all
with
the direct importer
mail order service available on the U.K. market
a friendly chat with us then we guarantee you the finest
write, 'phone or call today and find out exactly
not
Why
facilities.
delivery
Securicor
free
our
with
today
in
the business.
reputation
why Amateur Electronics UK has the finest

-

- THANET ELECTRONICS LTD, GORDON ADAMS, G3LEQ, KNUTSFORD
MAGOR, GWENT
WALES & WEST - ROSS CLARE, GW3NWS, "GLENVIEW", NEWPORT ROAD,
106331 880146
EAST ANGLIA - Dr T. THIRST (Tim) G4CTT, NORWICH. 06925 403.
NORTH EAST - NORTH EAST AMATEUR RADIO, DARLINGTON. 0325 55969.
ELECTRONICS, UK - COASTAL, CLIFTONVILLE,

AGENTS: NORTH WEST

(0565) 4040.

AMATEUR

KENT. KEN McINNES, G3FTE, THANET (08431 291297, 9 a.m.-10.30 p.m.

508-514 ALUM ROCK ROAD

BIRMINGHAM

8

021-327

1497

Telex 337045

6 313
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AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE
Brenda (G8 SXY) and Bernie (G4 AOG) invite you to the only shop in London where you
can find on display under one roof ALL the leading makes of Amateur Radio Equipment ..
and have a cup of
YAESU, ICOM, TRIO/KENWOOD, STANDARD. Come and compare them all

...

Brenda's coffee while you're doing so!
This month we scoop the pool with news of YAESU's latest, the exciting

FT -280/480
A demonstration model of this fantastic new 2m All -Mode Mobile Transceiver is here for you to try NOW.
So, don't just read the spec. Come in and use it on the air. It's superb.

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Bright green fluorescent display
1 KHz/12j or 25 KHz/ 100 KHz
Steps FM
SSB and CW, 10 Hz/100 Hz/1 KHz
Step or scan control from mic
Scan stops or pauses on signal
Scans whole band or memories
Auto tone -burst with repeater shift
Listen on repeater input selectable from mic
Monitors priority channel and locks on when busy
Digital clarifier plus or minus 10 KHz
Clarifier shift displayed
LED S -meter true peak reading on SSB
Semi break-in and sidetone on CW
"Satellite" mode cancels all shifts and permits
tuning during transmission.

-

SECONDHAND

FRG -7s from

JUST LOOK AT OUR PRICE

r£1 wn

Something different, the fabulous new synthesised
VHF/UHF BEARCAT 220FB receiver from the USA.
Covers three amateur bands plus aircraft, marine and
public service bands on these frequencies: 66-88MHz,
144-148MHz, 148-174MHz and
118-136MHz,
420-512MHz. Scans between any two pre-set
channels, and also offers a priority -channel signal finder and a lock-out facility. Operates on mains or
12V, so use at home, in the car, or on the boat.

BEARCAT
220 FB

(p&p £3)
THE FABULOUS R-1000

*

£289

JUST LOOK AT OUR PRICE

VAT

£ 258 .75

*

inc.
VAT

CLOSED WEDNESDAY, BUT USE OUR 24 -HOUR ANSAFONE SERVICE
EASY TERMS UP TO
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1
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INSTANT HP FOR
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P33---

2 NORTHFIELD ROAD, EALING, LONDON W13 9SY.

-

LICENSED AMATEURS

Tel: 01-579 5311

Northfields Station is just seven stops from Heathrow
So easy for Overseas Visitors
or phone your order and let us deliver it to you at the Airport.
on the Piccadilly Line
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C8800 2m FM Mobile
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the rear panell, S20 and S22 are pre-programmed and available at a
touch of a button, the unit has a 3 position RF gain to attenuate
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free.

The Amazing New C800
This 10 -channel scanner out -performs many of its rivals due to its highly
sensitive front end and excellent filtering. A one channel 50Mw transmitter is
incorporated that's ideal for local use. Controls include squelch, volume,
autoscan and manual channel stepping. The unit comes complete with
channels 520, R1, R2, R7, ni -cads, charger, helical antenna and wire antenna.
Price f139.95 + VAT carriage free.

The FRG 7 needs no introducing, this low price Receiver must
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MHz in four ranges using the famous Barlow Wadley Loop
technique. The unit operates from 100-240V AC or 12V DC
(batteries can be used with the optional battery holder)
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We have just made a new batch of our own Digital Readout. This can be
fitted inside the set or mounted externally to give a very accurate read
out.
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R 1000 uses the latest techniques to produce a truly
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the unit operatesfrom 100-240V AC and 12V DC.
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EDITORIAL

Repeaters
The outcome of the inept plan to quadruple the number of London repeaters can now be
seen: this appeasement-of the deliberate interferers (of all kinds) has merely played into
their hands and produced four times the abuse and misuse of these relays. The time is
now well overdue for firm action to be taken, for the good of amateur radio. For
example, howls of justified criticism of the behaviour of the illegal CB fraternity sound a
is so badly
in some areas, at any rate
trifle thin when that part of our own house
disordered; to safeguard and promote the interests of amateur radio requires that at least
we start from a position of integrity.

-

-

-

If the Home Office is unable or unwilling (as seems to be the case) to make a concentrated
effort to find, close -down and prosecute the offenders, then the RSGB which holds
the licences for these repeaters has no choice but to simply close down the repeaters.

-

Although absolutely necessary, this would also be the unsatisfactory and second-best
of its
course of action since it would be merely allowing the Home Office to escape one
again
once
demonstrating
`authority',
on
indeed
sad
commentary
A
responsibilities.
it's
that when it is not needed it is overwhelming and overbearing, yet when it is needed
nowhere to be seen.

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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VHF
BANDS
NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK

Awards
ANOTHER 432 MHz VHF Century

Club certificate has

been

awarded, a somewhat rare event. The
recipient is Ian Gordon, G8IFT, from
Birmingham, who now holds award
number 28. His first QSO on the band
was on 30-3-1975 using a '3-20 tripler,
after which he obtained a Microwave
Modules varactor tripler. In July
1976, SSB was added via a home built
G3ZVC 10m transceiver into a Microwave Modules transverter, with a
2C39A amplifier. The next gear
comprised an Icom IC -202 and Trio
TS-700G, both used with a home built
down converter to 28 MHz feeding a
transverter. The present set-up uses an
Icori IC -402 feeding a 2C39A with a
BFR34A preamplifier. The aerial has
been an 18 -ele. Parabeatn throughout.
Three more 144 MHz VHFCC's
have been issued. No. 322 goes to
regular contributor Tony Collett,
G8GXE, from Langley, near Slough.
Operation from this QTH began in
December, 1978 using a Yaesu FT -221
and 40 watts amplifier. Initially, a 2m
"ZL-special" aerial in the loft was
used until the 9 -ele. Tonna was put up
at 25 ft. outside in June last year.
Tony spends most of his time on
70cm. now and is also QRV on 23cm.
Future projects include getting more
power on all bands and curing a bit of
TVI.
Award No. 323 goes to David
Thorpe, G4FK1, from Hainault in
Essex.

He was first licensed in
September, 1976 and operated with
one watt of FM for some time. The
following year, he bought a Belcon?
Liner 2 and added a QM70 amplifier.
In 1978, Dave disposed of these items
and went over to HF and 4m. operation. This year he acquired a "jinxed"
IC -201 which now runs 5 watts, the
aerial being a 5 -ele. Yagi at 25 ft.
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Although 100 stations were worked in
the first month of activity, it has taken
four years to accumulate the QSL's to
prove it!
Vernon Boldy, G8SVG, from
Wakefield in West Yorkshire, fared
better. His cards were all collected
since September last year and has
resulted in Certificate No. 324 being
issued. The QTH is 125 ft. a.s.l. and
the gear comprises a Trio transceiver
plus 80 watts amplifier with a 12 -ele.
"ZL-Special" aerial.
Mike Lee, G3VYF, holder of
QTHCC No. 7, now has 126 QTH
Locator Squares confirmed on 2m. so
receives his "125" sticker.

GB31OW on 1296.1 MHz on June 28.
The 3cm. one on 10.1 GHz is using a 3
dB omni-directional slotted waveguide
aerial and Joost Berden, G3RND,
reckons the signal to be about 6 dB
down on that previously registered at
his QTH on the island.
For what good it will do, once again

Contest News
The results of the BARTG Spring
RTTY Contest have been announced
and show the winner of the single
operator section to be G8LWY, with
DCIZN/P runner up and G18HXY in
3rd place. G3NNG won the multi operator part with G8DVR/P in
second spot and G4ARD/A third.
This contest took place over March
22-24.
Coming events: The 144 MHz QRP
event is on Aug. 3, presumably
0900- 1700 GMT as last year. The
RSGB's European MS Contest starts
at 1700 GMT on Monday, Aug. 11,
lasting 24 hours. British Isles
operators must be RSGB members to
enter, though why any EI participants
should have to be members of a
British society seems silly. The contest
is on 144 and 432 MHz and skeds may
be arranged. Exchanges to consist of
both calls, standard two -figure MS
report and first two letters of the
square, using conventional IARU MS
procedures. Scoring at one point per
kilometre with a multiplier of two for
each new square worked. On 432
MHz, an additional multiplier of 15
will apply, the final tally being the sum
of points on each band.
The 70 MHz Trophy and SWL Contest is on Aug. 17, presumably from
0900 to 1700 GMT as last year. Aug.
24 sees the fourth session of the 10
GHz Cumulatives from 0900-2000
GMT. The VHF version of the WAB
Contest is listed for Aug. 31 but no
details can be discovered.

Beacon Notes
The 23cm. and 3cm. Isle of Wight
beacons are operational again. Dave
Sellars, G3PBV, (Exeter) first heard

it is

requested that the beacon bands

be kept free of other traffic. On 2m. in
particular, FM operators come up on

or near beacon frequencies, thus
interferring with their reception by
those studying propagation. Some of
the offenders are well aware of the
internationally agreed band plans, but
newcomers may not be. Of course, the
pirates couldn't care less. The
"defence" that these operators put up
that they cannot hear any signal is no
excuse. A number of keen types keep a
receiver on, say, DLOPR on 2m.
listening for meteor pings, or on
SK4MPI to monitor possible Auroral
propagation. The beacon band on 2m.
is 144.85 144.99 MHz, in case
anyone is uncertain. This was agreed
to by all Region
IARU national
societies at the Miskolc-Tapolca Conference in 1978.

-

1

The Satellite Scene
Parts of the ill-fated ARIANE LO -2
launch vehicle have now been fished
out of the Atlantic Ocean. A preliminary announcement from the
European Space Agency suggests the
motor "D" had a "foreign body" in
its fuel supply. It is understood that
this motor had been successfully fired
166 times before so was considered
reliable. It seems that the erratic
operation of the motor, as reported
last month, caused tremendous
vibration which probably shook the
spacecraft to pieces. When this kind of
thing happens, the fuel tanks
automatically self-destruct.
The Firewheel hardware has been
recovered, but to date, A -O-9 remains
submerged in a watery grave and is
unlikely to be recovered for fear of
igniting the kick motor which is

"live".
AMSAT-UK reports that

the
official word from the Soviet Union is
that the opportunity for a 1980 launch
of more RS -series amateur satellites
has faded. However, unofficially they
seem somewhat more hopeful: we will
have to wait and see.
Oscar 7 has been in Mode "13"
whenever your scribe has had time to
listen. AMSAT requests telemetry
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listeners and details of the
modes, particularly any changes
during a pass. For both 0-7 and 0-8,
TLM is required including RTTY, and
times of closest approach - TCA - observations from as many folk as

THREE BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

from

possible.
The latest Orbital Calendar is now
available from AMSAT-UK at £1.27,
inc. postage, from G3AAJ at 94
Herongate Road, London El2 SEQ. It
lists all orbits of 0-7, 0-8, TIROS-N
and NOAA-6 till October 2 and
includes spacecraft information to
umpteen decimal places. Inquiries

the AMSAT-INTERNATIONAL symposium at the

about

University of Surrey in Guildford,
Sept. 19-22, should be addressed to
G3AAJ with s.a.e.

DX Notes
Marc de Munck, ON5FF, Freddie
de Guchteneire, ON6UG, and Ian
Lucking, G8RNM, plan to operate
from County Mayo in the Irish
Republic between Aug. 2 and 14,
principally for the aforementioned MS
Contest. The probable locator will be
U080d. They hope to get up
Slievemore, 2,204 feet high, on Achill
Island. Marc has been issued with the
call, EI2VAH/P and -/M. They will
be QRV on the 20m. VHF net for
skeds, etc. On 2m., they will run the
maximum legal output to one, perhaps
two, 16-ele. Yagis, on SSB and CW.
Likewise on 70cm. using four 21 -ele.
Yagis. G8RNM told your conductor
that 23cm. operation might occur.

Another Joker
Walter Mitty is alive and well and
living in the Ukraine! So it would
seem. At least three readers have
received s. w./. reports from one Alex,
UB5-073 2589 in THO4d, who would
have us believe that his 15 -ele. beam
and 20 tubes Rx can miraculously
copy both MS and E's signals from the
odd distance of 3,000 -odd kms. All he
does is to read that, for example,
DM2GPL (GL79e) had a QSO via E's
on 28-6-79 with G8HTE (XK56f) and
then send a report claiming to have

January to December 1980

FOUR METRES
Station

G4CMV
G8OPR

GD2HDZ
G3BW

G4HNS
GJ41CD
G8GXE
G3PBV
G81FT
G8FMK
G8MF1
G8HHI
G4BYP
G4DEZ
G3CO
G8KGF
G3FPK

G4ERX
G8VLQ
G8KAX
G3KPU
G3F11

G4tGO
G4ARI
G8JJR
G8VJJ
GNI8TSI

G8RWG
GW3CBY
G4HGT
G8RZA
G4FKI
G8JGK
G 8TIN
GMBMNG
G3EKP

GM4CXP

GM4COK

Counties

--

Countries

24
14

5

--

4
3

2

TWO METRES

20

-5

---

---

---

-

22

15

12
12

7

18

9

3

2

1

2

countries

66
64

15
17

12
8

135
135

48

11

42
46
37

-

68

20

131
131

8

1

37
35
33

6

3

2'

7

102

48
40

8

36

9

101

9

21

3

67

27

98
94

36

11

4

85

48

14

9
17

17

10
10

-

30
52

-

85

67

8

83

16

3

81

31

9

31

33
37
47

5

28

8
6

8

10

2

79
77
70
69

19

I

55

2

54
54

--

50

58
55

44
48
28
42

45

1

6
1

0
1

8
7

9
9
6
6
9

--

35

7

33
12

5

16

-

4

9

-

36

heard it. It is a give-away that these
reports do not arrive very quickly,
only after a genuine QSO has been
reported in a magazine somewhere.
Amateur radio is strictly controlled in
the U.S.S.R. so hopefully their
licensing authority will curtail this
dishonest activity.

Six Metres
Not a great deal of 6m. news this
month. ZD8TC on Ascension Island is
now QRV on 50.1 MHz and listens on
10m. on 28.885 MHz. 15TDJ contacted E12W and E16AS on June 10.
E -layer propagation allowed reception
of the Cyprus, Gibraltar and Italian
beacons on June 30 from southern
England, through the Midlands to
Dublin. The FY7THF beacon on
50.039 MHz has also been received via
the F -layer, in the latter part of June.

18

9
9
8
8

6

84

65
56

7

3

42

42

22

16
33

4

36
35
38

125
117
117
114
110
108

57
54
55
52

--3

Points

Counties

25

4

TOT AL

Countrks

56

--

70 CENTIMETRES

Counties

9

4

t

-5

-3

2

-

3

48
45

-

44
42

_

38
33
23

1

-

42

13

Four Metres
Welcome to new contributor
G4ARI from Leicestershire who enters
the annual table and who operates on
the 4m. band which will please Dave
Thorpe, G4FKI, in his task of compiling a list of all 4m. operators. Dave
would appreciate it if devotees of the
band would advise him of any regular
skeds they have in which they would
welcome company. He operates on
AM mobile on 70.26 MHz and also on
FM and SSB with an ¡cool IC -201 or
Yaesu FT -227R feeding a transverter.
During a recent, short holiday in
Jersey, he met GJ8's EZA and KNV
and took some gear along with which
he contacted G3DAH (Kent).
Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ, concluded 34 QSO's in the June contest,
but reckons conditions were not up to
much. Even so, it provided him with
another nine counties and another

September issue due to appear on Friday, August 29th.

1
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country for the 1980 table. John
Baker, GW3MHW (Dyfed), reports
increasing activity and mentions that
more 4m. men are now appearing on
80m, on 3,718 kHz, for the net
commencing at 0830 local time.
Gordon Pheasant, G4BPY, a
dedicated 4m. operator, has built a
new solid state beacon for 5B4CY
from private funds. Initially to be
tested on 70.04 MHz, it will eventually
operate on 70.110 MHz, using a new
crystal. Previously such private
donations have provided beacons in
ZB2 and TF, plus the famous PXIR1
in the late 1960's.
GW3MHW also reports that Chris
Tran, GM3WOJ, has offered to build
a solid state beacon for ZB2VHF, but
suggests a change of frequency to
avoid current QRM. a news item on
GB2RS on June 29 asked for a 70.150
MHz crystal for this beacon for a Pye
"Westminster" board which G4BPY
was working on.
John, GW3MHW, is claiming the
first GW/SM 4m./10m, crossband
QSO with SM6PU on June 27. A little
earlier, G4BPY did the same for the
first G/SM?

Two Metres
By now, if the past few years are

anything to go by, there should have
been lots of E's activity to report, but
to date, only a few, short openings
have occurred. In the June I event,
Mick Allmark (Leeds), heard HG4YF
(JH63g); YO21S (KF17e); YUINWN
(KF24f) and YU21Q between 1850
and 1921 GMT. On the 10th, he heard
SP7FSF and SP7CNL (JL27c) in a
short affair that ended at 1758. During
the Arietids shower, Mick heard good
bursts from EA3ADW (BB) and
DF7RG (GI) on the random SSB MS
frequency of 144.200 MHz. The aerial
is a 10 -ele. Yagi at present but he has
the material to make four 7 -ele.
Quads, which he does not think the
local Council will appreciate.
Bill Hodgson, G3BW (Cumbria)
has concentrated his time on MS work
and lists the following "star turns"
for June: OH3MS (MV); SR6ASD
(HL); HB9BBD (EH) and 13TJQ
(GF). John Hunter, G31MV (Bucks.),
caught the fleeting E's affair on June
10 and worked SP2LU (JN61);
RZ2AAB (NN18c); and UC2ABN
(NNl8e). He was called by UK2CAU
(NO) who was wandering in and out
of QSO's in Mercurial fashion! Mike
Lee, G3VYF (Essex) also worked the

QTH LOCATOR SQUARES TABLE
Station

G8GML
G8HVY
G3JXN
G3COJ
G3VYF
G8LEF
GJ4ICD
G2AXI
G4CMV
GJ8KNV
G8ATK
GD2HDZ
G4ERX
G4HYD
G8KAX
G8LHT
G8HHI
G3SPJ
G3PBV
G8GXE
G30HC
G41JW
G8OPR

G8IFr
G4BWG
G4AEZ
G4GEE
GJ3RAX
G3FIJ
G3BW
I4EAT

GM4CXP
G3KPU
GI8EWM
G4AWU
G8KGF
G8MFJ
G4ERG
EA3LL
G8LGL
9HICD
GM4COK
GM8NCM
G8PRG
9H1BT
G81JR
G8KPL
G8JAG
G4FBK
GSKSP
G6UW

G4GXT
G4GSA
G3POI
DK3UZ
G3IMV
G3CHN
G3SEK
G3FPK

cm.

23

II
12

36
24

--

22

G8JGK
G8RWG

2

m.

74
73
73

122
130

66

93
144

63
62
56
54
53

94

101

Total
207
215
203
183
207
185

209

36

153
93
145
118
93
76
72
83
63
98
103

10

36

71

129
114
123
105
144
139
117

64

99

3

35
35
33

2

46

5

43

12
I

41
41

2
7

40
40
39

4
1
1

-

30
30

14

30

5

29
29

1

----3

-

-

G41GO

G4IJE
G4DEZ
081 X0
G8LFJ
G4GET
G4GHA

70 cm.

---

149
198
164
141

57

95

104
108
86
68
118

141

61

139
117
112
147
95

28
27

60
73

101

27
26

68
120
238

149
263

25
25
25
25
22

20
19
16
15
15

136
91
67
110
95
79

168
137
87

88
95

161

116
92
132
115

98
184
152
102

13

178

191

12
12
12

154
84

166

39

51

11

163
78
87
79

174
87

9
7
7
5

2
1

1

1

----

96

94
86
103
78

98
76
89
56
50
283
223
213

283
223
213

185
182
159
134

185
182
159
134

131

131

113
106
83

113
106
83

72

72

67
52

67
52

29

29

90
57
51

Starting Date Januar) 1, 1975. No satellite or
repeater QSO's. "Band of the Month" 70 cm.

August, 1980
amplifier running again into a 15 -ele.
Yagi outside of TV hours. On June 29,
he worked G8PWX (Tyne & Wear);
GM8HVB/P (Central) and G18TBQ
(Down) for three more 1980 counties.
Ken Osborne, G41GO (Bristol), added
country No. 30 on June 8 thanks to a
90 min. MS QSO with EA6AU
(BZ55c) and on the next day, he
worked SR6ASD on MS.
Prior to his radio/holiday trip to
Wales, Tony Collett, G8GXE (Berks.)

collected

G8GII/P (Cleveland);

G14GVS (Antrim); G4ISQ/P (Corn-

wall); GW41OW/P (Gwynedd);
G8DDY (I.O.W.); G8AGU/P
(Northumberland) and G4CJG
(Durham). Poorly located for the
south, Tony was disappointed with the
French contest on June 7/8 and could
not raise several needed squares which
were heard. George Gullis, G8MFJ
(Wilts.), did contact F6CTT/P (YH)
and F6KHX/P (YI) on June 7,
however.
Vernon Boldy, G8SVG (W.
Yorks.), was lucky to catch HG8ET
(KG) at 1600 on June 10 and heard
YU2CBE and an 0E6, in an opening
via E's lasting about one minute. He
has joined the growing band of MS
folk and completed with SM7AED
(GQ) in 47 mins. on SSB on June 21.
"Just for a change, I have to report
an opening which I didn't miss; the
E's on June 10." writes GD2HDZ.
Alerted by the very strong FM
broadcasters on 4m., Arthur switched
on to 2m. and worked SP7FSF
straight away, but missed out on an
OK station. Geoff Brown, GJ4ICD,
worked one new square in an E's event
on June 8; I7WAT (JA62e) and added
another two the same day, via MS,
with LA6HL (CS) and SM7GWU
(HS). Ian Raine, GM8TSI (Midlothian) had a hectic quarter hour in
the E's opening on the 10th working;
SP9BIF (JK); SP9CSO: SP9GVD:
SP6AQA (IL); SP6ARE, UT5DL (LI)
and UT5DT (LI), all "five by nine"
both ways. UT5DL at 1884 kms. was
the best DX.

RZ2 at 1737, soon after the start of the

event.
Dave Sellars, G3PBV (Devon) was
on in the French contest but found
conditions rather poor, best DX being
AG square, with stations in BF and
CG heard weakly. SMOLAN/MM in
the English Channel was an unusual
one and Dave worked GW8GXE/P in
Gwynedd. From W. Yorks., Clive
Morton, G4CMV, now has the

Edmund Ramm, DK3UZ, is now up
to 223 squares worked and 47 RAE
countries. During the VHF Contest on
May 3/4, he worked GW8BHH/P in
flat conditions and thinks that many
more DL/G QSO's could be made if
only we would beam to the east. Eddi
mentions the recent activity by
PAORJV/MM from BO square but
reckons the supposed 200 watts to a
clover -leaf aerial did not produce

VHF NFD

-caw3co.°

.. sorry about
much of a signal. He thinks Rob's Rx,
virtually seemed to be a reversed
so let us hope the
biased diode
next station to operate from BO will
fare better. On June 18, Eddi worked
UK5JAO (QE) via E's but missed an
earlier opening into LZ and a loud
Aurora due to his being at work. On
MS, he worked YU2RTU (HD) and
likes this mode as the time element is
under one's control, even if QSO's
take a while to complete. A nice new
one on tropo. was GM8TLO, the sole
GM one evening even though the band
was well open.
Szigy lulius, YO2IS (KF17e),
missed an E's opening to Israel on
May 30, but was in on seven others.
On June 1, he worked UA3's in WQ
and TS, plus a UD6 in WA. In a
second opening at 1842, he contacted
G4CMV in ZN; a nice long haul. On
June 8, a couple of EA6's were
worked and two days later, there were
two more events, the first providing
DL and PA, the second, a GM in YS
square. On the 11th, Szigy contacted
PA3AMF at 2125 GMT which is 0025
local time for him. Finally, on the
18th, more VA's were worked in QO,
RN and SN squares.
.
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Seventy Centimetres
One of the recent highlights for
G3BW was the "terrific opening" on
June 3. Bill says it was quite
outstanding to hear such strong
signals from the south. This time it
seemed to be concentrated down the
west side for a change. G8GXE
worked Bill in this opening, also
GD2HDZ and G8KBQ in Somerset.

the mike noise

... "

Other nice ones were G8EEM
(Durham) on the 7th; GW4EZT/P
(Gwynedd) the next day and G8SFM
(Glos.) on the 17th. The only station
heard in the European event on the
7/8 June was PA3ALK/P (CLO2a)
worked at 1742 on the 7th. Tony's
station now comprises a Trio TS -120S
and transverter, driving a 3CX100-A5
PA, the aerial being an 88 -ele.
Multibeam at 35 ft.
John Pilags, G8HHI (Hants.), now
runs a 100 watts amplifier and finds it
makes all the difference. G8MFJ
mentions a "small opening" on June 3
during which he worked GU8FBO,
G3BW and G3KMS (Gtr. Manchester)
between 1920 and 2300. On June 8 he
had QSO's with F6CTT/P (YH) and
F6KHX/P (YI). That contest weekend
gave GJ4ICD squares Nos. 55 and 56
in the shapes of FIEJZ/P (CH) and
F1DFE/P (CI).

Twenty-three Centimetres
G3BW has acquired a Microwave
Modules transverter and put up a
15 -over -15 aerial at the top of his
tower. So far he has only worked his
good friend GD2HDZ and has heard
the Wrekin beacon once, so concludes
it will be a hard slog as it is on 70cm.
G4CMV is now on the band using a
S.O.T.A. transverter. Clive could do
well from his good location near
Bradford. G8GXE commissioned his
23cm. gear on May 19 and, up to the
time he went on holiday, had worked
six counties. Tony uses a Microwave
Modules transverter with a Quad
Loop Yagi at 32 ft. on the mast.

There has been no time for written
reports on VHF NFD weekend. Initial
impressions were that conditions were
rather flat with no exotic DX worked.
On 2m., DLOIH (DO) was worked by
a number of stations but was weak at
G3FPK. OZ1CWM/LX/P in DK was
also on and heard, too, on the 7th July
at 1620 working G3NAQ. E12VGN/P
(WN69j) was on CW whenever heard
at G3FPK. He was probably just in
Co. Wicklow on a 2,473 ft. mountain
called Kippure. As usual, the contest
revealed some lousy signals. It is
apparent that those which sound raspy
in SSB mode are invariably nasty and
clickey on CW too. There seems to be
little attempt to shape the keying to
avoid thumps and clicks in several of
the well-known, Oriental transcievers.
On the other side of the coin, mention
must be made of the exemplary signal
from the Reading Club's 2m. station,
G4CCC/P. The equipment was Dave
Crisp's (G8IXG) Yaesu FT-225RD
driving a pair of Eimac 4CX350F's. A
modest 6 dB of processing was used
essentially to avoid any possibility of
non-linear operation. If all contest
stations were as clean as this, there
could be no genuine complaints of
splatter. As to scores, G4BWG/P
(AL) on 2m. concluded 805 contacts,
mostly with continental stations.

Miscellany
The QTH Locator Square Table has
grown somewhat lately. However,
there are several folk whose calls are
included but who have not shown any
interest in the table for the best part of
a year. Accordingly, it is proposed to
delete these soon unless we hear to the
contrary. Concerning repeaters, VHF
relay GB3BP (Crawley) came on R6
on July 8. GB3NM (Notts.) suffered a
lightning strike on June 26 so was out
of service.

Deadlines
The deadline for your contributions
for the September piece is Aug. 6 and
don't forget to send your latest
squares totals. The next deadline is
September 3. Everything to: "VHF

Bands",

MAGAZINE,

SHORT
34

High

WAVE

Street,

WELWYN, Herts., AL6 9EQ.
G3FPK.
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THE RABBIT PATCH, PART III
THE FIRST OF FOUR PARTS DESCRIBING THE
CONSTRUCTION OF A MULTI -TEST UNIT

BY

"Pennywise

-

"BUCK"

without being Poundfoolish"

While getting the items together to build the previous two
pieces of test equipment I had, necessarily, to scan the various
advertisements for components on offer. The situation
generally followed the patterns that trade has followed since
time immemorial: items in short supply, or heading the fad -list
of the day were expensive, whilst the unpopular items were on
sale in ten -ton lots for a pittance. At the same time, the price of
bread-and-butter items that everyone needs all the time gently
bobbed up and down close to the level reached by the rising tide

of inflation.
There were the usual pressures to buy this, that, or the other
penny -catching, chromium -plated gimmick that was "essential
to improved performance"; and without which, apparently,
no self-respecting enthusiast could consider himself worthy of
the name. On top of which were the strident exhortations that
"Only the Best is good enough" and "You owe it to yourself
Now this is such nice, comforting advice that it is a
great pity close examination should reveal it as being a load of
old lentils: in the first place, whilst it is true that the best is
always good enough, it is not true that the best is the only thing
that can be 'good enough'. Even further from accuracy is the
(implied) criteria that 'the best' is synomous with 'that which
costs the most money'.
This is not to say that any old thing will do for any particular
end -result: quite obviously it will not. But the verdict that any
item is 'good enough' should always be dependent upon the
comparison that is made by the user between the results desired
and the results achieved, and should not be dependent upon
influences outside the user's requirements. All of which boils
down to the hard practicality that if any approach produces the
right result in the judgement of the individual concerned, then
that approach will be 'good enough'. In the light of increasing
experience the standards set by the individual will change and
the requirement will alter. Which is as it should be, reflecting as
it does the natural order of things to mature and evolve in their
own pattern and in their own time.
Applying the foregoing to the business of acquiring
components for projects leads to the conclusion that some
'Bargain Offers' are worth considering. Equally, some are not.
The purchase of a bag of mixed resistors can be a saddening
experience when they are found to consist of largely useless
values. But 50 general purpose RF amplifier transistors
(untested) for 50p can't be all that bad, because even if 50 or
60% of them prove to be non -operational you'd still be ahead
of the financial game with the value of the remainder. To say
nothing of the difference in confidence which arises when the
consequences of destroying a component in a new project can
be reduced to the lowest financial impact. (In the event, of

...".
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course, the absence of 'fear and trepidation' means that the
new circuit is usually successful anyway!). Objections have
been raised against the use of second-hand and/or belowmakers -specification components on the grounds that such
items can lead to misery when installed in a pet project
and
fail to work.
However, there is nothing against using a component from
any source whatsoever
just so long as it is tested and found
to meet the performance requirements before being included in
circuit.
Which is why the third item of test equipment automatically
became a Multi -Test Unit.

-

-

Description
"Measure a thousand times

-

and cut once".
Turkish Proverb

What to measure, and how to do it, took some time to
decide. To what standard of accuracy should measurements be
made? What levels of measurement were needed? How could
flexibility of use be accommodated within reasonable financial
limits? The temptation to indulge in over -elaboration had to be
resisted. So, too, did a strong inclination to include provisions
for more facilities than were strictly necessary.
The eventual decisions on these points may prove useful to
others as a guide. The builder, however, must be ready to
amend, add or omit details in design to suit his individual
choice. Only by exercising his own judgement in what is needed
can the Test Unit have a real chance of pleasing the owner. To
assist in any re -planning that may be necessary details of those
points that should be taken into consideration at each stage will
be given at the appropriate time.
Because small units tend to get `buried' on a workbench, the
Test Unit is built in one case measuring 8" wide by 12.5" high
by 3" deep, and consists of four Sections:-

Fig.

1

Front view of the complete Tester
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A' Meter Section: Three panel meters provide
overlapping ranges for DC Voltage, DC Current, and one
range of resistance measurement. Two are inexpensive 1
milliampere instruments, and the third is a 100-0-100
microampere meter which is slightly dearer. Three meters
are necessary for field effect transistor (FET) testing. The
meters are also used in a general application, various
outputs from the other sections being plugged in when
necessary.
FET Tester: Nine terminal posts, two
Section `B'
potentiometers and a slide -switch form this section which
enables the relationship between gate voltage, (V8), and
drain current, (Id), to be measured with sufficient
accuracy for comparative performances to be
determined.
Section `C' Capacitor and Continuity Tester: Using a
complementary metal oxide silicon integrated circuit
(CMOS IC) and a few resistors, one half of this section
provides a testing facility for capacitors from 2.2
picofarads up to 250 microfarads. The other half -section
provides an audio frequency (AF) oscillator output that is
thereby relegating our
used for continuity testing
battery and bulb lash-up to the museum. The AF output
also provides the alternative current (AC) source needed
by the RC(L) Bridge Unit that is now clamouring to be
built. Finally, the Loudspeaker in this section can, of
course, be used independently.
Transistor and Diode Tester: By turning a
Section D'
switch an indicator light identifies a transistor as being a
PNP or an NPN type. The Tester also checks the
component for short-circuits (s/c), open -circuits (o/c),
and determines relative performance by measuring
leakage and gain currents. Diodes can have their polarity
established, be tested for s/c or o/c, and their forward
and reverse currents measured.
A general view of the front panel and the wiring of the
prototype are given in Figs. and 2; Fig. 3 is a detailed lay-out
of the front panel showing typical dimensions. These
dimensions may need to be amended to suit the design of the
builder especially in the matter of the panel meters obtained.
The components needed for the complete Unit are given in the
Table of Values (Figure 4).
Section

357
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1

-

Materials

corner.

demanded by the builder, together with his available
resources, must determine the eventual selection.
The choice of the three meters can be made in the knowledge
that high quality precision instruments are not essential for this
project. The two mA. meters can be the cheapest available;
they will be individually calibrated and thus provide the
necessary accuracy. The third meter is required to be a little
more sensitive and to be capable of reading both positive and
negative going currents; hence this one is a shade more
expensive than the other two. Don't allow yourself to become
over -ambitious at this stage in your planning; be content with
the situation, bearing in mind that a really sensitive volt -ohm
meter will be needed, and built as a separate instrument, for
more delicate and advanced work. The mA. meters can be of
the battery -level measuring variety, with the scales turned over
and re -calibrated in indian ink. The other meter is a standard,
low-priced 100-0-100 microampere type, which has a printed
scale in 4 microamp. divisions and which can be used without
alteration. (Unless you are feeling particularly venturesome
and wish to scale it to read ohms directly in addition to its
normal presentation.) Needless to say, if you have meters
available, then use them. The principles to be described in
succeeding paragraphs apply to meters generally.
The loudspeaker in Section 'C' will not be called upon to
reproduce speech or music with high fidelity, so that the
smallest and cheapest of those on offer will do very well. In an
existing speaker is to be used it might be necessary to mount it
separately, and to revise the driving stage.
1

1

All that has been said in previous articles concerning
supplies of components and hardware applies equally in this
so back to the nearest super -market for more
instance

-

supplies of casing materials from their discarded wooden
boxes.
Precision resistors (plus or minus 1% or 2%) are only
required in the voltage and current measuring circuits
associated with the meters, (Section `A'). All the rest,
including those in the Ohm measuring circuit, can be of any
tolerance that comes to hand, the precise values needed being
made up by series and/or parallel connections.
Rotary Switches could be replaced by a system of banana or
but would be infuriating to use.
wander plugs and sockets
Slide switches could be replaced by the toggle variety, although
the latter are more expensive.
Terminal posts were selected because of the flexibility of
coupling arrangements they afford. They are designed to
accept 4mm wander plugs, bare (tinned) wire, spade terminals,
with a panel pin pushed into the bare -wire hole
and
crocodile clips. In this, as in everything else, the criteria

-

-

view of the wiring on the reverse side of the
front panel. The tag -strip mounted in the base
section to carry the voltage -dropping resistors for
the power supply can be seen in the bottom right

Fig. 2 General

-

Cost
At 1979, post -budget prices the Unit should cost around
£21.50. Of this sum one third is spent on the meters and one
third is swallowed up by the screw terminals. A study of the
various units on offer soon establishes the twin facts that, in
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Front view and dimensions; overall size 203x 317x 76mm. Knobs omitted for clarity. The components are distributed
symmetrically about the centre-line, and the separation between each row is shown. However, the builder's
choice of components may well affect all these measurements.

the first place, an equivalent Unit is just not on the market;
and, secondly, 3 simple multimeters alone would cost as much,
without regard to the testing facilities offered by Sections 'B',
'C', and 'D'. In any case, the Unit permits job -lot components

to be bought with confidence, which will considerably reduce
future outlays. It is tempting at this stage to claim that, "The
more you buy, the more you save". Alas, that also is a fallacy
of the Market Place.
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Meter Section

Meters: In construction work and fault-finding as well as in
component testing some means of measuring voltage, current
and resistance are essential. For present purposes there is no
need to go beyond the simplest of arrangements which will
provide all that is required within acceptable bounds of
accuracy; thus we need not, at this stage, be concerned with
measuring alternating voltages or currents.
The heart of the measuring device is the ammeter. The rating
of an ammeter is governed by the maximum current it can pass;
at the point of maximum current the needle is deflected from
zero up to the limits of the scale. Hence the expression 'full
scale deflection' (f.s.d.) when denoting the sensitivity of a
particular meter. Thus one instrument may be described as
having "100 microamps f.s.d."; and another as having "1
milliamp f.s.d.". Because 100 microamps is equal to 0.1
milliamp, the first meter obviously has a greater sensitivity
than the second because only a tenth of the current is required
to give f.s.d.
Voltage Measurement: Although the amount of current that
can be permitted to pass through the meter may be small, high
voltages may be safely measured by including a resistor,
(known as a 'multiplier'), in series with the meter. By varying
the value of the multiplier any desired voltage can be arranged
to produce f.s.d., and any voltage less than the maximum
value will produce a proportionate deflection of the needle
between zero and f.s.d.
To illustrate how meter ranges may be established consider
two meters; one has a f.s.d. of 1 milliampere, the other a f.s.d.
of 100 microamperes. To enable these meters to read voltages
of 0-5 volts and 0-10 volts the Series Resistor values would

be:-

Section 'A'
meters, mA.
meter, 100-0-100 pA
15 resistors (see text)
potentiometer (see text)
3 rotary switches, 2 -pole, 6 -way
2

Section 'C'

1

1

1

1

1

3

Voltage Droppers
resistors (see "Power
Supplies")

1

BC108
4011 CMOS IC
14 -pin DIL socket

speaker, 8R 'hW., 21/4
rotary switch, -pole 5 -way
6 resistors (see Fig.20)
I capacitor, 330 pF
1

1

1

Section 'D'
rotary switch, 4-pole 3 -way
resistor, 10K 1/2W.
resistor, 470R 1/2W.
resistor, 15R 1W.
resistor, 100K /W.
resistor, 2.2K 1/2W.
DPDT push -to -make switch
1

3

LED Limiters
resistors, 1K5 to 2K5

1

I
1

Section 'B'
2

1

potentiometers, IK, linear

I
1

Fig. 4

Multi -Test Unit list of components

in parallel across the meter. This provides an alternative route
for the current which will divide itself proportionately between

the meter and the shunt paths. To determine shunt values, the
resistance of the meter (Rm) is divided by a figure that is one
less than the number of times by which the f.s.d. is to be
multiplied.
For example, to measure currents up to 5 mA. using a mA.
meter having a Rm of 100 ohms, the shunt value will be 100
divided by (5-1), i.e. 25 ohms. With 25 ohms in parallel with
100 ohms it can be seen that four times as much current will
flow through the shunt as will flow through the meter. So that
when 1 mA. (f.s.d.) is going through the meter, 4 mA. will be
going through the shunt, making a total circuit current of 5
mA. Lower values of total current will be apportioned in the
same ratio and may be read directly from the meter scale by
mentally multiplying the scale reading by 5. Fig. 6 illustrates
how the circuit looks when extending the f.s.d. by a factor of 5.
The formula for determining shunt values is:1

Meter

Voltage Range

100 microamperes
(0.1 mA. )

0- 5v.

1

Series Resistor
(ohms)
50,000 (50K)
100,000(100K)
5,000 (5K)
10,000 (10K)

0-10v.
0- 5v.
0-10v.

milliampere
(1mA.)

When deciding the value of the series resistor (multiplier), the
resistance of the meter itself has to be taken into account when
the value of the multiplier is low (but can be safely ignored
when the value of the multiplier is high). Thus in the 1 mA.
meter just mentioned, to produce an effective 0-2 volts range
the multiplier would need to be 2,000 (2K) ohms. If in this
instance the meter resistance is, say, 100 ohms, the multiplier
value would be 2,000-100, i.e. 1,900 ohms. Fig. 5 depicts the
provision of a 5 volt and a 10 volt range for a mA. meter, and
shows how the components are connected. The general rule for
determining the value of a multiplier is:1

Rs

where

_

(E x

10')

-

R =
E =
.

I

=

Rm =

Rm

Rs

=

Rm

(2)

where

Rs=
Rm =

N=

shunt value (ohms)
internal resistance of meter (ohms)
number of times by which the
f.s.d. is to be multiplied.

(1)

value of multiplier (ohms)
required full scale volts to be
measured
f.s.d. (milliamperes)
Internal resistance of meter (ohms)

Current Measurement: When measuring current, the meter
as it stands provides one range, 0-1 mA. or whatever. To
measure larger currents than that provided by the basic scale of
the meter a wire -wound resistor (called a 'shunt') is connected

Resistance Measurement: To measure resistance the meter
needs to be in series with a low power dry cell, or equivalent. To
this circuit must be added a variable resistance (zero -control),
so that the circuit current can be adjusted to equal the f.s.d.
value of the meter; and, as a safety measure against careless
manipulation of the zero -control, a limiting resistor of fixed
value. This system also helps to guard against errors in
readings due to the dry cell becoming discharged.
With the components up, and the zero-control properly
adjusted, the meter will read f.s.d. when the two terminals are
touched (shorted) together. Any external resistance added to
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A PUSH-PULL FET OSCILLATOR
A VERSATILE CIRCUIT FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

P. C. COLE, G3JFS, ex-VK6AI, 5Z4PQ
5K
5V e

range

' range
Black

Red

o+

Fig.5

-

DUAL RANGE VOLTMETER

the circuit between the terminals will produce a meter reading
that is less than f.s.d. If the resistance is so large (to that

particular meter) that it offers an infinite amount of
opposition to current flow, the meter will read zero current. By
suitable calibration the resistance values can be read directly
off the meter scale, or the reading can be checked against a
graph or set of tables.

1

Fig. 6

mA

EXTENDING METER RANGE TO 0-5 mA

In Fig. 7 a meter has been connected up as a resistance
measuring device. Special attention should be paid to the
polarity of the terminals in this application of the meter. Later
on, when considering how to identify transistor lead -outs, this
point will be of importance. Under normal conditions when
measuring voltage or current, the Positive (Red) Terminal of
the meter is connected to the positive side of the circuit from
which the measurement is being taken, and the Negative
(Black) Terminal is connected to the negative side. Any
attempt to reverse these connections will result in the meter
needle being driven in the opposite direction to the scale until
brought up against the end stop. This is the case in which the
motivating voltage is derived from an external circuit.
However, when switched into a resistance measuring role, it is
the meter circuit which provides the motivating voltage.
Examination of Fig. 7 will show that in this case the Red
Terminal is connected through the limiting and zeroing
resistors to the negative side of the cell or battery and
therefore presents a negative connection to the external
circuit; likewise, the Black Terminal will present a positive
connection. (I am sure that these things are arranged just to
confuse us. Successfully, too!).

to be continued

MANY different oscillator circuits have been developed
but when analysed they are found to be variations of
a few basic types. Theoretically one circuit should be as
good as another but in a practical world this is not always
so and each type of oscillator, be it a Hartley, Colpitts,
Clapp, Reinartz or what -have-you, is found to possess
particular merits which make it more suitable for a specific
use than another type. It is therefore of advantage to the
experimenter or amateur designer to have as wide a choice
of oscillator circuits as possible, and the push-pull circuit is
suggested as a useful alternative to the more usual designs
when a simple, wide-ranging oscillator of good perfor-

mance is needed.

The Push -Pull Oscillator
Fig. shows the circuit of the basic push-pull oscillator
with typical component values for use in the HF range. As
can be seen it bears a close resemblance to the circuit of a
free -running multivibrator except that the amplifier loads
are tuned instead of aperiodic. The cross -coupled
capacitors CI, C2 provide positive feedback to maintain
oscillation and the output is taken from a loosely coupled
link or through small coupling capacitors, C8 and C9, to
the next stage.
There is nothing new about this circuit as push-pull
designs were once very common in amateur equipments,
and in its valved version a popular application was as a
tunable VHF oscillator in such classic designs as the G2IQ
2 -metre receiving converter. With tuned lines in place of the
LC circuits this oscillator could be used at much higher
1

frequencies, and in these days of highly sophisticated
equipment it is hard to believe that many early VHF and
UHF transmitters were nothing more complicated than a
modulated push-pull oscillator coupled to an aerial.
However the versatility of this circuit and its usefulness at
Table of Values
Fig. I

RI, R2 = 100K

C3, C6, C7 = 0.047 aF
R3, R4 = 470R
C4, CS = 22 pF s/m
TRI, TR2 = 2N3819 or similar VCIA, VCIB = Twin -gang var.
RFC1 =
mH choke
capacitor, 20-350 pF/section
CI, C2 = 10 pF s/m
LI = 61 bifilar turns of 22
s.w.g. enamel covered wire,
1

one wire spacing between
turns on '4," dia. dust -cored
former.
Note: All resistors are ;a -watt; C8, C9 are small coupling capacitors
if required.
Table of Values
Fig. 2

RI = 50K

CI
R2 = 10K
C2
R3, R4 = 100K
C3,
VC1, VC2 = varicap ciodes suitable
Note: All resistors are 1/4 -watt.

= 4.7 aF electrolytic
= 220 pF ceramic
C4 = 22 pF s/m
for frequency in USC.
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1

The basic push-pull FET oscillator with typical component values for

a

VFO covering 8 to 18 MHz. Note that the centre tap of the coil

should not be decoupled.

much lower frequencies was not fully appreciated by the
author until some repairs were being made to a commercial
signal generator which covered 50 kHz to over 50 MHz
using a push-pull circuit. For such a wide-ranging
instrument and so simple a circuit it had quite remarkable
frequency stability, and since this discovery both valve and
FET designs have been used with considerable success over
the normal HF range.

Practical Considerations
The circuit is tolerant of a wide range of LC ratios,
component values are not critical and the balanced arrangement is well suited to being built on a matrix board or PC
board. Stability is largely determined by the quality of the
components used and the care taken with the construction.
One point to note: high stability and miniaturization
usually do not go together so inevitably there must be some

+ve regulated supply

R1

C3

VC1

Cl

osc
tuned
circuit
To

AF input
VC2

R2
C4

compromise, especially with the inductor. The small bi -filar
wound, dust -cored coil specified in the components list for
Fig. gave adequate stability for the reception of SSB in a
general coverage receiver, but for more demanding applications a much larger air -cored coil might be more
appropriate. A bifilar wound coil is not essential but it
helps to preserve symmetry when a small iron -cored coil is
used-particularly if this is mounted in a screening can.
Noise and ripple on the regulated supply can have considerable effect on the frequency stability and it is
worthwhile comparing the behaviour of the oscillator when
it is run from a good battery with that when it is run from
the regulated supply.
1

Frequency Modulation
Direct frequency modulation of a free -running oscillator
can be achieved by applying audio to a varicap diode
connected across the tuned circuit. However, because most
oscillator designs rely on a high C/L ratio in the frequency
determining circuit to swamp unstable circuit capacities, it
can be very hard to get even a ± 2.5 kHz shift with good
linearity and stability at fundamental frequencies in the HF
range. In the Push-pull oscillator the C/L ratio can be
much lower than in a single -ended one without loss of
stability, so making it easier to modulate the frequency.
Fig. 2 shows a suitable circuit which was used at VK6AI to
generate a direct FM signal at 9 MHz for mixing up to 52
MHz. By experimenting with component values it was
possible to get ± 15 kHz deviation with excellent linearity
and stability. Many reports of very good speech quality
were received when operating with deviations of this order.

Crystal Control

Fig. 2
A varicap diode circuit for frequency modulating
the push-pull oscillator. By experimenting with component
values (C3, C4 which will control the coupling to the tuned
circuit, and R1/R2 which set the varicap bias) deviation and
linearity can be optimized.

A crystal connected between the `gates' of the FET's can
be used to control the oscillations. Operation is in a parallel
resonant mode and by proper adjustment of the tuning this
can be at the fundamental, or an overtone of the crystal

frequency.
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FIVE -FIFTY FM TRANSMITTER
CONCLUDING THE PROJECT BEGUN IN
LAST MONTH'S ISSUE
F. G. RAYER, T.Eng (CEI) G3OGR

Modulator
This uses a twin triode, Fig. 2. It is intended for the
general purpose or popular type of high output crystal
microphone, and incorporates some speech shaping. VRI is
the audio gain control.
The positive line at R9 is connected to C3 of the power
supply; if necessary with other PSUs, R9 could be changed
to leave about 250v. for the modulator HT line.
A chassis is bent approximately tin. long, 1'/ein. deep
and I %in. wide, and the valveholder is fitted centrally to
this. Fig. 2 is wired within this chassis, excluding VRI, C8
and R9. A screening can is placed over the valve. The front
of the chassis fits to the back of the panel, with the valve
horizontally inwards. The mike socket is near, underneath,
with screened grid lead, and the output socket comes near
the valveholder.
This section may, if wished, be tested by plugging in the
microphone and high resistance headphones or other
suitable amplifier or reproducer system. There was no hum
whatever in the amplifier, or on transmission. An Aso 8 on
its 10v. range shows about 1.5v. peaks across Tx audio

input socket.
A case or cover will be needed for the PSU/Modulator,
for safety. A cover is most easily made from perforated or

expanded metal, which bends readily along lines formed by
the perforations.

Front of the transmitter: the switch selects
one of the five channels.

Inductors
LI to L4 use 7mm cored formers. LI is 50 turns of 32swg
enamelled wire, side by side; begin about '/ in. from the
tagged end for HT positive. Turns can be secured with a
few very small touches of Uhu, clear Bostik, or similar
cement. Core can be set for about 9 MHz with C4

connected, using a GDO.
L2 has 15 turns of 24swg enamelled wire side by side,
starting about 'hin. from the tags or HT positive end; it can
be adjusted to about 24 MHz with C6 connected.
L3 and L4 resonate at 72 MHz with circuit capacitances.
Each is five and three-quarter turns of 24swg enamelled
wire, side by side; begin about 'h in. from tagged end of the
former, for L4 grid end. Termination of this winding is
taken to C14/R14. Leave about 1/8in. space, and start L3
(this is HT end) winding in the same direction. The finish of
this winding is for anode (tag 8). VHF -grade cores are
needed with L3/4.
L5 is five turns of 18swg wire, self-supporting. The coil
is 0.4in. outside diameter, turns spaced so that it is /in.
long; solder with short leads directly to T7.
L6 is one turn of 20swg insulated wire, same diameter as
L5, situated between middle turns of L5; L7 is the same as
L6.
L8 has six turns of l8swg wire, 0.35in. outside diameter,
and is 0.9in. long. L7 is centrally placed; L6 and L7 are

further held with adhesive.
L9 is 14swg, and has four turns, lin. outside diameter
and 11/2in. long; LIO is one turn, well insulated, same
diametcr, between turns of L9.

Crystals
These are in the 8 MHz range, and can be purchased by
channel or frequency; multiplication is 3 x 3 x 2, or 18.
Typically 8.0847 is used for channel 21, 8.0861 for 22,
8.0875 for 23, and so on. Only T5 and one crystal appear in
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AND DRIVER STAGES.

R6 =100K, ; w.
R8, R12, R15=1K,
R9, R13=1K, ='w.

Tables of Values
Fig. 3
CI, C4, C6=22 pF
C2=8.2 pF
C3, C77 = 47 pl
C5=100 pF
C8 to C17=4.7 nF, 5 nF or 10 nF
ICI to TC5 = 30 pF trimmer
TC6=8 pF trimmer
TC7 =15 -plus-15 pF, to 25 -plus-25 pF,

R10=82K, ;w.
R14=82K, =,w.

V1=6BH6

R16=270ohm, Iw.
LI to L6 =see text

V2 = EF91
V3 = QQVO3-10

125 =2.2K,

18

77

TTC 9L5

OSCILLATOR, MULTIPLIER

R2, R7, R11= 100K, +,w
R3 =33K, ;w.
R4= 150K, : w.

V3.

5

L

C2

TCSJ óT

R I = 390K, ; w.

V2

6

Cl

1

C5

ÌÌ

-

butterfly

VCD =BAI02
8 MHz crystals; crystal holders; two B7G skirted holders with cans;
B9A holder; 3.5mm jack socket; 5 -way switch.

Also:

Fig. 3. Each crystal has its own trimmer, for adjusting to
channel. (One was panel -operated for experiments.)
As many QSOs are likely to be with commercial
transceivers having no adjustment, crystals should be set on
channel. This can be done with good accuracy with a
converter and bandspread receiver if dial readings are
noted, and the 'Net' facility of the transmitter is then used
to adjust each crystal to agreement; if a channel is too far in
error, reports will indicate this. No re -adjustment was
found necessary after twelve months' use.

Oscillator -Multiplier Tuning
With HT feed to V3 interrupted, clip a meter from 'A' to
chassis. Set LI core so that all crystals start readily and
probably about
maximum grid current is found for V2
0.25mA.
Transfer the meter to 'B' and tune L2 for grid current,
which should be a little greater; meter negative can then be
clipped on at 'C', and HT applied to V3. Adjust L3 and L4
cores, expecting about 0.5mA at 'C'. L5 may already have

-

OC

'

fl?TC6

T

O

1

O

X

6.3V

been set to about 145 MHz with a GDO; if not, tune T7 to
resonance, as shown by a lamp loop near L5, or indicating
wavemeter in the vicinity of L5.
Do not run this section other than very briefly without
grid current at 'C', with HT present, or dissipation in V3 is
unnecessarily heavy. When the PA with its grid meter is
fitted, all adjustments can be directed towards securing a
suitable indication there, and the points 'A', 'B' and 'C'
have no further use, unless a need arises for an easy test of
individual stages.
V3 is run with no can; T6 is to equalise valve capacitance.
Later, slowly adjust T6 from minimum, while re -tuning
with T7, to find the setting for T6 giving maximum PA grid
current; T6 setting is flat. Stretching or compressing L5 so
that resonance is obtained with T7 as quite low capacitance
provided greatest grid drive.

Power Amplifier
This stage is shown in Fig. 4. Adjust the earlier stages and
T8 to obtain about 2mA grid current on M1, before
switching on the PA anode and SG supply.
T9 may be adjusted with the PSU 'High -Low' switch at
low, for reduced input. A dip in current shown by meter M2
will approximately correspond to maximum RF output. 1f
wished, a suitable lamp load for reduced power only is a
12v. 3W. lamp, which is approximately 48 ohm; for full
power, three I2v. 10W. lamps in series will be around 45
ohms.
Input depends on the degree of coupling between LIO
and L9, and also TIO. Tuning is carried out into the aerial
itself, after a preliminary test, preferably using some form
of RF indicator. Very good results are obtainable over a
wide range of inputs, depending on the PA voltage, and
extent to which the stage is loaded. (Remember that
maximum reading on M2 is not an indication of maximum
RF output). Maximum ratings for the valve differ
somewhat, as given by various makers, but range up to
600v. at 100mA, or 60 watts. It is probably as well not to let
that is, input less
dissipation in the valve exceed 15 watts

-
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Under chassis: crystals. switch and
trimmers at left back; driver stage (middle)
link coupled to PA grid at back right.

output, so the stage should not be run other than briefly at
high input (over about 30 watts) off -tune or with much
reduced RF output.
The relay contacts normally take the aerial to the receiver
converter; when the relay is energised, the aerial is
connected to L10. Dl and D2 are a precaution to keep highlevel RF out of the converter -receiver circuits.
Aerials will naturally be a matter of choice, but
substantial coverage can be expected with a ground plane or
simple dipole, which will need no rotation.

Back of the transmitter: left lo right,
oscillator, multiplier, driver valves, PA in
screened box with relay and co -ax sockets
on the back.

Construction
Layouts other than that shown, Fig. 5, could no doubt be
used. The chassis is 10 x 6 x tin. and panel 12 x 7in, to fit a
12 x 7 x 7in. cabinet. Holders for VI , V2 and V3 centre
2''Ain. from the panel, at lin, 2 1/2 in. and 4in. from the side
of the chassis; V4 holder centres 2'/,in. in and 3in. from the
panel. This holder is on long bolts so that the disc screen
visible in V4 is level with the chassis and the hole is 2in. in
diameter.
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POWER AMPLIFIER

4
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METERS AND RELAY.

The PA box is 4 x 4 x 4in., outer side and top being
perforated metal fitted later by self -tapping screws; a neat
box is readily made from universal chassis flanged
members. (Home Radio, Mitcham.)
Both switch and panel operated trimmer fit on a bracket
set 2'/ in. from the back, 3 x 11/4in. in size, using couplers
and extension shafts. The switch is of the type shorting all
unused contacts to chassis, and the trimmer bank and audio
socket are immediately adjacent to the crystal holders.
A 5 -way cord is made from colour -coded flex and runs
from a tag -strip. The numerous by-pass capacitors are disc
ceramics, with short leads down to nearby chassis tags;
small stand-offs or single insulated tags are used where
necessary to support HT and other points, and a tag strip

RI7=22K, ,=w.
R 18 =100 ohm, ; w.
R19= I8K, 2w.
R20=47 ohm, lw.
C18, C19=10 nF
C20, C21 =1800 pF, k V
1

L7 to

L10=see text

V4 = QQVO3-20A/6252

1

4

5

UNDER CHASSIS VIEW

(Wire heaters and HT

6.3V

DI, D2=1N4I48
RLA/I = I2v. aerial changeover relay,
approx. 300 ohm.

and holder
Also: coaxial sockets.

first, leads against

0

Tables of Values
Fig. 4
TC8 =15 -plus -15 pF, to 25 -plus -25 pF
TC9 =17.5 -plus -17.5 pF wide spaced
TC 10 = 50 pF
MI = 5mA moving coil meter
M2 = 150mA, ditto

AF

Fig.

TC19

chassis)
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THE TEEMING WORLD BELOW

"TEN"

JACK HUM, G5UM

one of those operators whom you would
probably call a middle -life man. His callsign wasn't up at
the front with those greying G3A three -letter men who got
their tickets back in Forty -Six, just after the war ended. Nor
was he one of the newer G4 -plus -threes who were first heard
around at the beginning of 1972. Somewhere between the two,
you could rate him as having been on the air for a couple of
decades plus, perhaps a respectable family man in his late
thirties with a good all round knowledge of the amateur radio
HE was

PA with tank coil, loop, capacitors, and relay.

also provides a junction point and additional support for
the single turn links.
RF wiring to V4 is stout, short and symmetrical (to
equalise drive to each section); ground T9 rotor with a stout
lead down to chassis.
R20 is close against L9: undue heating in R20 can arise if
this tap is off centre. TIO fits on the back of the PA box,
with the relay and two co -axial sockets near; these take the
co -axial leads to the aerial and converter. Leads from T9 to
V4 anodes are flex
just over lin. of stripped, doubled
flexible wire will do for each.
If there is a temptation to substitute a QQV06-40A here,
for even greater power, it may be mentioned that the extra
capacitance of this type made L8 and L9 unsuitable, as
described for the '20A.
The three butterfly capacitors are adjustable by means of
a screwdriver, and T9 through a panel hole.
Tuning -up procedure has been described. Harm to V4 is
very unlikely provided I'GmA to 2mA grid current shows
on M (to indicate that bias is obtained) and with the switch
in the low -power position. Afterwards, all tuning can be
touched up with normal power, and provided a suitable
aerial or other load is present, to draw power, the whole
transmitter should prove to be without trouble or the need
for any tricky adjustment. It is not necessary to load V4 to
any particular input or degree, for satisfactory operation.
Optimum tuning consists in obtaining maximum RF output
with minimum DC input, and can in practice be achieved
over a wide range of powers.

-

1

scene.
But one part of the scene to which he admitted until recently
almost complete ignorance was the metre -wave spectrum, as
indeed he confessed to Old Fangler when the latter ran across
him on one of the S -channels of the 2m. band. What had
persuaded him on to "Two", asked Old Fangler, after all
those years on frequencies where aerials were long and where
the specification for a home QTH required a garden 136ft.
long by 10 inches wide?
"What indeed!" he exclaimed. He had, he said, been
impressed by the accent of VHF equipment so apparent in the
advertisements he saw in the amateur radio journals; and he
was also made aware when he visited any of the annual
amateur radio exhibitions or rallies how very many operators
were to be seen around communicating with each other or
talking through distant repeaters while using no more than
hand held electronic artefacts. Here, he thought, was a new
world to explore, a new window to open onto a different scene
from the one he knew so well.
Accordingly, translating thought into deed he bought
himself a 2m. converter from one of the advertisers in this
journal together with a modest beam aerial to go with it
(arguing that if television receivers, which worked at metre
wavelengths, required directional aerials then his converter
would, too); and in no time at all he was sampling the teeming
world below 10m., until then an uncharted one to him.
And how did he find it? asked Old Fangler. In many ways
remarkably akin to what he already knew, was the reply. There
were the same long winded contacts just like those he had been
bored with on "Eighty". There were the extrovert "funny
men" anxious to maintain a reputation for being, well, "funny
men". But it was the broad commonsensicality of the majority
of voices he heard on 2m. that persuaded him that his next
move should be from converter -only to full transceive
capability.
One of the things he didn't want to do was to buy a
transceiver with fixed channels that would leave him cribb'd,
cabin 'd and confined on a handful of congested frequencies
which everyone else had. As an old hand at tuning around on
the so-called DX bands for weak signals he felt the need for full
tuning capability on "Two". Yet much of his observation of
the band had shown him that many operators were quite
content to use it almost as a local telephone, either via a
repeater or direct if the other was not too far away, remaining
all the time oblivious of the delights of continuous tuning.
He observed further that many operators seemed equally
content to use exiguous aerials that scattered the available RF
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around all 360 degrees of the compass instead of pushing it (as
he thought more economical) only in the wanted direction.
Admittedly on the HF bands, he went on to say, you were stuck
with "omni" and aerials that didn't have much inherent
directivity. But why on VHF, where they did? At least he had
his "modest beam aerial" for 2m.; at least his transmitter's
output would be turned on to one point of the compass rather
than on to all of them.
Right: aerial okay. But what about the transceiver and the
requirement for continuous tuning? The advertisement pages
revealed to him a positive plenitude of desiderata, but they also
brought him to the conclusion that the wife would have to wait
a little longer for that new car.
To his surprise she told him she didn't mind a bit: "If that
new radio thing is going to give you pleasure and be an
investment for the future, buy it", she had said. So he did.
(Remember they were in their late thirties and enjoyed quite
obviously a stable relationship).
All of which came out in the contact which he had with Old
Fangler initially on that S -channel but very soon, as both of
them had continuous tuning, on a quiet spot down band below
strictly, below 144.9MHz to avoid that beacon
I45MHz
segment.
And had he enjoyed his debut on 2m.? "It's one of the best
moves I ever made" was his parting phrase as the QRU point
was reached.
Later that day while Old Fangler was tuning the SSB segment
of the 2m. band he was surprised to hear a GW station clipping
and
also on CW
away on CW. A quick call
communication was established.
But why CW in the SSB segment? asked Old Fangler,
hastening to add that "... there's no objection to it and often it
helps you raise weak and watery stations you couldn't even
identify on SSB. I'm just interested and that's why I asked".
(Yes, all this on CW: it's surprising how much you can put over
if you send quickly and don't bother to write the incoming
just read it in your head like phone).
stuff down
The GW-man disclosed that he had been on 2m. only a
week. He had heard all about its teeming life from some of the
many GW 8 -men at his local club, and he felt the urge to "have
a go". No, he wasn't aware that CW was "unusual to say the
least" on the SSB calling frequency of 144.3MHz, nor did he
know that there was a regular Monday Night CW Night on
"Two". Assured by old Fangler that he would earn himself
many more Al contacts on 144.05 than on 144.3 the GW-man,
an experienced telegraphist on the lower frequency bands, said
he would search around that very next Monday to see what he
could work on the key. He did and was much surprised. Now
he is there every Monday night.

-

-

-

...

And so that night at the club .. .
When Old Fangler regaled The Sceptic at The Club with
these stories he was met with narrow eyed suspicion. "It's all
very well" growled the SATC "giving me all this stuff about
how those chaps were converted to what you call the delights of
the metre -waves, but before you persuade me you'll have to
give me some hard facts".
This, thought Old Fangler, was a challenge. Was the SATC
interested in what the Americans used to call bangs per buck, in
other words the maximum number of QSOs per pound
expended on equipment? Well, yes, thought the SATC, he
rather was.
Was he interested in high signal levels, high audio quality
and low QSB content? "Tell me more" growled SATC,

367

adding quickly that Old Fangler was still doing no more than to
generalise, and where were the facts that would persuade him
to unbutton his cheque book? Facts you want? Then here they
come, was Old Fangler's riposte.
At the middle of 1979 there were 17,213 Class A licences
extant in the UK, plus 8146 Class B that permitted operation
only on 144MHz and up. That was a ratio of about two to one.
Since then about a block -and -a -half of G4 -plus -three Class
A licences had been issued, say 800; but nearly four blocks of
G8 -plus-threes (with of course the usual GD, GI and other
variants). In any block there are 676 possible combinations of
callsign. Deduct those few callsigns which add up to naughty
words and you could say that each callsign block yields 670

permutations.
"I can't do sums: you tell me how many licences that
represents" muttered the SATC. Answer: roughly a thousand
new Class A men (and women) and two and half thousand
Class B. Of that little lot all of the Class B people would be on
2m. or 70cm. (or even lower). A fair slice of the Class A people
would appear there, too, not forgetting that for them a further
VHF band existed where those who had the Morse
qualification could exercise their skills meaning 4m. add
to the teeming world below "Ten".
By now the look of suspicion on the SATC's face had
changed to wrinkle-browed curiosity. He admitted that all this
represented a very considerable accretion of activity on the
metre -wave scene (that wasn't quite what he said: it sounded
more like "A helluva lot").
Even so, sceptical to the last, the SATC reminded Old
Fangler of the bangs per buck analogy. "It's all very well for
you to tell me that all these people are on those metre -wave
bands you talk about, but how many actual contacts can I get
in the course of a year if I go out and buy a transceiver?"
By now the last of the club members were drifting off. It was
time, thought Old Fangler, to invite the SATC back home and
over a soothing cup that cheers show him some statistics.
And so back at the electronic QTH Old Fangler flipped
through the pages of last year's log and of logs before that. In
1979 a total of 3838 contacts on 4m., 2m. and 70cm. was
revealed (and Old Fangler used the phrase "contacts"
deliberately, for 1552 of them were not what he called "real
QSOs": they were via repeaters). In 1978 the three -band tally
came to 3703 (1051 via repeaters), in 1977 it totalled 3585 (635
through repeaters) and in 1976 it was 3029 (349 via repeaters
much lower, explained Old Fangler, because 70cm. repeaters
had not appeared at that time).
All of this, Old Fangler emphasised, was from a very
ordinary station operated at a fair degree of inefficiency. His
listener appeared to be impressed. But scepticism failed to be
submerged even by the soothing balm of tea: "Look!" cried
the SATC, "you made only seven more contacts in 1979 than
you did in 1978. That's not much of an increase".
But Old Fangler had been waiting for this one: he reminded
the sceptic that he had been away from home for three months
in 1979, that the 3838 contacts of that year were made in nine
months, and that if you added an average of 426 contacts per
missing month the total would have been over the 5,000 mark.

-

-

-

The last of the tea was downed. Old Sceptic seemed
convinced that there was after all something to be said for the
teeming life below "Ten". Then almost as a parting shot he
said: "I see you show through -repeater contacts separately ..
now, tell me more about repeaters".
"Not tonight OM" said Old Fangler firmly: "That's
another story for another time.
.
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CLUBS ROUNDUP
BY

the magazine `SPRAT' and add it to the general interest in
QRP operating which is manifest these days, and you have to
have a successful club! Details of course from the Hon Sec
see Panel.
Now to Mid -Sussex where the current problem is the lunacy
of the local authority they want to "lose" Marie Place, but
after a great rumpus have granted it an 18 -month reprieve,
provided it is "seen to be used". However, they press on, with
informais only in August; details, dates and venues from the
Hon Sec -see Panel.
We have a letter to hand which fills in the gaps in our
knowledge of East Anglian affairs thanks! The writer is the
Hon Sec of Great Yarmouth club, which is based on 67
Southtown Road, on the last Thursday in each month.
He also mentions Lowestoft, who have a place at the North
Suffolk Teachers Centre, Lovewell Road, Lowestoft; August
15 is down for a D/F Hunt, and the meeting scheduled for 29th
is cancelled. That takes us into September 12, for the AGM.
His last mention is Norwich who have a place set aside for
them at Crome Community Centre, on Wednesday evenings.
The Centre is located in Telegraph Lane East.

-

' Club Secretary'

-

HOWEVER you look at it, no two clubs are alike, and
indeed no two radio amateurs are alike. This is no bad
thing
life would be awfully boring were we all the same
but it can make it very difficult indeed for the Hon Sec who has
to make up a programme, or for the lads who want to go into,
say, NFD and find the majority of the members don't want to
be bothered; or, for that matter, for the peace of the club
containing diehard CW operators and two-metres FM -ers
both arguing the merits of their respective interests. One could
at least hope that the various sects among us could try to live in
peace one with another. However, it does not seem to be
possible in some parts of the country, and it would seem to be
infinitely desirable that strife could be kept to purely verbal
arguments at the club or wherever, rather than over the air.

-

-

-

Deadlines for "Clubs" for the next three months-

The Mail
Our first stop must be Brighton, where the venue would
appear to be 47 Cromwell Road, Hove; the dates for August
are 13th for a discussion on RTTY, and 27th when a party will
be going to visit the Police Hq at Lewes to see the operations
room and new training centre those not going will be able to
have a natter in the clubroom anyway.
A change of venue seems to be indicated at Swansea; it is
now fortnightly on Thursdays at the Technicians Common
Room, which is on the second floor of College House,
University of Swansea.
Another new one to this piece is Sefton, which seems to have
made a good start on very little advertising, and to have found
at the Liverpool Prison
the most important thing
a Hq
Officers Social Club, where they can foregather fortnightly
on Wednesdays. They seem to have lots of interests and to be
heading in the "self-sufficiency in activities" direction, with
shack, VHF and HF rigs, some talks, club constructional
projects and whatever. Details from the Hon Sec at the address
in the Panel, or just come along to a meeting.
Marconi Space & Defence
Next we have a works group
Systems, Portsmouth, covering the Broad Oak and Browns
Lane sites; they have 100 members of whom some 48 are fully
licensed. Details from the Hon Sec -see Panel.
Now to Loughor; the venue is still Loughor Boating Club
and there is, if needs be, usually some talk -in available, or the
can give telephone directions. On the
Hon Sec -see Panel
programme side, they usually have something set up, but do
not normally publish too far ahead lest there be late changes.
Now we go down West, to Axe Vale, where the situation is
that they hope to announce the new Hq address soon, possibly
before this issue gets to the bookstalls; thus we suggest a
contact with the Hon Sec -see Panel, for latest details.
For Cray Valley the berth is at Christchurch Centre, High
the first and third ones
Street, Eltham, S.E.9. on Thursdays
in each month. August's formal is down for a talk on "TV for
the Enthusiast", and the provisional details are settled for the
next twelve-month!
Members of the G-QRP Club now number over 800, with an
ever-increasing number coming in from overseas. Get a look at

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(September issue-July 25th)
October issue-August 29th
November issue-September 26th
December issue-October 3I st
Please be sure to note these dates!

It is to be a 'meal' of "Game and Chips" at Cornish on
August 7, G4EIK being the speaker, at the SWEB Clubroom,
Pool, Camborne. One nevers ceases to be amazed at the way
this group can "live on itself" in the matter of speakers and
activities and yet consistently yield an attendance of over fifty plus visitors.
For Wirral we can't offer you the name and address of the
Hon Sec, since we know that he is moving out of the district
surely a drastic cure for an
before this comes to be read
but we can tell you that
overdose of the secretarial chore?
they are booked in on the first and third Wednesdays of each
month at the Sports Centre, Grange Road, West, Birkenhead.
On we go to Cheltenham, where they have a regular date at
the Old Bakery, Chester Walk, Clarence Street, Cheltenham on
the first Thursday and the third Friday in each month: we
have a programme that stops at the end of July here so we must
he will have everything at his
refer you to the Hon Sec
fingertips no doubt, and his name and address are to be found
in the Panel.
Now to Guildford, and the current newsletter has some
innocent leg-pulling by way of a reprint of some of the first
"Trans-Atalantics" correspondence of 1923, telling readers
what information they are to submit to P. R. Coursey if they
intend to take part. The give-away on the back page of the
newsletter is again a copy, this time of a letter from A. R.
Burrows accepting the idea of a visit from Guildford members
to the London BBC station at Savoy Hill, the date being May,
10, 1923. For the current stuff, we are to tell you they have a

--

-
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Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:
ACTON, BRENTFORD&CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH, 188
Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London W3 8LB. (01-9923778)
A.R.M.S.: N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, 40 Eskdale Gardens, Purley,
Surrey CR2 IEZ.
AXE VALE: Mrs. T. Retter, 48 Fairway Rise, Chard, Somerset
TA20 INT. (Chard 4163)
BISHOPS STORTFORD: T. E. White, G8LXB, 79 Elmbridge,
Old Harlow, Essex.
BRIGHTON: J. Trimmer, G4JDM, 7 Dale Crescent, Patcham,
Brighton.
BURY: M. Bainbridge, G4GSY, 7 Rothbury Close, Bury, Lancs.
BL8 2TT. (061-761 5083)
CAMBRIDGE: D. Leary, G8JKV, 9 Priory Avenue, Swavesey,
Cambs. CB4 5RY.
CHELTENHAM: G. Cratchley, G4ILI, 47 Golden Miller Road,
Prestbury, Cheltenham. (Chelteham 43891)
CHESHUNT: W. Pooley, G8VBL, 36Montayne Road, Cheshunt,
Herts. (Waltham Cross 32198)
CORNISH: S. T. S. Evans, G3VGO, "Glengormley," Carnon
Downs, Truro, Cornwall. (Devoran 864255)
CRAWLEY: D. L. Hill, G4IQM, 6 Reigate Close, Pound Hill,
Crawley, W. Sussex RHIO 3TZ. (Crawley 882641)
CRAY VALLEY: P. J. Clark, G4FUG, 42 Shooters Hill Road,
London SE3. (01-858 3703)
DERBY: Mrs. J. Shardlow, G4EYM, 19 Portreath Drive, Darley
Abbey, Derby DE3 2BJ. (0332 56875)
G-QRP CLUB: Rev. G. C. Dobbs, G3RJV, 17 Aspen Drive,
Chelmsley Wood, Birmingham B37. (021-770 5918)
GUILDFORD: L. Bright, G4BHQ, 4 Dagley Farm, Shalford,
Guildford, Surrey. (Guildford 76375)
HEREFORD: S. tesson, G4CNY, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford.
(Hereford 3237)
ISLE of WIGHT: T. Fallick, G4FYI, "Harmony," Main Road,
Chillerton, Newport, I.o.W.

base at the Guildford Model Engineers Hq at Stoke Park, on
the second and fourth Fridays of each month.
At Cheshunt there is a beautifully clear map of the route to
the Hq, which the Editor and G3MWF took on their recent
visit
they had to be the ones to find another Church Lane,
some two or three miles away! The group get together in the
Church Rooms, Church Lane, Wormley every Wednesday
evening. It should also be noted by those in the district that
there will be an RAE class in this area with the cut-backs of
the past few years it will be the only one for miles around, so get
the details for G30JI who is QTHR or can be reached at home
on Ware 4316.
Now we look over to Southgate, where the group get
together on the second Thursday of each month at the Scout
Hut, Wilson Street, Winchmore Hill. For August there is an
open meeting, and it is specially requested that the Hon Sec
should be contacted to confirm the venue.
At Surrey there is a place called T.S. Terra Nova, which lies
at 34 The Waldrons, and is the Hq among other things of the
local group mentioned. They are to be found there on the first
and third Wednesdays in each month. More details from the
see Panel.
Hon Sec
Over now to Bishops Stortford where the revival of the club
thanks to a strengthening of the committee is an object lesson
to all clubs who feel themselves on the slippery slope towards
extinction. They are now in a flourishing condition, and have

-

-

-

LIVERPOOL: A. Neilson, G4CVZ, 79 Ackers Hall Avenue,
Liverpool L14 2EA. (051-220 5470)
LOUGHOR: T. Griffin -Thomas, GW8TYS, "Riverside Manor,"
77 Castle Street, Loughor, Nr. Swansea, W. Glam. (Swansea
(0792) 893392)

LOWESTOFT: P. Godfrey, G8JBD, 81 St. Margarets Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR32 4HT.
MARCONI (Space & Defence Systems): V. G. Scambell, G3FWE,
52 Freshwater Road, Cosham, Hants.
MID -SUSSEX: J. Brooker, G3JMB, 20 Farnham Avenue,
Hassocks, Sussex.
NORFOLK: P. W. Forster, G3VWQ, 12 Thor Road, ThorpeSt. -Andrew, Norwich NR7 OJS. (Norwich 37709)
PLYMOUTH: Mrs. P. L. Day, 46 Beatrice Avenue, Saltash,
Cornwall, PL12 4NG.
REIGATE: Dr. J. S. Roberts, G8FDJ, 15 Bakehouse Road, off
Horley Row, Horley, Surrey.
SEFTON: P. Taylor, G8TMR, Homby Place, Walton, Liverpool
1

L9 3DB. (051-523 2483)
SOUTHGATE: J. Fitch, G8EWG, 16 Kent Drive, Cockfosters,
EN4 OAP. (01-440 7353)
SURREY: R. Howells, G4FFY, 7 Betchworth Close, Sutton,
Surrey SM I 4NR. (01-642 9871)
SWANSEA: R. Williams, GW4HSH, 114 West Cross Lane,
Swansea SA93 5NQ. (Swansea (0792) 404422)
VERULAM: A. Clarke, G8MAE, 24 Kiln Ground, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts. HP3 8EZ. (Hemel Hempstead 64751)
WEST OF SCOTLAND: I. E. McGarvie, GM4JDU, 3 Kelso

Avenue, Paisley PA2 9JE.
WIRRAL: (Temporary) A. Fisher, G3WSD, 25 Kylemore Drive,
Heswall. (031-342 1002)
YARMOUTH: A. D. Besford, G3NHU, 49 Blake Road, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk.
YORK: K. R. Cass, G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York.

their date booked on the third Monday in each month. For
August however, we suggest you contact the Hon Sec and
check whether they will be 'at home' or out and about
somewhere. He is in the Panel.
Further north one comes to Cambridge, who are to be found
at the Visual Aids Room, Coleridge Community College,
Radegund Road on Friday evenings. However, on the list we
have here, it looks as though the pace of things is allowed to
slacken a bit during the peak of the holiday season: we note a
Fox Hunt on August 2, to end with a Barbecue. The time for
this one to start should be checked with the Hon Sec, as should
the venue for the meeting on August 15 (Coleridge being
closed) when there will be a talk on Teletext.
Hereford now where the cider comes from. The locals
foregather in the County Control, Civil Defence
Headquarters, Gaol Street; G3NPA will be talking about
"Microcomputers for the Radio Amateur" on August 1,
August 15 is down for an informal, and on 30th we hear they
will be at Much Marcie Show with G3YDD on the air.
A new year's programme is in the making at Northern
Heights, so we can't tell you what is going to happen in August
but we can say that if you head
with any hope of being right
for the Bradshaw Tavern, Bradshaw, Halifax, on a
Wednesday evening, you will be almost certainly dead on
target.
RAIBC, who cater for the
We mustn't forget the next one

-

-
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unfortunate blind and invalid group among us; they need
donations, of course, and your club could help in this line.
supporters and local
However, they also need more people
who will have the "get-up-and-go" to spare
representatives
when it becomes known that an RAIBC full member is in the
district, or indeed a potential full member who could be
brought into membership. Essentially the objective is to get all
full members listening first, then to get them through the RAE,
then on the air. To that end, the Tapes Manager has made
some 25 sets of the revised RAE course, one as a master and 24
that alone adds up to 650 cassettes and a
for distribution
fearsome quantity of dubbing work. Once the RAE pass is
obtained, he says, he has tapes for Morse... Not everyone can
take on such a task, of course, but such simple things as getting
someone to the odd club meeting or whatever, or shifting a
receiver from 'A' to 'B' are still helpful. Details from the Hon
see Panel.
Sec
There seems to be quite an upsurge of reporting from the
Liverpool area, albeit we guess there have been clubs about all
the time; Ormskirk are to be found on Tuesdays at the 'Over Sixties Hut' in Liverpool Road, opposite Christ Church. More
see Panel.
details from the Hon Sec
look for the Upstairs Meeting
to
have
For Reigate you
Room at the Constitutional and Conservative Centre,
Warwick Road, Redhill, and do soon August 19. This will be a
Members' Evening. On a sadder note, the issue of "Feedback"
we received was the last for quite a while: G8AMU retired after
21 years and 235 issues, and at the AGM there was no one with
or perhaps
the courage to follow in the master's footsteps
they thought Chris would carry on if no one accepted
nomination? Whichever way it is, the club will be the loser, and
G8AMU will have quite enough to do being the Treasurer.
Talking of retiring editors, we have in front of us the latest
issue of "Mobile News" which most people will know as the
the /M club. Our own G3FPK
newsletter of the A.R.M.S.
has been editing this for a long time, but Norman's business
workload has been building up fast of late and he now finds it

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

quite impossible to get out the requisite number of issues on
time. G3FPK is a stickler for "getting it right" and he is
urgently looking for a member who could help by becoming
assistant editor, with a view to taking it over completely in the
future.

Series
That completes the pile of letters sent to us this month.
However, we have a few updates to look at, not to mention a
spot of misfiling to clear up!
Derby have the Top Floor of 119 Green Lane, every
Wednesday for their 'main' meetings although there are other
activities to fill up the week, such as RAE and Morse, and
see Panel.
whatever. Details from the Hon Sec
Acton, Brentford & Chiswick are now in the large
committee room of Chiswick Town Hall, where they are to be
found on the third Tuesdays of each month. They always have
something fixed up between them, and one gets a 'feel' of a
steady -going group with plenty enough to keep them busy.
Isle of Wight is a club with a pretty clearly defined
the sea, without doubt, makes the limit!
catchment area
The group are on the lookout for more new members and
would like to meet any visitors to the island; it all happens at
Unity Hall, which is near the Sloop Inn, Wootton Bridge,
isn't on the
I.o.W. Although the Hon Sec -see Panel

-

-

-

phone, G8SOH, Ian Moth, will be pleased to answer queries of
that sort on Freshwater 3948.
West of Scotland have a place at 27 Robertson Street, where
they get together on Fridays, with all sorts of interesting
details from the Hon Sec.
activities going on
Down west we go again, to Plymouth; they are now in Hq at
Tamar Secondary School, Paradise Road, Stoke, Plymouth.
Normally they have alternate Mondays, but whilst there is a
D/F Hunt on August 11, the 25th is cancelled as being the

-

Bank Holiday.

Special Note
Crawley will be celebrating their 21st year of activity on
September 21, with a net starting on 14 MHz, and then 3.5
MHz before rising to 144 MHz, in the hopes that all present
and past members will hook up with them. 0830-1000 GMT is
14130 KHz with G3TR acting as Net Control station; then to
3.7 Mhz between 1000 and 1130 GMT under the control of
G3YVR, finishing with an hour (1130-1230z) on S21 for the
VHF types, G3GRO being Net Control. It is hoped to hear
from lots of the older members who have moved away from
the town but are still known to be active on the air. Turning
back to the venue and the programme, they have Hq at Trinity
Church Hall, Ifield, Crawley, and on August 13th it is an
informal. If in doubt, contact the Hon Sec -see Panel.
The letter from Liverpool indicates that for those who want
G4AMX is
and the numbers are increasing
to know
prepared to impart the secrets of "How to win Constructional
Contests". This offering comes up on August 19, and on 26th
they set-to for the final preparations for SSB Field Day. The
venue for meetings is the Conservative Rooms, Church Road,
Wavetree, every Tuesday evening, starting at eight.
While Bury can be found at the Mosses Community Centre
Cecil Street, Bury, on every Tuesday, they regard the second
Tuesday of each month as the Big One, and try to set up
something for that date. Thus on August 12 they will be visiting

-

-

an IC manufacturer.

Change of Venue & Dates
Verulam have had some poor Hq places to put up with, and
with rents rising all the time it has not been any too easy for
them, albeit they are lucky in that their 'in formals' at Salisbury
Hall, London Colney, in summer and the local R.A.F.A. in
winter have remained stable. Anyway, cutting a long story
short, they have now moved to the Charles Morris Hall, at
Tyttenhanger Green, near St. Albans; as a result it has been
necessary to change the meeting day to be the fourth Tuesday
of each month. This gives us August 26. Informais remain as
before.

At York the group foregather on Fridays except the third
one in each month, at the United Services Club, 61 Micklegate
York. We had to chuckle this time at one sentence in
G3WVO's letter, in which he comments that "we do enjoy
visitors". Boiled or roasted? Seriously, we have feedback from
our spies that visitors to this club do get a welcome (something
to remember the club by) much heartier than at many others.

Finale
That seems to be it for the moment. The next deadline is in
the 'box' in the body of the piece; the date is for arrival at
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, HERTS.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL HALF -WATT

TRANSMITTER FOR FORTY
R. W. MICKLEWRIGHT, G3MYM

THE writer has always been interested in QRP, and the
little transmitter described below is in current use at the
writer's QTH. The best DX to date, using a '/-wave
inverted -L aerial, is a 120 -mile contact from Somerset to
Kent with a signal report of 579.

Circuit
The circuit, which is an experimental one, is shown in
Fig. 1, and is a directly coupled, xtal controlled Franklin
oscillator, using a P -channel jFET and an npn power
bipolar. The transmitter is keyed in the supply lead, and in
the writer's rig the note is completely stable, with no chirp
or key clicks.
The source resistor R2 may require some experimenting
with values: too low a value will cause the 2N3866 to
dissipate too much heat, and too high a value will result in
low RF output. In the writer's case, a value of 10K was

Setting Up
To maximise the RF power output it is essential to know
the optimum load for the transmitter. The procedure for
finding this is as follows:
(I) Connect the peak reading RF voltmeter, shown in Fig.
2, across the output socket of the transmitter.
(2) Connect various values of carbon resistor, as a dummy
load, across the transmitter output socket.
(3) For each dummy load resistor:
(a) Adjust C6 on the transmitter (with the key down)
for the maximum reading on the RF voltmeter.
Note the meter reading.
(b) Calculate the RF power dissipated in the dummy
load by using the formula P = ZR, where P is the
RF power in watts, Vis the peak RF voltage (this is
obtained by multiplying the reading on the 0-50
scale of the RF voltmeter by 0.3), and R is the
value of the dummy load in ohms.

D1

AA113

R1

3008
50}íA FSD
scaled

0-50

ideal.

Fig 2 CIRCUIT OF PEAK READING RF VOLTMETER
a graph of RF power output as a function of
dummy load value, and determine the value of load
resistor that gives the maximum output; see Fig. 3.
In the writer's case the optimum load was 133 ohms with
an RF power output of 200 mW; the DC power input was
640 mW.
Once the optimum load is known the aerial can then be
connected to the transmitter, and with the RF voltmeter still
in place, the aerial (or ATU) and C6 are adjusted until the
maximum reading on the RF voltmeter is the same as that
obtained when using the optimum dummy load resistor.
The transmitter is now loaded for maximum output.

(4)

Fig.1 CIRCUIT OF EXPERIMENTAL

112W TX

Table of Values
Fig. I

RI = 100K
R2 = see text
Cl, C2 = 2.2 pF cer. plate
C3 = 0.1 µF disc cer.
C4 = 0.001 µF disc cer.
C5 = 100 pF cer. plate

DI = AA113 or similar point

contact diode

RF
Power

C6 = 730 pF var. (2 x 365 pF)
L1 = 1.2 µH, tapped half-way
FET = 2N3820
TRI = 2N3866
Xtal = to suit CW end of 40 m.

band
Battery = 9
Fig.

Plot

v

PP9

2

CI = 0.002 µF disc cer.
RI = 300K

Output

O

Fig.3

Load resistance

LOAD RESISTANCE/RF POWER OUTPUT CURVE

Conclusion
Success with QRP requires a good aerial and patience,
but once a contact is made the sense of achievement is such
that you will almost certainly want to QSL direct.
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AN FET/CMOS FREQUENCY

CALIBRATOR
G. W. SUTTON, C.Eng., MIEE, G4EVW

THIS weekend project provides a precisely tunable signal
source at 100 kHz intervals up to 146 MHz. A reliable
source which can be easily checked against a frequency
standard is an essential aid when calibrating frequency
meters and dials of RF equipment. As a starter project, this
unit provides experience of using the three modern
devices - a field effect transistor (FET), an NPN transistor
and a CMOS integrated circuit.

Circuit
Several previously published circuits were tried, but they
were unsatisfactory with the 100 kHz crystal available. The
circuit shown in Fig. I gave no problems. It comprises a
FET Colpitts oscillator, a buffer stage and a CMOS
Schmitt trigger squaring stage.
A fine frequency trimmer allows the unit to be adjusted
to within I part per million. The 2.5 mH coil LI and
capacitor C2, connected in series with the crystal, were
found necessary to pull the frequency below 100 kHz. With
CI at its mid position, the core of LI provides course
frequency adjustment to exactly 100 kHz. Thereafter, fine
settings of Cl vary the frequency by plus or minus 1 cycle
per second: this is quite adequate for phasing against the
200 kHz Droitwich carrier (1500 m. Long Wave).
With the supply voltage to the IC reduced to 4.7 volts by
the zenner diode and series resistor RS, a square wave
output is produced of about 2 volts peak -to-peak. The total
current required is about I mA. An LED on/off indicator
could be fitted but this would increase the current drain

used, and stripboard with 0.1 inch hole spacing is suitable
for the circuitry. The crystal and trimmer capacitor were
mounted directly in the box. Coil LI and capacitor C2 were
soldered to the trimmer so that only two wires (X -X in
Fig. 1) connect the crystal and trimming assembly to the
circuit board. Insulation and some mechanical protection
inside the box can be achieved using pieces of rubber carpet
underlay. This also holds the battery in place.
Screwdriver holes are drilled in the box above the core of
LI (and above the trimmer if a screw adjustment type is
used) to permit adjustment after assembly.

Adjustment
Check the connections carefully before switching on. If
all is well, switch on and position the unit alongside a radio
tuned to 1500 metres; you should hear a regular

"Swooshing" variation of the radio programme. Adjust Cl
to mid -position and then the core of LI until the phasing in
and out of the sound slows down and, if you are careful,
stops: the second harmonic of the unit is then exactly tuned
to 200 kHz. After the initial setting up, precise adjustment
can be made using Cl.
Higher harmonics will be available in 100 kHz steps at
the output terminal. Adjustment to I part per million is
quite easy. With the author's unit, the 1443rd harmonic
could be heard almost exactly on the 2 -metre calling
channel at 144.30 MHz, both after setting against
Droitwich and several days afterwards as soon as switched
on. When connected to a frequency meter the fundamental
read 100.0001 kHz and was quite stable.

Table of Values
Fig.

I

1

considerably.
The CMOS
trigger, mainly
equivalent). A
Schmitt trigger

IC used was an MC14093 quad Schmitt
because it was available (the CD4093 is an
TTL device like the 7413 dual NAND
might be even better but has not been tried.

Construction

RI = 1.5M
R2, R6, R7 = 2.2K
R3 = 2K
R4 = 8.2K
RS = 9.1K
R8 = 430R
CI = 50 pF Var.
C2 = 220 pF, s/m
C3 = 330 pF, s/m

C4 = 1000 pF, s/m
C5, C6, C7 = 0.01 NF, ceramic

LI = 2.5 mH, adjustable core
SI = s/pole, sub -miniature
X1 = 100 kHz crystal
ZI = 4.7 v Zener Diode
TRI = 2N3819
TR2 = BC107
ICI = MC14093 (CD4093)

An aluminium box of about 4 x 2.5 x 2 inches can be
51

-o+9V
d

o

g o
s

IX

d

or

°
s

100 kHz

TRI -2N3819
b

TR2-BC107

1L

O

10

IC1 - Spore
Fig.

1

gates

MC14093 (CD4093)
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE
SUMMER is here; but to look at the
weather since last writing this piece,
one would wonder. The number of times
thunder has meant earthing -down the
aerials and QRT, not to mention the
number of times the S9 rain -static and
the Woodpecker Thing have been on,
have inhibited this scribe's pleasure in
and
amateur radio more than a little

-

at a time when he would normally be
extra active. As for the garden, one can
guess what the alternation of rain and
sun has done for the lawn, and the
period when the OM was in hospital
seemed to be the one in which growth rate at least tripled!

Look Ahead
That's the direction in which the snag
usually lies! And the first one definitely
comes under that heading if you've not
worked XW8; JA8BMK visited Laos in
May at the invitation of the Chief
Officer of the Laotian Forestry Office,
and when he asked about a licence he
was told that "A foreigner was found
operating near the national airport and
was subsequently deported". That
seems to mean there jist ain't nuthin'

final tweaking -up of the 6T1YP Youth
Palace station. ST2FF is in fact the
personal call of Mr. Fadul Kabbar who
is in charge of the Youth Palace
complex.
A week before he actually appeared
the consensus of opinion was that KP2A
had only a fifty-fifty chance of getting
an operating permit for his proposed
Macao expedition. In the event, he
turned up on June 13, and carried on till
the end of the month, knocking them off
at a fair old rate both CW and SSB.
We hear that JAIELY is aiming at a
Sri Lanka session, followed by (hopes!)
three days from the Maldives 8Q7. As
by the time you
yet no more on this
get to read this, Toshi will have come
and gone, alas.
At various times over the past couple
of years we have mentioned SMOAGD;
since 1972, says Geoff Watts' DXNS
Erik has visited 80 countries and
operated from 20 of them. However he
is now posted in Sweden, but he and
SM3CXS and the Sundsvall DX group
and
are planning some DX-peditions
it's an interesting thought that one of the
said DX group is stationed in Peking!

-

-

doin'!
Come September -time it should be
possible to cross Mozambique off your
wanted list, says the DX Bulletin, as it is
understood an operation by ZS5UU
(possibly with others too) is planned.
There are no resident C9 licensees at the
moment.

From the same source come
rumblings of a forthcoming Malpelo
exercise; but no doubt some Columbian
aid will be needed to get this one off the
ground.

Look Astern
If you snagged G3JKI/5A working to
a list, it sounds as though you might
F6CYL is
have a counter for DXCC
handling the QSL chores.
For the weekend of July 4 we hear of
another big show by the Mexican DX
Club from Revilla Gigedo. At about the
same time K2LI will be operated from
Liberty Island (where the Statue of
Liberty lives), says Geoff Watts' DXNS.
The ST2FF/STO activities involved

-

OH2MM and OH2BH, and arose
indirectly from their assistance with the

The Bands
By and large, considering the position

sunspot cycle, and the time of
year, the past month has been pretty
awful, with a few bright patches, one of
which appears to be happening right
now on 21 MHz. However we must turn
to the reports and see what's been
happening, just remarking in passing
that a real oldtimer Tl with drift has
he
suddenly appeared on the band
was heard calling CQ as he went through
the CQ filter passband but your
conductor didn't get the callsign as
by that time all that was left were
a bit like the Cheshire Cat in
clicks
in the

-

-

`Alice in Wonderland'.

Ten Metres
Naturally, most affected by summer

conditions. Nonetheless, G4EZA
(Colchester) says this is where it's all
been happening. The intermittent fault
on his FT -200 mentioned last time
round at last condescended to become
a proper one, and so Tim was able to
find it; now the PA can be run up

without smoke coming out of the back.
So CW yielded QSOs with HZIHZ,

JAIQFI, JHIUGN, LU8DQ, TF3JB,
VK2VPG, VK3AMY, VK6NLU,
ZW4OD who turned out to be a PY with
a funny prefix, and 4X4UF. On the SSB

front, C3IUN, UK8MAA, 4S7KG,
4X4MS, 4X4YM, and 4X4BD. The
C3IUN provoked the comment that it
must be national Andorra week or
something, Tim having a list which
contains (peppered around the various
bands) more C31s than this writer can
ever recall seeing since he started writing
this piece. And, be it noted, G4EZA has
only been home for 15 days out of the
previous two months!
How nice to hear again from Neville,
your scribe
G3RFS (London N.22)
first recalls Neville at an NFD in the wee
small hours when G3GZB was operating
and the writer logging, while the thenSWL Nev had the "We've already
worked 'em" sheet and a pair of phones;
came a call under the QRM which
neither 'GZB nor the writer could get
hold of, until this quiet SWL told us the
call and that we wanted him, The writer
is not red-hot with the key anyway, but
anyone who could do that to G3GZB
when the latter was cracking on had to
be, potentially, a fine CW operator. It
came out, of course, when Neville got
but having let the call lapse for
his call
nine years he had to resit the Morse test.
Anyway, having moved from East
Barnet to Wood Green, the present
place proved to be much noisier that the
old QTH, despite lots of work on the
aerials. There is a 53 -foot trap vertical,
home -brewed, with lots of radials, put in
a few months ago when the lawn was
torn up and re -turfed; there is also a 7
MHz dipole inverted-vee, taking up
some of the front garden, and in the
shack a TS -520S with CW filter and
outboard VFO, plus linear. G3RFS has
been back on the air for a year (to the
very day when he wrote) and in that time
has made, between Top Band and Two,
a total of 238C worked.
G2HKU (Sheppey) wrote in
commenting that in his opinion last
month was the worst for years, and
reporting nothing on 21 or 28 MHz. On
a different tack, Ted sent along a cutting
of the May 29 incident in which a Dutch

-

-
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coaster loaded with inflammable spirit
was seen by radar to be heading straight

for the wreck of the "Richard
Montgomery" which sank during the
last war with some 4000 tons of assorted
bombs and ammunition. Luckily a
Medway Port Authority launch
managed to warn the coaster, but only
when she was within a half -mile of the
wreck. To put it in perspective, one
seems to recall the Hiroshima bomb was
ten kilotons, and so if the coaster had set
off the wreck, the result would have
been half the size of the first atom bomb
used in anger plus all the spirit in the
coaster. No wonder people continue to
shout for the wreck to be removed.
Although it is very well marked on the
chart and with buoys all round, anyone
looking at the chart cannot but be
amazed that someone hasn't bumped
into it in 35 years, particularly as the
deep -water channel is so narrow and
given a bit of thick weather.
An interesting letter from G4JNH
(Worksop). Ron wrote just as he
finished his first three months on the air,
and finds he has been delighted and
amazed at the fun he has got from it all,
with simple wire aerials at that; However
a planning application is in for a beam
aerial this is the difficult bit! In round
terms the first 100 countries took 63
days, all -band, using wire aerials and an
FT-101ZD. Recent ones on Ten
included SSB with 8J31TU, WP4ADA,
3B6CD, CE3CKE, 9J2FC, 4Z4RZ,
VE6EP/4U in Syria, EC6AB, 3B8CF,

-

and LU6DMZ

Fifteen
G4EZA says he still hasn't got a 'real'
aerial for the band, making use of a
forty -metre dipole operated on the third
harmonic, which accounts for some at
but CW
least of the DX not worked
managed to find C31TY, VO1AW,
4Z4KX; 4X6AG came into the log by

-

way of SSB.
On the other hand Ron at G4JNH
compared his aerials with the ones he
used as an SWL, and came to the

conclusion his forty -metre dipole
inverted-vee was quite as good as the 21

MHz dipole and so took the latter down.
Ron's version starts at 22 feet high in the
top of the roof-space, and then slopes
down to the ends at ten feet, these being
outside the house. This aerial set-up plus
the FT-101ZD on 21 MHz resulted in
SSB to JMIABW, ZLIADN, VS6IC,
XT2AX, 9J2FC, VE7BR1, VK2AMD,
ZL4BX, VK2EQ, KH6IJ, 5NOATU,

G3XVN/5N0, 9G1JX, HM2JD,
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CE9AF, AP2MQ, VP8SB, JR6QDL/P
(Okinawa), DA2DC/HBO, HC6MN,
EA9JE, 6TIYP, 5U7AF, 4U5ITU,

body". Charming! Clearly Tim likes the

KS6DV, KOSST (Nebraska),
UAOSGJ, VK2QK, N6CUQ/KH2,
UAOCDK for Zone 19, WA2TTI/OX,
and HSIABD.
At G3CED/G3VFA (Broadstairs) the
arrangements were altered a little:
Joystick with eight feet of feeder and a
new compacted version of the five -band
radial system. "Tests" therefore meant
that George, for part of the time at least,
was running 100 watts instead of his
usual two. We reckon this is unfair to the
traders of Broadstairs as G3CED must
be the best customer for lantern batteries for miles round! The two -watts
managed CW with DF8JH, F6K11,
W9TO, UAIOAI, DLOXX, UK3KXR,
VE3DTL.
G3NOF (Yeovil) only commented
about Ten that it was not too good, and
made no QSOs on that band, keeping
most of his operating time for 21 MHz.
Here the situation has been that things
have been quiet during the day between,
say 0800 and 1600, perking up outside
these times. In the mornings, around
0600, there have been regular openings
to W5, W6, W7, KH6, and the Pacific,
long path, and the same areas have been
noted on the short path about 1700
together with YBO, HS, and JA up to
about 2100z. The KL7s have been noted
around 0700 along with a few VKs;
Africa north of the Equator was to be
heard strongly around 1700, but little
was heard of Africa anywhere south of
the equator. In the mornings around
0700 and again the late evenings around
2200 ST and J28 were strong signals.
Few South Americans were heard, but
there was a lot of short -skip about. In
QSO terms, Don talked to AP2SA,
CR9A, DUI JB, FROFLO, G3JKI/5A,

HSIAID, HS1ABD, HS4AM1,
HZ1AB, IJ7DMK, J6LKU, J28CC,
many JAs including JDIALU on

Ogasawara Is., HK5EHM/HKO,
KH6IJ, KH6N, N2BRI/MM off

Florida, N4ADJ/KH2, P29CC,
ST2MM, ST2SA, ST2FF/STO,

UL7JCA, TU2GH, VP8SD, VQ9JC,
VS6BB, VS61C, VU2BBJ, VU2RAK,
VYIAL, W7LR, W7XN, YBOWR,
YBOYJ, ZS3KC, ZS5ZO, ZS6BEC,
4S7DJ, 4S7FG, 5NOPSN, 5WIBP,
6T1YP, 6W8JI, 9K2DR, and 9VIUH.

Twenty
G4EZA typed out his letter to this
piece, starting it by commenting that he
had to "practice his typing on some-

morning activity even if, like the writer,
he doesn't like rising early, and he
reckons the noise on 14 MHz at this sort
of time is worse than on 7 MHz. Be that
as it may, CW contacts were recorded
with C31MG (who was not thought to be
quite genuine) and EA9GK, while SSB
found C3 ITT (The Real McCoy for

sure), VE7DGI, VK2DDA/M,
VK4NM, and VK5IT.

G2NJ (Peterborough) had a couple of
/M exercises; the first when he went to
Sevenoaks and operated 14 MHz CW
from the passenger's seat while
G3JKW/M operated VHF and drove.
Some 20 continentals were worked after
this fashion, and almost the same
number were hooked while out with
G5NX/M to Southwell and back. One
interesting one was with G3JEC who
was using an adaptation of the
"S.C.D." rig as described by G3RJV
in S. W.M. a few issues back.

G2HKU it was who described
conditions as poor, in that on some days
his ZL skeds on Twenty were a washout;
SSB contacts were, however, made with
6W8MW, UK9SAD, ZL1VN, ZL3SE,
ZL3RS, ZL3FV, and 4NIU, while CW
penetrated to N4TO/KP4, UAOSID,
OA2CD, and EA9EU.
Now to G4JNH, who comments that
so many of these VHF -only types think

they would have to have a superb aerial
to operate on the HF bands and are
deterred from so doing by the lack of
good point, but one
aerial facilities
which they could have resolved for
themselves had they ever been SWLs
before they got their ticket. Anyway, the
indoor dipole at Ron's place managed to
find W6PDG/AH2, SV9JI, VK3OM,
W71H1 (Utah), KH61J, KH6FKG,
VK3WT, TI2EY, FOWV/FC, TG4NX,
VK2LX, FO8FU, ZN3GK, XE2CB,

-a

TF3GN, OY6FRA, F9UW/3A,
JY5MM, YV4AYK, 7X2AE,
VP9AN, VP9KK, GJ4DSD/A,
HK5EHM/HKO, JX9YY, XEITL,
VE5PK, LX1HP, KG4WM, 4X6AZ,
and VP5SDA/HKI.

G3CED managed

HA7KLC,

RK2AAR, UK2CAU, and F2MA with
the two watts, while a moment or two
with fifty watts dealt with YU2QO
but the interesting thing with this one
was that George couldn't resist winding
the power back down to five watts and
getting the same report the other chap
just didn't notice the difference. Odd
sort of thing, human nature.

-

-
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Snippets
BARTG have sent us in the results of
their Spring RTTY contest. The winner
was W3FV with some 592012 points for
325 contacts in 37 countries. Top G was
G3HJC in tenth place with a score of
351430 from 199 contacts in 23
countries, with the next G down at
thirtieth place. It seems an odd sort of
scoring system, though, wherein the
chaps in 5th and 48th places have both
worked the same number of countries.
However, it obviously goes down well
with 105 single -operator entries, 22
multi -op efforts with G stations sitting
second and fourth, and an SWL entry of
nine. Some 53 countries were on the air
with RTTY during the contest period.

Contests to come include the
European DX Contest, CW August
9-10, and Phone September 13-14. A
full 48 -hour bash, but with only 36 hours
to be used by single -operator stations;
the twelve hours rest period to be taken
in not more than three periods.
Exchange RS(T) plus serial number.
This contest is another of the ones that
contains the QTC feature which makes

-

we suggest you get
hold of the details from DARC.
WAEDC Committee, P.O. Box 1328,
D-895 Kaufbeuren, Federal Republic of
Germany.
August 23/24 is the weekend for the
All -Asian CW Contest; all -same
previous years except that it is now for
the full 48 hours, QSO points are three
per for Top Band, 2 per for Eighty, and
one per for the other bands. CW entries
will be in the hands of the committee by
November 30, addressed to JARL
Contest Committee, P.O. Box 377,
Tokyo Central, Japan.
it all a bit complex

`CDXN' deadlines for the next three

months-

---

August 7th
September issue
September 4th
October issue
October 2nd
November issue
Please be sure to note these dates.

The LF Bands
On the one hand summer static, and
on the other the domestic chores: they
always take their toll on the LF bands at
this time of year on the reports. Of
course with old Freckle -Face up there
bringing good conditions on the HFs,
not to mention the two -metre black box
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and the repeater if all else fails -'nough
said!

G3CED/G3VFA has always been
keen on 80 and 40 with QRP; and with
the extra power also being used on
occasion there were some nice contacts
all round Europe. One in particular was
a ragchew QSO with GB2RN with
apologies to the waiting multitude
that was a bit of a startler for G3CED in
that he dished out RST579 and got a 599
back with two watts!
For G2HKU, the question of 7 MHz
CW contact with
was very simple
VP2VGF; nothing on Eighty, and on
Top Band SSB to PAOPN, plus CW
with OZ1LO, GM3PFQ, UAIDZ,
OZ5DX, GW4BRS, SP3FLR, EI9J,

-

-a

DLOWN, OE3JPK/3, DL2XS,

F8EX/SUN (Sein Island), F6BWO, and
UC2AAK.
G3RFS has his main interest in 7 MHz
CW/SSB, and as we have already seen,
and we might
his aerials reflect this
remark that while the garden he had in
East Barnet was quite small for a Top
Band man, the present back garden is a
matter of 35 x 14 feet only! As always in
such a fix, it is very definitely true that
the more work done on the ground, with
radials, counterpoises and so forth, the
better will be the results with a given
and all the radials
vertical aerial
won't harm the performance of the
inverted-vee one bit either. As proof of
in the
the pudding comes the eating
first year back, G3RFS collected up 174
countries on 7 MHz all -modes.

-

-

-

Input or Output Power?
While QRO types have always been
licensed on a power -input limit and left
to scratch the most out of that input (and
even our modern SSB output power
measurement using a 'scope is directly
traceable to a power -input
measurement), it seems to your scribe
that, particularly for QRP, the thing we
should be measuring should be power
output delivered to the feeders. This
then means that one has a direct
comparison standard as between one
QRP contact and another from the same
site; and it would enable the matter of
aerial gain to be taken into the question.
It seems to this writer that the basis of
the power -input measurement is technically bunkum, but was really the only
possible way in the days when about the
only useful tool for measuring (as
against comparing) was the station
multimeter. Thus one could put an

ammeter in the PA anode circuit and
read current, put the testmeter across the
1-IT line and read volts. In those days the
only way of measuring output power
involved the manufacture of dummy
aerials and their calibration indirectly by
means of a grease -spot photometer with
one bulb driven from a Variac none
of which was much use save as a
comparison standard in the individual's
own station. Nowadays we can get, or
make, power meters which can register
power from under one watt up to the
legal limit or above; and we can calibrate
them with some degree of reliability even
if we do have to turn to the photometer,
simply because of the vastly improved
stability of the modern resistor and
diode types available. In addition there
are so many ways open to one if a crossmodern 'scopes will
check is required
look at the RF on most bands through a
10:1 probe without difficulty, while the
use of an RF detector head in
conjunction with a simple electronic
voltmeter or 'scope will deal with bands
outside the range of the 'scope alone;
and of course until the arrival of ferrites
capable of coping with HF and VHF RF
no in -line
which was after the war
wattmeter could be contrived with
reasonable accuracy across the bands.
the simple answer then was to
So
measure DC input; but even then if one
had a pentode PA, one had to disregard
the screen current, not to mention
avoiding detuning the PA and so pulling
the HT volts down a bit. It still is, one
supposes, tolerable as a method for
defining one's maximum limit easily for
Home Office purposes. For any other
practical purposes one needs to know
the RF output power, or the relationship
between input power and output power
directly; and most modern rigs recognise
this by giving you metering of PA anode
volts, of RF volts output, and of course
of PA anode current.

-

-

-

-
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Wind -Down
Which is where we bid you farewell
once again; the dates are all in the `box',
and we wouldn't mind in the least were
you to beat the deadline for arrival
not the
(which is the last possible date
first!) by a couple of days, so we can get
on with the beginnings of the putting together, and so save a little of the rush
that bedevils the tail -end of the piece.
Address, as ever, is "CDXN", SHORT

-

WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 HIGH STREET,

WELWYN, HERTS. AL6 9EQ. See you all

further down the log!

NEW QTH's

This space is for the publication of the addresses of holders
of new callsigns, or changes of address, in El, G, GC, GD,
GI , GM and GW of stations not already listed. All
addresses published here will appear in the U.K. section of
the American "CALL BOOK" in preparation. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section. Be
sure to give correct County designation and post-code. In
the case of direct subscribers needing Change of Address,
please state for card index adjustment. Address items for
SHORT WAVE
this space to: "New QTH Page",
MAGAZINE, 34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, HERTS.,
AL6 9EQ.

E14DQ, T. F. Cocking, "Maryville", Main
Street, Ballinacurra, Midleton, Co. Cork.
E14DS, J. A. O'Riordan, 59 Bandon Road,
The Lough, Cork City.
G3JDI, K. R. Strellis, 63 Downer Road,
Benfleet, Essex. SS7 1BQ (re -issue.)
G3JKW, J. K. Warrington, 12 Granville
Street, Peterborough, Cambs. PEI 2QJ
(re -issue) (Tel: 0733-53005.)
G4HMD, H. D. Drury, 39 Wemborough
Road, Stanmore, Middlesex. HA7 2EA.
G4HTS, W. H. Etheridge, L.D.S. (exG8LLW), 78 Manor Road, Stretford,

Manchester.

M32

9JB.

(Tel:

061-865-3873.)

G4ILR, C. Howett, 10 Bishops Close, Little
Downham, Ely, Cambs. CB6 2TQ.
G4IPW, D. P. Meare, "Sunstone", 17
Holbeach Close, Bury, Lancs. BLS 1XA.
G4IQM, D. L. Hill, 6 Reigate Close, Pound
Hill, Crawley, West Sussex. RH10 3TZ.
(Tel: Crawley 882641.)
G4IVJ, J. K. Harvey (ex-G8KL0), 38
Bodenharn Road, Northfield, Birmingham, West Midlands. B31 SDS. (Tel:
021-477-7447.)

G4JAL, M. R. Vaslet, "Heatherlea",

Adbury Holt, Newtown, Newbury, Berks.
RG15 8PN.
G4JBL, C. H. White, 20 Fowey Close,
Shoreham -by -Sea, West Sussex. BN4
SHE. (Tel: 07917-2617.)
G4JCC, S. P. Richardson (FOFDB/exG8SOR), 52 Salterns Lane, Hayling
Island, Hants. P011 9PJ.
GW4JCD, D. R. Evans, I School Road,
Gurnos, Lower Cwmtwrch, Swansea.
SA9 IEQ. (Tel: Glantawe 843331.)
GM4JDU, I. E. McGarvie, 3 Kelso Avenue,
Paisley, Renfrewshire. PA2 9JE.
G4JGM, R. Clarke, 46 Rakeway, Saughall,
Chester. CHI 6AZ. (Tel: 0244-881487.)
GM4JKL, J. A. Fleming (ex-GM8OHF), 10
Irvine Cresent, Coatbridge, Lanarkshire.
ML5 3QJ.
GW4JKR, F. Wilson, 8 Maes-y-waen, Llanfairpwll, Anglesey. LL61 5TJ.
GM4JNB, N. D. Baird (ex-GM8PPP),

"Loch Goin",
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Cardross Road,

Colgrain, Helensburgh, Dunbartonshire.
G84 7JW.
G4JNH, R. Barker, 27 Rowan Crescent,
Worksop, Notts. S80 IBA. (Tel:
0909-476339.)

G4JPB, Canon J. P. Beaumont

(ex-G8USC), The Vicarage, Finedon,
Wellingborough, Northants. NN9 5NR.
(Tel: 0933-680285.)
G4JQ0, L. Hobson (ex-G8KQK), 2
Parkhill, Middleton, Kings Lynn,
Norfolk. PE32 1RJ. (Tel: 0553-840401.)

GM8WGU, A. M. Irving, 23 Woodlea
Park, Sauchie, Alloa, Clackmannanshire.
G8WHG, M. J. Axson, "Fieldings", 23
Leek Road, Congleton, Cheshire. CWI2
3HU. (Tel: 026-02-2916.)
GI8WHT, T. Milne, 9 Dermott Hill Way,
Belfast. BT12 7GJ.
G5MQN, J. V. J. Rohowsky, 146 Moorland
Avenue, Lincoln. LN6 7HX.

GJ4JVO, F. B. Le Cocq de Dotteville (exGJSPKU), "Les Cailloux", Green Road,
St. Clement, Jersey. (Tel: 0534-37166.)
G8SNN, N. B. Wright, "Denbury", South
Road, Beccles, Suffolk. NR34 9NZ.
GSTFZ, A. P. Tapp, 13 Montgomery Close,
Saltash, Cornwall. PLI2 4HU. (Tel:
Saltash 5311.)
G8UAR, B. D. Harper, 51 Lady Edith's
Park, Scarborough, North Yorkshire.
(Tel: Scarborough 73961.)
G8UBN, G. Hodgson, 32 Whin Bank, Scarborough, North Yorkshire.
G8UVL, G. F. Rhodes, 23 Whitby Avenue,
Ingrave, Brentwood, Essex. CM 13 3NT.
G8UXY, K. F. Bone, 33 Fairway Rise,

Chard, Somerset. TA20 INT.
G8UZM, R. L. Jefferson, 16 Edge Dell,
Scarborough, North Yorkshire. (Tel:
Scarborough 76732.)
G8VAH, S. Alport, 5 Westbourne Park,
Scarborough, North Yorkshire. (Tel:
Scarborough 75773.)
GSVBU, P. J. Cook, 4 Russell Way,

Higham Ferrers, Wellingborough,
Northants. NN9 8EJ. (Tel: Rushden
(09334) 58049.)

G8VCS, C. R. Mortimer, "Meadow Bank",
Dowlish Wake, ilminster, Somerset.
TA19 ONZ.
G8VEH, R. Bray, 21 Victoria Road,
Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex.
G8VGM, P. Hodgkins, 7 Mere View
Gardens, Scarborough, North Yorkshire.
(Tel: Scarborough 69592.)
GI8VGS, J. Brennan, 16 Sandyknowes
Grove, Glengormley, Co. Antrim. BT36
8DG. (Tel: Glengonnley 6860.)
G8VHG, I. W. Gower, 10 Homethorpe,
Hull, North Humberside. HU69EU. (Tel:
0482-855436.)
G8VIJ, J. Rawlinson, 15 Spring Gardens,
Gainsborough, Lincs. DN21 2AY. (Tel:
Gainsborough 4491.)
G18VKA, R. J. Coulter, 8 Grange Valley
Green, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim. BT39
9HD. (Tel: 09603-23800.)
G8VKK, V. A. Tomkins, 56 Springfield

Road, Exeter. EX4 6JL. (Tel:

0392-51843.)
G8VLH, Mrs. K. Niebuhr, 15 Westfield
Road, Witney, Oxford.
G8VMX, R. W. Wooten, 29 Liverpool
Road, Reading. RGI 3PP.
G8VQV, N. W. Jaques, 40 Broad Lane,
Upper Bucklebury, Reading. RG7 6QJ.
G8VZW, D. King, 60 Haw Lane, Yeadon,
Leeds, West Yorkshire. LSI9 7XG.
GISWCB, W. Stewart, 11 Fairway Gardens,
Castlereagh, Belfast. BT5 7PS. (Tel:
0232-59687.)

Change of Address
G3AAS, M. D. Glynn. 7 Southfield Avenue,
Leeds, West Yorkshire. LSI7 6RN.
G3BGJ, M. A. Sandys, 36 Redhill Court,
Portswood Drive, Moordown, Boumemouth, Dorset.
G3FYV, H. G. Gosling, 134 Bird Hill Road,

Woodhouse Eaves, Loughborough,

Leics. LE 12 8RG. (Tel: Woodhouse Eaves
890773.)
GM3KGK, M. Darke, c/o 100 Princes
Street, Edinburgh. EH2 3AA.
G3LZV, C. Berry (VS6EF), 13 Spa Road,
Atherton, Manchester. (Tel: 0942892205.)

G3MAE, Dr. A. E. Wilson, 8 The
Paddocks, The Meadows, Appleton
Wiske, Northallerton, North Yorkshire.
DL6 2BE.

G3PQD, D. E. A. St. John, 26Henry Street,

Rainham, Gillingham, Kent. MES 8HE.
G3QD, J. G. Treece, 32 Broughton Street,
Beeston, Nottingham. N09 IBD. (Tel:
Nottingham (0602) 257197.)
G3RJV, Rev. G. Dobbs, 17 Aspen Drive,
Chelmsley Wood, Birmingham. B37
7QX. (Tel: 021-770-5918.)
G3VUV, E. J. Smith, 217 Woodlands Road,
Gillingham, Kent. ME7 2SW. (Tel:
0634-572988.)

GM3ZXG, J. Higgins, 97 Woodstock Road,
Greenock, Renfrewshire.
G4DIE, I. A. R. Dredge, Menamber Farm,
Releath, Hellton, Cornwall.
G4FKH, G. Williams, 62 Chestnut Walk,
Chelmsford, Essex. CM 4JT. (Tel:
1

0245-66709.)

G4FRX, J. H. Nelson, 30 Rosslyn Hill,
Hampstead, London. NW3 INH. (Tel:
01-794-9411.)

GI4FUM, Dr. W. D. Hutchinson, 8
Oakglen, Greystone Road, Antrim. BT41
IJR.
G4GHJ, M. Dixon, 86 Bostock Avenue,
Northampton.
G4HYG, C. J. Moulding, 115 Cemetery

Road, Darwen, Blackburn, Lancs. BB3
2LZ.
64136, J. R. Owen, 75 Merseybank
Avenue, Chorlton, Manchester. M21
2NW.
G4IQL, H. Fleischman (ex-GW4IQL), 32
Osborne Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
CR4 8PB. (Tel: 01-653-3456.)
G8PWR, W. F. Rayer, Segar's House, St.
Edward's School, Oxford.
G8SOH, I. H. Moth (ex-GM8SOH),
"Claygate", Solent Hill, Freshwater, Isle
of Wight. P040 9TG.

"Short Ware Magazine" is independent and unsubsidised
and now in its 38th volume
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P.O. BOX 6, CASTLETOWN, ISLE OF MAN
Tel: MAROWN (0624) 851277

Pre -Amplifiers, Power Amplifiers, Converters, Transverters,

A.T.U.s

- Something for Everyone

THREE SENTINEL 2 METRE POWER/PRE-AMPLIFIERS
All are linear, ALL MODES. Switch straight THROUGH
when switched OFF. R.F. switching switches at .1
watt. Latest SWR protected power transistors.
Receive J FET selected for 1dB N.F. 18dB gain, same
circuit as Sentinel V.H.F. pre -amp, see above. S0239

sockets. Nominal 12V supply.

-

Ten times power gain, e.g. 3W in 30W
SENTINEL 30
out up to 5 watts input. £50.00.
Four times power gain, e.g. 10W in
SENTINEL 40
40W out up to 16 watts drive. £66.70.
Ten times power gain, e.g. 10W in
SENTINEL 100
100W out up to 16W input. £126.50. All in stock.
All available without Pre -Amp. £8 less.
SENTINEL H.F. WIDEBAND PRE -AMPLIFIERS
2-40 MHz, 15dB gain. Ideal units for pepping up
receivers on 15 and 10, for OSCAR reception and as an
ACTIVE AERIAL. 9-12V supply. Size: 21" x 13-" x 3".
We make the following two versions:
1. SENTINEL STANDARD H.F. PRE -AMPLIFIERS
Performance as above £10.00* Ex. stock.

2. SENTINEL AUTO H.F. PRE -AMPLIFIERS
Same performance as above with a change over relay,

r.f. operated by your transceiver for direct connection
in your aerial co -ax. £16.93* Ex stock.
NEW! SEM IAMBIC KEYER
We showed these at Ally Pally and the response was
fantastic. As so many people said, "I've never been
able to use one of these things before". They use the
famous CURTIS custom made C.M.O.S. I.C. with all
facilities. Price: £34.50 Ex Stock.

S.E.M. Z MATCH
This circuit is generally accepted as being the most

SENTINEL 2 METRE and 70 CM PRE -AMPLIFIERS
Ultimate performance pre -amps using for 2 metres a
selected J FET in a neutralised circuit giving a 1dB N.F.
and 18dB gain. Makes the difference between solid
copy and just noise.

stock.

-

We have four models to choose from:
1. SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
From the inventors of r.f. switched pre -amplifiers. For
connection straight into the aerial lead and the r.f,

switch changes over automatically between transmit
and receive on any mode. See above for more detail.
12V nominal. Size: 1"" x 2 " x 4". Price: £20.00* ex.
stock. 70 cm version £23.00* ex. stock.
2. PA5 AUTOMATIC 2 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
Same as the Sentinel Auto but for 240V mains
operation. Size: Front panel 3%" x 61/4 ", 21/4" deep.
S0239 sockets. Price: £28.75*.
3. SENTINEL STANDARD 2 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
Same performance as the Sentinel Auto but no r.f.
switching. Price: £13.22*. 70 cms version £16.00*
Ex. stock.
4. PA3 DUAL GATE MOSFET 2 METRE PRE -

1

AMPLIFIER
Mini 2 metre pre -amp. Size 1 cubic inch to fit inside
transceivers. N.F. 2dB gain 18dB. 9-15V. £8.00. 70
cm version £10.00. Both ex stock.

VERSATILE transmatch system.
It will match aerials of 15-5000 Ohms, to your
equipment. BALANCED or UNBALANCED at 1kW at
50 ohms. SO 239 and 4 mm terminals for co -ax or wire
aerials, both end fed and open wire. Price: £47.15. Ex

S.E.M. FORWARD/REFLECTED POWER METER

-

£29.17 Ex stock.
S.E.M. EZITUNE
Makes SWR Bridges obsolete. Tune up your
Transmatch etc. without transmitting. See last month
for full details. £28.75* Ex stock.
S.E.M. EUROPA C 2 METRE TRANSVERTER
£126.50. Repeater shift £15.00.
SENTINEL DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTERS
SENTINEL 2 metre converters: IFs, 28-30MHz,
4-6MHz, 2-4MHz. 2dB N.F. 30dB gain. £23.00 Ex

stock.

-

same as above with
£26.50 Ex stock.
internal mains supply
£20.80 Ex
SENTINEL TOP BAND CONVERTER
SENTINEL X 2 metre converters

-

-

stock.
Prices include VAT and delivery. *Belling Lee sockets
standard, S0239s £1.73 extra. 12 months guarantee.
To order: C.W.O. or credit card. Phone your credit card
number for same day service. Belling Lee Plugs 25p.
PL259 plug and reducer 75p.
Need more info? Ring or write.
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RADIO SHACK for BEARCA T 220

THE VERSATILE
BEARCAT 220FB
Bearcat® 220FB
Features:

With 4m, 2m &
70cm FM
Amateur Bands

20 Channels/2 banks - Scan up to 20
frequencies at once or either of two banks of
10 channels.
7 Band Coverage - Includes Low, High.
UHF, UHF -Gov't and UHF -T public service
bands, the 2 -meter amateur (Ham) band, plus
the aircraft band.
Seek and find new,
Automatic Search
exciting frequencies.

Aircraft Search - Automaticaiiy search the
entire Aircraft Band.
Marine Search -- Automatically search
Marine frequencies by pressing one button.
Priority - Samples designated priority
frequency on channel every 2 seconds.
1

Limit -- Sets upper and lower frequencies of
search range.

Bearcat 220 FB
Specifications

- Choice of either 5 or 15 channels
per secpnci scan and search speed for closer

Frequency Range:
Low Band Mobile

Speed

monitoring of desired frequencies.

-

Locks out channels
and "skips" frequencies not of current
interest.

Automatic Lockout

Selective Scan Delay -- Adds a two -second
delay on desired channels to prevent missing
transmissions when "calls" and "answers"
are on the same frequency. Patented by

Aircraft
Amateur Band

3"

Sensitivity:
0.6 tar for 12d8 Sinad on L and
p bands slightly less
1.0 pv for 10d8 S: N on aircraft

1

Public Services & Marine
UHF Amateur
UHF Band
UHF Band

Size:

Antenna:
Telescoping ISupnliedl

88MHz
18-136MHz
144.148MHz
148-174MHz
420.450MHz
450.470MHz
470-51 2MHz
66-

Simple Programming - Simply punch in the
frequency you wish to monitor.

-

The large decimal display
Decimal Display
shows channels and frequency as well as
features selected.
Receive frequencies
Patented Track Tuning
across the full band without adjustment.
Circuitry is automatically aligned to each
frequency monitored.
Crystalless - Without ever buying a crystal
you can select from all local frequencies.
Factory -set squelch
Automatic Squelch
automatically blocks out unwanted noise.

-

Direct Channel Access - Move directly to
desired channel without stepping through all
channels.
Deluxe Keyboard - Makes frequency and
feature selection easy for simple
programming.
Custom integrated
Space age Circuitry
circuits .. a Scarcer tradition in scanning
radios

-

Rolling Zeros
This Bearcat exclusive tells
You which channels your scanner is
monitoring.
-

-

Operates at home or

UL Listed:FCC Certified

-

In

authorised

Tested for sale.

quality design and manufacture.

5 lbs.

Accessories (included):

Power Requirements:
240V AC, 50 Hz.
12-15V DC, 8 Watts

Mounting bracket and hardware;
DC cord

Hear It All With One Antenna
Total Frequency Coverage
40 To 700 MHz

-

DISCONE

r-

The Hustler Discone Model DCX is a wide band antenna
and has complete coverage of all frequencies from 40 to
700 MHz. This design is especially suited for monitor
radio reception of LOW -BAND, HIGH -BAND AND UHF.
As a plus feature, use the Discone for outstanding 88108 MHz. FM stereo reception.
The Discone is easy to assemble and install and may be used
with any length coax cable. Manufactured front high strength.
solid aluminum rod. zinc plated hardware and mounting
assembly. complete with SO -239 connector. Antenna
mounts on vertical support up to 1r, " O.D. or on a flat
surface. Cone elements. 55" in length. Disc elements.
20" in length. Shipping Wt. 2.5 lbs

£13.80

Model DCX

Discone With Cable
Discone antenna supplied with 50' coax and factory installed connectors: PL -259 one end and
monitor pin plug type on the other. Shipping Wt.
4.5 lbs.

RADIO SHACK LIMITED
TELEX 23718

bands

Connectors:
External antenna: external speaker;
AC power, DC power

7I"D

H

H

Scan Rate:
5 or 15 channels per second

Weight:

Electra.

ACIDC
vehicle.

Audio Output'
2.0 W rms

`

£20.70
188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON, NW63AY
TELEPHONE 01-6247174

VERTICALLY
POLARIZED
NO ADJUSTING
NO TRIMMING

Securicor Delivery
£4.60
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RADIO SHACK LTD for

TR-7/DR-7
PS -7

RV -7
MS -7

R-7/DR-7
SL -300
SL -500
SL -1900
SL -4000
SL -6000

Transceiver, gen. coy. receiver & Digital
Power Supply 120.240v for TR -7
Remote VFO for TR -7
Matching Speaker for TR -7 & R-7
Receiver 0-30 MHz
CW Filter for TR -7 & R-71300 Hzl
CW Filter for TR-7&R-71500Hzl
SSB-RTTY Filler for TR-7&R-7(18OOHz)
AM Filter 14000 Hz) for R-7 Receiver
AM Filter for TR -7 & R-716000 Hz)
Range Programme board & Receive Module
Range receive modules 1500 kHz) for AUX -7
Range transceive modules 1500 kHz lfor AUX -7
Noise Blanker for TR -7
Fan for TR-7&PS-7
Mobile mounting kit for TR -7
ATU:RF Wattmeter 160-10m. 250 w
ATU,RF Wattmeter 160-10m. 2kw
RF Wattmeter/VSWR bridge HF
Service Manual for TR -7
TR -7 Service Kit
Linear Amplifier 2kw 10-160m
Transceiver AM SSB,CW with R.I.T.
120/240v Power supply for TR-4CW
Plug in Noise Blanker for TR-4CW
DC Power Supply for TR-4CW
Remote VFO for TR-4CW
CrystalpeakControl for
Speaker form- 4C W, R44C &SPR-4
Low Pass Filter 100m
Low Pass Filter 2kw
`Cv7
Receiver Protector
Hand microphone for TR-4CW
TR
-7
Hand microphone for
Desk microphone for TR -7
Dummy Load, 300 watts
watts
Dummy con
tch, 5 way
Lad, antenna switch,
Remote control
Balun 4:1 for MN -7 & Mn
microphone
Encoder

1035.00
207.00
132.25
29.90
989.00
39.10
39.10
39.10

39.10

Ay
`

1

A40UX-7

RRM-7
RTM-7
NB-7
FA -7

MMK-7
MN -7
MN-2700
WH -7

385-0004
7037
L-7

TR-4CWIRIT)
AC -4
34 -PNB
DC -4
RV -4C
FF -1

MS -4

TV-42LP
TV-3300LP
RP -500
7072
7073
7077
DL -300

DL -1000
RCS -4

B-1000
1525 -EM
AA -10
WV -4
SPR-4
DC -PC

FL-Filters
Manuals
Crystals

(Inclusive of 15% VAT)

4 international reply coupons

DRAKE PRICES

-

v o
`

Oawl(
.4,,,ke

-27004441

-

2m. Amplifier 1w in -10w output
RF Wattmeter 20-200 MHz

Programmable general purpose receiver
DC Power cord for SPR-4
For R -4C, .25..5:1.5/4.0 & 6.0 kHz, each
Spare operator manuals
Accessory crystals for R -4C & SPR-4

BARCLAYCARD

CARRIAGE EXTRA ALL ITEMS

DRAKE

*

SALES

*

SERVICE

RADIO SHACK LTD.
Giro Account No. 5887151

Telephone: 01-624 7174

39.10
32.20
5.75
5.75
66.24
20.70
34.50
207.00
197.80
59.80
18.50
37.95
759.00
496.80
109.25
73.60
138.00
109.25
39.10
29.90
10.35
18.40
73.60
18.40
13.80
25.30
20.70
37.95
82.90
20.70
36.80
46.00
69.00
460.00
4.60
39.10
6.00
6.44

Cables: Radio Shack,NW6

BARCLAYCARD

Telex: 23718
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TRIO

Have you seen the R-1000 yet?

A high class general coverage (0.2 to 30MHz) receiver with
digital and analogue display. Built-in quartz clock, selectable
bandwidth, simple operation, well finished, lightweight and

compact.
PRICE £289

DCK-1 IDC kit) £5.95

OTHER TRIO EQUIPMENT
(Phone or write for latest prices and details)
TR -2300
TR -2400
TR -7625
TS -1805

2m FM portable

TR -8400 70cm FM I
TR -7800 2m FM
DETAILS ON REQUEST

2m FM handheld
2m FM 25w mobile
HF Solid State Transceiver

NEW FROM TRIO-KENWOOD

£339

TR -9000

A superb new multimode 2m transceiver with all the expected Trio/Kenwood quality. FM/SSB/CW operation. 10 Watt
capability. This beautiful transceiver is much the same size as a normal mobile rig but packs so much more into a small
space. Put your name on the list now, there's bound to be a rush?

NEW FROM YAESU

-

FT_ 707 £499

£99.00
£69.00

FP -707 PSU
FC -707 ATU

FV -707 VFO £ 175.00

the FT -707 "Wayfarer". An up-to-date, compact HF rig that nevertheless leaves
Yaesu's latest masterpiece
this rig is as "big at heart" as many much
nothing out that the serious operator needs. Don't let the size fool you
larger sets!

-

FT-720v/u

FT -720 RV 2m
FT -720 RU 70cm

£299.00
£335.00

-

one control box. Mix and match how you like. These two
The modular concept for VHF/UHF FM. Two transceivers
new ones from Yaesu enable remote or local control of two bands (2m and 70cm) from one control unit using a
switching box or independent control with each transceiver having its own control unit.
WELL
YAESU PERFORMER

FRG-7ANOTHER

NOWDOWN IN PRICE! ONLY £ 198
The general coverage receiver for the SWL with a limited budget.
Good all-round performance at a down-to-earth price.
* Fut and continuous coverage from 500KHz to 29.999MHz

*
*
*
*

*
OTHER YAESU BARGAINS
FT-227RB 2m FM mobile

FV-901DM Scanning/memory VFO for FT -101Z/901
ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE VAT

SSB/AM/CW operation
Fine tune control for ease of SSB tuning
Accurate readout of frequency to 10KHz or better, using MHz and kHz
controls
Wadley loop circuitry for minimum drift and maximum stability
Operation from mains supply, internal batteries or external 12V DC

DOWN to £299
DOWN to £ 199

(Phone or write for
details and prices
of other models)

ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED
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THE UNIQUE

ALUMAST

"THE TOWER THAT COMES IN A TUBE"
The ALUMAST is a 15" (375mm) wide triangular cross section lattice
sectional aluminium mast based on a 10t (3.05m) section length. It is
supplied "knocked -down" in a tubular carton for ease of transport, but can
easily be assembled needing no special tools or skills. The system includes
top plate with bearing sleeve, rotor plate and a choice of a fixed base frame
(FE -11 or one with hinge joints (HB11 to enable the mast to be pivoted at
ground level. Guy brackets are available for use at heights above 30h.

*
*

Made from high strength corrosion resistant alloy using
WESTERN'S EXCLUSIVE 'W' section leg extrusions.
Easy assembly using bolts and "Nyloc" locking nuts for security.
Freestanding to 30ft 19.15m) with a typical tri -bender plus
VHF/UHF antennas.
Heights to 250ft (75m) with appropriate guy configuration (ask us
for quotes).
only 251b (11kg) per 10k (305m) section.
Lightweight
30ft (9.15m) mast is delivered in a tubs only 10ft Mn (3.2m) long.

-

Ein

A COMPLETE
30ít (9.15m) MAST for

£ 240a 35

3751PSS/3; HB -1; RMP-1; TP -1

FULL PRICE LIST
£ 184.00

30h mast l3sectionsl
Additional 10h section
375/PSS/1
Hinged base unit
HB -1
Fixed base unit
FB -1
Rotor mounting plate
RMP-1
Top plate with sleeve
TP -1
Guy brackets (set of 31
GB -1
All prices include carriage and VAT a1 15%
375'PSS/3

£626e
E31.05
£21.8.5

E1208
£13.23
E11.50

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

(0.126n) dia.

A NEW DUMMY LOAD

A new rotor at a reasonable price for those lighweight
VHF/UHF beams. Silent control box, robust construction, good value for money! Needs 5 -wire control
cable. Mast bracket included.

PRICE £29.95
5 -way cable 25p/metre

A high -power finned, sealed oil -filled dummy load.
Takes 300 Watts continuous or 1,000 Watts intermittent. Suitable for HF or VHF. Fitted SO239 socket
it's already
and chrome stand. No need to buy the oil
in. Ex -stock NOW! No station should be without one!

-

PRICE ONLY £29.95

ACCESS and VISA ACCEPTED, HP ARRANGED, PRICES INCLUDE VAT
PHONE AFTER HOURS and use our ANSWERING MACHINE

* * *

SPECIAL SUMMER OPENING HOURS

* * *

EACH MONTH from MAY
For the benefit of personal callers we are OPENING ALL DAY ON THE SECOND SATURDAY
to OCTOBER. This is in addition to our normal hours of 9-12; 1-5 on weekdays.

Weitern Electronic/ two WI
HEAD OFFICE (All Mail/Enquiries)

FAIRFIELD ESTATE
LOUTH, LINCS. LN 11 OJH
Tel: Louth 105071

604955/6 Telex: 56121 WEST

Our Agents

Southern: Alan Paxton, G4BIZ, Southampton. Hants
10703) 582182
Scotland: Jim Henderson, GM4HKW, Falkirk 10324)
25559
N. Ireland: Les Lyske, G13CDF, Newtownards 10247)

812449
G

Opening hours:
LOUTH: 9-12: 1-5pm Mon -Fri. By appointment Sat 9-12.
LEICESTER: May's Hi-Fi. Churchgate (Tel: 0533-58662).
Mon -Sat 9-6pm; closed Thurs.
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B redhursi
electronics

0444 400786

HIGH ST., HANGCROSS, W. SUSSEX

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SERVICE

- check our prices

2 METRE HANDHELD TRANSCEIVER

H. F. RECEIVER

TRIO TR2300

THE YAESU

s

IDEAL FOR PORTABLE,
MOBILE OR HOME USE

FRG 7
..

only

Inc. VAT &
Carriage

£199

£ 166

A fully synthesised 25kHz spaced rig offering full band coverage, digital

receiver offers high stability, high sensitivity and general
performance that has made d almost the 'Standard' receiverfor amateur
and short wave enthusiasts.

This

readout of frequency and auto tone burst. The excellent 1 watt
transmitter and very sensitive receiver make this rig excellent value for
money and comes complete with case, charger, power lead etc.

FDK TM56B

2 METRE RECEIVER

SR11 VHF

MARINE RECEIVER

VHF MONITOR RECEIVER

Receiver
ONLY

£69

12 fixed + 4 scanning

Inc. VAT &
Carriage

channels

£ 105

a Base Station incorporating a
240V A.C. supply or as a Mobile Monitor in a car or boat. The four
scanning crystal channels can continuously monitor priority channels
and immediately lock onto any signal. The Rig comes complete with
mobile mounting bracket, hardware, power lead, etc.

home or mounted in a car or boat using the bracket supplied. It requires
only a 12V supply. The automatic scanning of up to six crystal controlled
channels is ideal for continuous monitoring of the important services
whilst the VFO allows you to listen to the complete band.

H.F.
1347.00
1432.00
1437.00
f 523.00

Trio TS 120V
Trio TS 120$
Trio TS 5205E
Yaesu FT 707
Yaesu FT 1017
Yaesu FT 1017D
Trio TS 1805
Yaesu FT 107M

2M

f574.00

Standard C8800
Icon, IC 255E

7800

2 M HANDHELDS
FDK Palm II
Yaesu FT 202R
FDK Palmsizer
AOR AR 240A
Trio TR 2300
Yaesu FT 207R

Search 9

AR 22
FDK TM56B
Bearcat 220

2400

019.00
E149.00

1165.00
1166.00
£199.06
1210.00

2 M MULTIMODES
Icon, IC 260E
Icon, IC 251
FDK Multi 750
Trio TR 9000

[339.00
£479.00
E295.00

E345.09

INSTANT HP

MID SUSSEX HOUSE

Mail Order

QTR 24D
145.00

[99
E

£

105.00
258.00

MARINE V.H.F.
Search 9

£

f

E115,00

[258.00

Bearcat 220

129.95
£49.50

Waltham W1 44

R517
AP12
Bearcat 220

* *

45.00

(69.00

SR11
TM 56B
AIR BAND

£99.00

Mobile Safety Mics
5004 Hand Mics IC Et P 40p1
World Clocks QTR 24

2 METRE F.M.

f859.00
169.00
£199.00
£250.00
£250.00
£255.00
1265.00

E158.90
f 199.00
1298.00
f 359.00

Yaesu FRG 7
Trio R 1000
Yaesu FRG 7000

E

FDK Multi 700EX
KOK FM 2025

Trio TR

(Carriage 750

H.F.

Lowe SRX 30

979.00

MOBILES

7-ACCESSORIES ---N

RECEIVERS

1661.00

Icon, IC 240

Trio TR

,-

SPECIAL OFFER

*

125690

it

ONLY

ACCESS

£69

inc. VAT

&

Carriage

BARCLAYCARD

/

£20.95
E6.75

18.40
124.50
£

HEADPHONES
110.00
110.35

YH55
Trio 454
Trio 455

E2115

SWR METER
SWR 25

11300
£35.00
£52.81

SW 110
CN620

COAX SWITCHES
ICEtP46p1

2 way Toggle

Sway Rotary

1290

SR11 V.H.F. MARINE BAND
V.F.O. TUNES 156-162MHz
Scanning of 6 Xtal channels

\

Inc. VAT
Carnage

This receiver is designed for use as either

Scanning + Tunable 156-162 MHz

6 Channel
The SR11 is a self-contained VHF Monitor receiver suitable for use at

7--TRANSCEIVERS--N

Inc. VAT &
C arnage

£5.75
£10.20

A.T.U's

KX2for Listeners
Trio AT 120
Trio AT 200
Microwave modules
Jaybeam Antenna
2 M Mobile Antenna
High Gain HF Antenna

£29.95
£55.20

£82.90

All at

corn petitive
prices

`PLEASE PHONE YOUR ENQUIRY

PART EXCHANGE

WEST SUSSEX RH17 6BW
HANDCROSS
HIGH ST.
Retail Callers
Tel.: 0444400786 9 am - 5.30 pm

CARD NUMBER
TO ORDER ANY OF THE ABOVE ITEMS SIMPLY WRITE ENCLOSING A CHEQUE OR PHONE YOUR CREDIT
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The world's first
FULLY SYNTHESIZED
COMPACT
VHF FM MONITOR

"RECEIVER"

SK

a

5 6 7
-

fr

M 100K 10K

L

li r
OFF

FULL BAND COVERAGE, 141.000 149.995MHz
DIRECT FREQUENCY READING IN 5KHZ STEPS BY
DIGITAL THUMBWHEEL AND SLIDE SWITCH
AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC RF TUNING SYSTEM FOR
WIDE BAND COVERAGE
COMPACT AND LIGHTWEIGHT
RUGGED, RELIABLE DOUBLE SIDED GLASS-EPDXY
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
HIGH PERFORMANCE MINI RUBBER FLEXIBLE
ANTENNA
INCLUDES NICADS AND CHARGER
-

1

MAIL ORDER OR RETAIL PURCHASE CONTACT:

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS
Handcross
West Sussex

High Street

.

.

RH 176BW Tel: 0444 400786
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EI8DC

EIOCL

G4CIV

WESTERN COMMUNICATIONS
(Galway) LTD.
KILCOLGAN, GALWAY, IRELAND
Tel. Within the State: 091-86206 or 22567.

U.K. Callers: 0009-86206 or 22567

Telex: 8933 MHTC

El

-

-

Factors
Exporters
Importers
Distributors of Telecommunication Equipment
Your nearest AGENT West, Midlands &

South for:

-

MPT + P&T
DANCOM Landmobile
approved. -- Agents required.
L BAND + MOCMS
H BAND

-

YAESU MUSEN; STANDARD; DRAKE

TR7/DR7/L7
Note our Drake Tx/Rx, 1.6-30 MHz
Continuous.
BEARCAT. 210/220/FBI 250FB.

QUARTZ

- Crystals - fastest delivery.

Microwave Modules Products Stocked.
DATONG
LUNAR

Distributor for: H.M.P. Commercial,
Marine, Amateur Antennas.
Agents required.
Distributor for: G. WHIP of Wales -- full
line in stock.
SYT. Land line, interface equipment.

Stockist of. J. Beam, Bantex, Cushcra

- Morse Tutor

- Amps and

Pre

Amps.

DANCOM - Marine, Type Approved.
Fitted 55Ch + AUTO WATCH on 16
SAXTON - RG8u + 58u - Agents
Duplexers
Repeaters
Amateur and Commercial to order

SPECTRUM

required.
Sure Bros

-

microphones.

ANNOUNCING THE BEARCAT 300
We also have all the accessories and hard -to -get plugs, sockets, etc.
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Please note we shall be closed from
Any inconvenience to our
inclusive.
August
9th to 30th
is
regretted.
customers

STAFF HOLIDAYS

broadcasting authorities and posts and telecommunications
a frequency range from 10 kHz to

companies,
QSL leads the field in supplying crystals world wide to major communications
competitively priced product over
administrations. As a result we can supply the amateur with a high quality,
you!
behind
225 MHz. Get the power of the professionals in crystal supply

2 METRE STOCK CRYSTALS. Price

£1.83 for one crystal. £1.74;'crystal

when two or more purchased:
30pF TX

30pF TX

HC25/U
30pF and
40pF TX

4.0277
4.0284
4.0291
4.0298
4.0305
4.0312
4.0319
4.0326
_

8.0555
8.0569
8.0583
8.0597

12.0833
12.0854
12.0875
12.0895

14.9888
14.9916
14.9944
14.9972

8.0611
8.0625

12.0916
12.0937

15.0000
15.0027

8.0638
8.0652

12.0958
12.0979
12.1000
12.1020

15.0055
15.0083
14.9444
14.9472
14.9500
14.9527
14.9555
14.9583

HC6/U

RO
R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
S8

S9

510

--

HC6/U

--

S11

S12
S13
S14

515
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21

S22
S23

HC25/U
20pF and
30pF RX

-_

4.0416
4.0423
4.0430
4.0437

8.0833
8.0847
8.0861
8.0875

12.1041

12.1062
12.1083
12.1104
12.1125
12.1145
12.1167
12.1187
12.1208
12.1229
12.1250
12.1270
12.1291
12..1312

14.9611

14.9638
14.9667
14.9694
14.9722
14.9750
14.9777
14.9805
14.9833
14.9861

HC25/U
25pF and
20pF TX

SR RX

18.1250 44.9666
18.1281 44.9750
18.1312 44.9833
18.1343 44.9916
18.1375 45.0000
18.1406 45.0083
18.1437 45.0166
18.1468 45.0250
18.1500 44.8333'
18.1531 44.8416'
18.1562 44.8500'
18.1593 44.8583'
18.1625 44.8666'
18.1656 44.8750'
18.1687 44.8833
18.1718 44. 8916'
18.1750 44.9000'

44.9083'
18.1812 44.9166'
18.1843 44.9250'
18.1781

18.1875
18.1906
18.1937
18.1968

44.9333
44.9416
44.9500
44.9583

`HC25 only

SR = Series Resonance

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS SINGLE UNIT PRICING

to S23 for
Also in stock: RO to R7 for FT221 RO to R7 and SS
7,
following: Belcom FS1007, FDK TM56, Multi 11 Quartz 16 and Multi
2030 and
7200.
Uniden
Icom IC2F, 21, 22A and 215, Trio Kenwood 2200,
FT202.
and
FT223
FT224,
Auto,
FT2
FT2FB,
Yaesu

Price and

Adjustment

HC6 &
25/U
Fundamentals

Price

Tolerance

Group

ppm

1

2
3

4

2001total
200 (total!
200 (total)
200 (total)
)

50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

5

6
7

8
9

10
3rd OVT
5th OVT

11

12

10

13
14
15

5th, 7th &
9th OVT

20
20

Frequency
Ranges
10 to 19.999 kHz
20 to 29.999 kHz
30 to 99.999 kHz
100 to 999.999 kHz
1.499 Mhz
1.00 to
1.999 MHz
1.50 to
2.599 MHz
2.00 to
3.999 MHz
2.60 to
4.00 to 20.999 MHz
21.00 to 24.000 MHz
21.00 to 59.999 MHz
60.00to 99.999 MHz
100.00 to 124.999 MHz
125.00 to 149.999 MHz
150.00 to 225.00 MHz

Delivery
B
A

-

£9.00
£4.75
£4.75
£4.55
£4.55
£6.00
£4.55
£5.00
£6.15

-

£23.00
£16,50
£ 10.50
£6.00
£6.00
£4.20
£4.00
£3.70
£3.60
£5.40
£3.60
£4.00
£5.20
£6.00
£7.50

Unless otherwise requested fundamentals w be supplied with 30pF load
capacity and overtones for series resonance operation.
1i

-

-

10 to 200 kHz HC13:U,
Please specify when ordering
HOLDERS
170 kHz to 170 MHz HC6 or HC33!U, 4 to 225 MHz, HC18 and HC25.

Column A 3 to 4 weeks (this service is subject to
availability), Column B 6 to 8 weeks.
DELIVERY.

Please note that it is not always possible to provide the A delivery
service but a telephone call will confirm its availability.
Any orders received for A delivery when it is not available will
automatically be placed on B delivery and a credit note issued for the

difference

in

price.

Also in stock 4 and 8 MHz TX in HC6lU for 145.8 MHz. Icom crystals
All
TX for 145.6 MHz IRROI. 44 MHz RX crystals in HC6 for 145 /5801.
at above price.

DISCOUNTS. 5% mixed frequency discount for 5 or more crystals at B
delivery. Price on application for 10or more crystals to same frequency
specification. Special rates for bulk purchase schemes including FREE
supply of crystals used in UK repeaters.

MHz.
4 METRE CRYSTALS for 70.26 MHz in HC6'U at £2.25. TX 8.78250
RX 6.7466 or 29.78 MHz in stock.
1271333 in HC6 f1.85. Pye
70cm CRYSTALS in stock 8.0222 and
or TX
Pocketfone PF1, PF2, PF70 and Wood and Douglas £4.50 a pair
RB6, RB1 O, RB11, RB13 and
RB4,
RB2,
RBO,
£2.50, SUB (433.2)

EMERGENCY SERVICE SURCHARGES Ito be added to A delivery
prices!. 4 working days £ 12, 6 working days £7, 8 working days £ 5, 13
working days £3 (maximum of 5 crystals on 4 day delivery).

£2.25, RX
RB14.

38.666, 42.000,
CONVERTER CRYSTALS in HC18 U at £2.85. In stock
MHz.
70.000, 96.000, 101.000, 101.500, 105.666 and 116.000
in stock. 7.168 MHz
TONE BURST AND I.F. CRYSTALS in HC 18'U at £2.25
for 1750 kHz and 10.245 MHz for 10.7 MHz IF's.

kHz, 455 kHz,
FREQUENCY STANDARDS in stock f2.75, HC6 200
HC18 1000 kHz,
1000 kHz. 5.000 MHz and 10.000 MHz. HC13 100 kHz,
MHz.
100.00
7.000 MHz, 10.700 MHz, 48.000 MHz and
PRICES ARE EX VAT. PLEASE ADD 15%.

4luartSLab

MARKETING LTD
P.O. Box 73
Summit House
London SE183LR

Telephone: 01-690 4889 24 hr. Ansatone: Erith 1032241 30830
Telex: 912881 CWUKTX-G (Attention QUARTSLABI
Cables: QUARTSLAB London SE18

CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC6JU and HC25-U

16p.

£1.50.
industrial
COMMERCIAL USERS. Crystals can be supplied for MPU,
3rd OVT 18 to
control, etc. in the range 4-21 MHz fundamental and example of our
60 MHz at £1.15 for 100 off. This is only a limited
ranges,
capabilities. Please enquire about other quantities, frequency
and
watch and sub -carrier crystals. We can supply crystals for marine
for
details.
land mobile radio telephone use. Send
MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE

to QSL
TERMS. Cash with order, cheques and postal orders payable
Please note
Ltd. All prices include postage to UK and Irish addresses.
acceptable.
longer
no
are
Southern Irish cheques and postal orders
Please send bank draft in pounds Sterling.
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
SSB Electronic, Karl
West Germany, Austria and Benelux countries
Arnold Str. 23, 5860 Iserlohn. West Germany.
DK800, Viborg,
1,
Tapdrup,
Aabrinken
Asbjorn Jorgensen,
Denmark
Sorubat SARL, Rua General Pimenta de Castro,
Denmark. Portugal
15-81, Lisboa 5, Portugal..
(Enquiries invited from companies in other countries.I

-

-

-

a
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RIVI.

PROFESSIONAL
ELECTRONIC
COMPLETE CRYSTAL SERVICE
SERVICES
AMATEUR
- UK Customers please add 15%,
Prices shown exclude
VAT

- CRYSTAL RANGE

TWO METRE
CRYSTAL

iiiFREQUENCY

D

m
U

(Ó

¢ ¢ 1- ¢ X
F
2 1 = 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
m o .- rv a CO
CO

X

OUTPUT
FREQUENCY

range

145.125'R5T
145.150/R6T
145.175./R7T

145.200/R8T
145.300/S12
145.350./S14
145.400/S16
145.425/S17
145.450/S18
145.475/S19

145.500520

145.525/S21
145.550/S22
145.575.'823
14.5.600:R06
145.625R1R
145.6501R2R
145.675..'R3R

145.700/R4R
145.725/R5R
145.750/R6R
145.775/R7R
145.800/RBR
145.9501538

¡is

U

U U

N
U

X

X X

X

e

e

e

e

e
e

b
e
c

e

e
c

e

e

c

e
a

e

e

e
e

b

c

a

e

e
e
e
e

f- I2 2

145.075.'R3T
145.100/R4T

N

N

X

S18 and
S19 are
now added
to our
stock

út

3

N
U

and HOLDER

144.480
144.800
144.850
145.000/ROT
145.025'R1T
145.050/R2T

7

rñ

N 7
ja

ZIIIIIIIIIIX
á

RANGE
USE (Tx or Rxl

144.4 (433.2)

3 7

at

7 rÒ> >
tÓ
tÓ

b

e

b

e

e

e

c

e

e

e
a
a
a
a

e

e

e

c

c

e

e

e
e

N
U

X

e

a
a

e

e

a

e

e

a

e

a

e

e

e

e

a
a

e

a
a
a

e

e
e

ea
e

e

e
e

e

e

e

a

e
e

e
e

e
e
e
e
e

a
a
a

e
b
b

e

e

C

c
c

a

b
b
b

e

e

a
a
e
e

e

e

c
c

c

a

e

e

e

a
a
a

e
e

c
c
c

e

c

e

c
c

a

e

a

c
e

b

e

e

e

e
e

e
e

e
e
e
e

e

e
e

e
e

e

e

e

e

e
e
e

b

e

e

e

e

e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

b
b
b

e
e

e
e
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

c
e
c

e

c

e

e
e

b

e

e

e

a

e
a
e

e

a

e

e
e
e

e
e
e
e

e
e

e

e

e
e
e

e
e

a

e

a

a
e

e
e

e

e
e
e

PRICES: (a) £1.95; (b) £2.32; (c) £2.80; (e)

e

e

e
e

N
U

c

c

b

U

e
e
e
e

e

e
e

e

(o

e
e

e
e

e

°a

á á

c

a

U

e
e

e

e
e

CV

X

e
e
a
e

C

a

e

e
a
a

e
e

e
c

c
c

e

e

m

e

b
e
c
e

U

X
¢ X
¢ X
H. cc
2 S 2 2
2 2 2 2 2

f2

e

C

e

e

c

e

e
e

a

e
e
e
e
e
e

e

c

a
e

U

,ì,

e
e
e

e

e
e

e
e

e
e
e

e
e
e

e

e

e

e

e

e
e

e

e

e
e

e

e

e
e
e
e
e

a

e
e

e

£3.94.
AVAILABILITY: (a), (b), (c) stock hems,
normally available by return (we have over
5000 items in stock). le) 4'6 weeks
normally but it is quite possible we could
be able to supply from stock.
N.B. Frequencies as listed above but in

alternative holders and/or non stock loads
are available as per code (e).
ORDERING. When ordering please quote
(1) Channel; 121 Crystal frequency; (3)
Holder; 141 Circuit conditions (load in pi). If
you cannot give these, please give make
and model of equipment and channel or
output frequency required and we will
advise if we have details.
JAPANESE AND AMERICAN EQUIPMENT
We can supply crystals for YAESU IFT2F.
FT2 Auto, FT2241, most of the ICOM range
and the TRIO-KENWOODrange. We can
also supply from stock crystals for the
HEATHKIT HW202 and HW17A.

e
e

c
e

e
e
e

CRYSTALS FOR BRIT SH 70CM CHANNELS

standard
Due to the much higher multiplication involved (3 times that on 2m.) all our stock 70cm. crystals are now to much closer tolerances than our
amateur range.
SU8 1433.201.
We are stocking the following channels RBO (434.60,432.00), RB2 (434 66/433.05), RB4 (434.70./433.101, RB6 (434.75/433.151.
TX and RX for use with: PYE UHF Westminster IW15U), UHF
RB10 (434.85//433.251, RB14 (434.95/433.351, SÚ18 (433.45) and SU20 (433.501
for
all the above
Tx
crystals
Cambridge (U108), Pocketfone IPFII and STORNO COL/CQM 662 all at £2.32. For the U450L Base Station we have the
1SE12-433.30-RTTY,
channels. The RX crystals for the U450L Base Station, together with the TX and RX crystals for the remaining SU channels
stock items.
as
to
same
spec.
£4.64
SÚ16-433.40 and SÚ22-433.551 for all the above equipments are available at £3.94 to Amateur Spec. or
Delivery approx. 4/6 weeks.
CRYSTALS MANUFACTURED TO YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
4M. CRYSTALS FOR 70.26 MHz-HC6/U
Prices shown are for one off, to our amateur spec., closer tolerances are
TX 8.7825 MHz and RX 6,7466 MHz or 29.780 MHz £2.32.
please send us details of your requirements.
available,
10.245 MHz 'ALTERNATIVE" IF CRYSTALS £2.32. For use in Pye and
A Low frequency fundamentals in HC13/U or HC6IU
other equipment with 10.7 MHz and 455 kHz IF's to get rid of the "birdy"
Temp. tot. ± t 00ppm 0 to + 70°C.
±50ppm.
Adj. tot.
just able 145.0 MHz in HC6/U, HC18/U and HC25/U.
6.0 to 19.999 kHz £28.121£31.63) 80to99.999kHz . £7.301£8.211
each
CRYSTAL SOCKETS-HC6/U. HC13/U and HC25/U (Low loss) 16p
£17.75 (£19.971 100to 149.99 kHz .. £6.681£7.511
kHz.
20to 29.999
10p p&p per order (p&p free if ordered with crystals).
30 to 59.999 kHz . £ 15.51 (£17.45) 150to 499.99 kHz .. £6.20(16.971
CRYSTALS-HC18IU
kHz.
£12.41 (£13.191 500to 799.99kHz .. £7.30118.211
79.999
60to
CONVERTER/TRANSVERTER
All at £3.00, 38.6666 MHz (144/281, 42 MHz 170/28), 58 MHz 1144/281,
B High frequency fundamentals/overtones in HC6/U, HC18/U or
MHz
96
(342/52),
MHz
95
(144/21,
MHz
71
70 MHz (144/41,
HC25/U
11,296/432/144). 101 MHz (432/281, 101.50 MHz 1434/281, 105.6666
Adj tot ±20 ppm, Temp. tot ±30 ppm -10 to + 60°C
£7.56
MHz (1,296/28) and 116 MHz 1144/28).
25to 30MHz (fund)
*800 to 999.9 kHz( fund) .. £9.50
CRYSTALS
£4.72
STANDARD
FREQUENCY
EQUIPMENT
TEST
4,1.Oto1.499MHz(fund)..£9.45 '15to20.99MHz(30/71
kHz in
£3.94
4,1.5to 2.599MHz (fund) ..£4.21 ' 21 to 62.99MHz (30/T1
100 kHz in HC13/U and 100 kHz in HC13/U and 200 kHz and 455
£4.53
MHz
(5
105
0/T)
£3.94
-'
60to
..
20.99MHz
(fund)
£2.95.
+2.6to
HC6/U,
and
in
HC6/U
10.7
MHz
E7,09
MHz and 5 MHz in HC6/U and 10 MHz and
t3.4to3.999 MHz (fund)..£5.43 '105to125MHz150/TI
HC25,U, £2.80
£6.48
125
MHz
MHz
(fund)..
£4.21
to
180
(0/TI
t4.Oto 5.999
180to 25MHz (O/T)
£10.64
ANZAC MD -108 DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER
6.Oto 20.99 MHz (fund).. £3.94
£5.95.
full
for
only
details
21
24.99
MHz
(fund)
..
£6.14
MHz
suplied
with
to
5-500
'Delivery Normally 4/6 weeks (express available), all other frequencies
EXPRESS SERVICES
6/8 weeks, Holders: Low frequencies HC13/U or HC6/U dependent on
Many types made to order crystals are available on our EXPRESS
frequency. High frequencies are available in HC6/U. HC18/U or HC25/U
our
service.
class "A"
SERVICE with a delivery of three days on
unless marked a only available in HC6/U or t only available in HC18/U and
Telephone or Telex for details.
HC25/U,HC17/U (replacement for FT243) and HC33/U (wire end HC6/UI
TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER -MAIL ORDER ONLY-S.A.E. WITH ALL
available as per HC6/U above at 25p extra on HC6/U price. Unless
ENQUIRIES -PRICES INCLUDE P.&P. (BRITISH ISLES) EXCEPT WHERE
otherwise specified, fundamentals will be supplied to 30pf circuit
STATED-OVERSEAS CHARGED AT COST.
conditions and overtones to series resonance.

-

1

2 ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE L61 6XT

Tel: 051-342 4443. Cables: CRYSTAL BIRKENHEAD. Telex: 627371
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NORTHERN COMMUNICATIONS
*

*

MARINE
AMATEUR
COMMERCIAL
YAESU, FDK, ATLAS, DENTRON, STANDARD, JAYBEAM
NAG, ASP, SWAN, G WHIP, MM, CDE, SEM

YAEsu

V

CUSHCRAFT Power and Performance
ANTENNAS

- Vertical 10/15:20
- Vertical 80(10m
A144'11 element 13db Yagi 144Mhz
ATV3
ATV5

£35.40
£76.00
£27.85
£45.00

la)
lb)
lb)

11

lc)
2148 - 14 element 15db long Yagi 144Mhz
19 element "Boomer"16.5db long Yagi
A3219

-

£64.00
lc/
144Mhz
£26.50
ARX2 - Ringo ranger 6db Vertical 144Mhz
lal
£22.00
la)
AR10
Ringo Ranger Vertical 10 metres
£52.00
Yagi
7.6db
tometres
lb)
A10"3- 3 element
£72.00
Ibl
A153- 3element Yagi 7.6db 15 metres
£139.75
Yagi
7.6db
20
metres
Ici
A20í3
3element
ATB34
3 Band HFYagi 7.5db 10:15;' 20 metres
(`I £235.75
E24.95
lal
A144:7 -- 7element 10db Yagi 144Mhz
£27.35
la)
A144/11- 11 element 11.3db Yagi 144Mhz
Prices include VAT, 'carriage extra. (a) £1.50; Ibl E2.90, Icl £3.50

-

-

-

OR our very own 2 metre 12 element ZL SPECIAL
la) £28.75
13db gain from a 10ft 6in long split boom

NEW Portable, Compact 8 element ZL SPECIAL

ZL-89.5db gain only 6ft On long split boom
Access

Ruvít with Arc,,.

la)

£17.25

NEW!

(FDK

ANTENNA - WIDEBAND
NORCONE

The new "NORCONE DISC 512" is a wideband, unity gain
antenna, specially developed for coverage of 66 Mhz to 512 Mhz.
An ideal partner for the BEARCAT and other scanning monitor
receivers. It may also be used for transmission. Full coverage of
70, 144, 432 Mhz Ameteur bands and Aircraft, Marine and
£24.95
Public Services la)

SWAN 100MX HF TRANSCEIVER
Now at a Price You Can Afford

-

80-10 metre Solid State, compact HF rig for mobile and fixed
operation. 235 watts input. Send for details of this amazing rig!
£450.00
Limited period offer, including VAT
Mains PSU also available.

FDK

- MULTI 700EX & 750EX

the very best traditions of FDK the new M700EX (2m FM25
watts) and M750EX (2m Multimode Mobile SSB/FM) are here
to offer you the very best in 2 metre operating at economic
prices.
If you liked the Multi 700E then you'll love the EX version! The
it
new M750EX makes possible to work the SSB DX, without
breaking the bank! Contact us for details.
In

M750

M 700E £ 199.00

£ 299.00

303CLAREMONT ROAD, HALIFAX HX36AW, West Yorkshire
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM Tues -Sat inc. 9.45a.m. - 5.30p.m.
G3UGF
Tel: (0422) 40792 and 24-hour answering service

-

C.B. ELECTRONICS
WIGAN, WN5

UNIT 3, 771 ORMSKIRK ROAD, PEMBERTON,
Telephone: Wigan (0942) 216567

8AT

THE BEST IN THE NORTH-WEST

-

From M6 junction 26 follow signs for Wigan A577 at first traffic lights (T junction) turn right
HOW TO FIND US
towards Wigan. At next traffic lights you are there, BUT turn left and 10 yards further turn right by telephone kiosk.
follow the
Premises are slightly to your right. Plenty of parking space. Mileage from motorway '/z mile. From Wigan
A577 Skelmersdale to traffic lights at Fleet Street, Pemberton (Ye Olde White Swan on your left). Turn right then 10
yards right again. By Co-op. Mileage from Wigan 21/2 miles.
YAESU
FT901DM
FT101Z
FT101ZD
FL21COZ
FT7B
FC901
FRG7

FL110
FT225RD
FT227RB
FT202
FT207R

FT107M
FT707
FP707
FC707
FC107
Charger
QTR24

YP150

£920.00
£575.00
£661.25
£408.25
£431.75
£132.25
£210.00
£149.50
£557.75
£263.35
£119.00
£199.00
£759.00
£523.25
£109.25

£7246
£106.37
£18.87
18.40
£67.27

f

Morse keys
Standard
Nye King
Nye King heavy duty
F.D.K.

Multi 750E
Muti UII
Palmsizer
Palm IV

TM566
Multi 700EX

Emotator
£3.15
£12.00
£13.50

£299.00
£249.00
£159.00
£159.00
£104.00
£199.00

103LBX

502CXX
1102

ASP Antennas
2009 5/8 wave
201 1/4 wave
397 Low Band
E462 UHF

AR30
AR40
CD44
CD45
Ham IV

£47.15
£59.00
£109.25
£113.85
£166.75

CATV3ushcrah

£11.38
£4.31

Headphones
PTT mics
STANDARD
C8800

£25246

462 5/8 wave

Magnetic Base
Boot mount

C78C0

HF Antennas
HQI mini beam

£96.50

£239.00

£7.13
£6.75
£14.95
£7.56
£10.50
£3.50
£3.00
£5.20
£4.50

6775/8 wave

High Pass Filter
CDR Rotators

£98.00

f 145.12

£275.46

Verticals

ATV3
ATV5
Hi Gain

12AVQ
14AVQ
18AVQ

TH3MK3
2m Coiinear
Ringo Ranger
GPV5

£43.00
£76.00
£79.00

£43.00
£60.37

£89.70
£166.00

£22.00
£22.00

TERMS: ACCESS, C.W.O. CARRIAGE AND POST EXTRA AT COST.
BUSINESS HOURS
Mon, Tues, Thurs. Fri 9.30-5.30
Sat 9.364.30
Closed Wednesday

INSTANT H. P. FOR LICENSED AMATEURS
S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES

H.P. AND CREDIT TERMS
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MAKE IT A GOOD START
-

-

If you've made
A GOOD START is essential to short wave listening and expert advice is important in achieving this So here's some
up your mind to buy a receiver you should be aware it will perform only as well as the antenna it sees. The old adage regarding wire
antennas "As long and as high as you can" is still good, but at best is only good for PEAK PERFORMANCE on one or two frequencies, at
worst none.
Whichever frequency you tune your receiver to, for PEAK PERFORMANCE on all frequencies you need good matching between your
Receiver and Antenna to hear the best from it. If you plan to listen on the high frequency bands up to 30MHz then you know you can't
Well, not quite! BUT we can offer you MUCH IMPROVED PERFORMANCE from
have an antenna for every frequency! Or can you?
your receiver by using an antenna tuning unit, that will electrically change the length of your antenna to match the frequency you select
In other words
MATCH AT ALL FREQUENCIES.
You'll see many antennas being advertised under gimmicky names, but when it comes down to it they're only random wires or odd
configurations. At the end of the day, if you're expecting the performance the manufacturers specified, then you'll still have to buy an
antenna tuning unit.
we'll give you one ABSOLUTELY FREE when you buy your FRG 7 or FRG 7000 and
we'll prove it to you
Tell you what we'll do
we'll give you complete advice on an antenna to suit your available space, which should only cost you a couple of pounds!

-

-

-A

-

-

So

let's put the offer in big print for you!

1
1

£214.00
£376.00

YAESU FRG7+AMTECH 200 ATU
YAESU FRG 7000+AMTECH 300ATU
VAT included

What's the difference between the Amtech 200 and Amtech 300? Well both will tune any random length of wire but the Amtech 300
The Amtech 200
Their normal selling price? The Amtech 300 £39.95
it will also tune co -axial fed antennas
will do a little extra
So get cracking MAKE A GOOD START! HAVE PEAK PERFORMANCE FROM THE OFF.
£25.95 What can you lose?
ATLAS
CUSHCRAFT SWAN
BANTEX AMTECH
HYGAIN
all ex stock
and 50 other major lines

!'

AMCOMM

..

-

-

re.JAYBEAM`
IngM

-

-

AMCOMM

-

--

-

SERVICES\e/

194A NORTHOLT R864Á1166 UTH HARROW, MIDDX.
& 01-422 9585

Opening hours: Tues-Sat 9.00-5.30, Sundays by appointment. Closed Monday.

ALAN

JOHN

GW3YSA

GW3OXU

M.R.S. COMMUNICATIONS LTD
is established to provide a

better service to Amateurs

in Wales and the West

OUR STAR SERVICE INCLUDES

* TRIO and other equipment in conjunction with
Lowe Electronics Ltd. of Matlock
* J BEAM aerials for VHF-UHF
* MICROWAVE MODULES equipment
Located

%

mile from Junction 32 on M4.

* COMPONENTS for the Homebrewer
* FULL SERVICING facilities on any make
* EXPERT ADVICE on all amateur matters
* Good used equipment always available
Customer parking for

OR PHONE

CALL AT
76-78 Park Road, Whitchurch,

Cardiff.

15 cars

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat.

Communicate with the TRIO

Cardiff 616936 (STD 0222)
Between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.
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DECCA-KW107 SUPERMATCH

System Incorporates E -ZEE
Match, SWR/RF power meter; Dummy Load :

SWITCH.

Antenna switch.

p

DECCA-KW109 SUPERMATCH
A high power version of the KW 107

DECCA-KW

E-ZEE

to

3

Selects

Antennas.

Lo w-insertion

available,

up to 200 MHz
p.o.e. rating.

loss

\!

IkW

DECCA -KW BAL UN Mk. 11
The Decce-KW Balun is broadband -3 to 30 MHz,
rated up to 2 KW p,e.p. I I Ratio 50 ohms
"unbalanced" feed to "balanced^ output. Waterproof moulded case. Suitable for Dipole and Beam

MATCH

-

is

gio

ANTENNA
ANTENNA

Antenna Tuning

Antenna Tuner 10-60 metres, matches 50/75
ohm input to coax fed antennes, also twin
feeder and single wire systems.
Other KW Favourites-Decca KW Dummy Load. KW Traps
(original and the best); KW Trap Dipoles ; Stockist for HY-Gain
beams and Verticals ; CDR Rotators ; Shure Microphones, etc
Write or phone for catalogue..

:

Antenna.

Amateur Radio Products,
DECCA COMMUNICATIONS LTD,
Crampton Rd., Orford, Savenoaks, Kent TN14

Tel.: Sevenoaks (0732) 50911

SEA

SERVING RADIO AMATEURS WORLD-WIDE
R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
where equipment is fully overhauled
COLLINS 51J4 Receiver
...
...
...
P.O.A.
DRAKE SPR4 Receiver
...
_.
...
... £350.00(£5.00)
EDDYSTONE E835 Receiver ...
...
..
...
... 100.00 (£3.00)
EDDYSTONE 990S Receiver 230-870 MHz. AM/FM
..
P.O.A.
EDDYSTONE EC 10 Mk. 2 Receiver ...
...
...
... £140.00 (£3.00)
G.E.C. RC41OR Receiver 2-31 MHz
...
..
...
P.O.A.
G.E.C. RC411R Receiver 0.15-30MHz
...
P.O.A.
HAMMARLUNDSP600 Receiver ...
...
... £180.001E6.00)
YAESU MUSEN FR 50B Amateur Bands Receiver
..
£75.001£5.00)
TRIO TR 7200G 2 Metre Transceiver
...
._.
... f105.00([3.001
We are MAIN DISTRIBUTORS for AVO, MEGGER, TAYLOR and
.

f

.

.

SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS

THE LATEST AVO AND TAYLOR METERS IN STOCK
AVO Digital Multimeter Model DA211
...
..,
AVO Digital Multimeter Model DA212
...
...
Taylor Analogue Multimeter Model 131
...
..,
Taylor Analogue Multimeter Model 132
...
...
AVO Digital Multimeter Model DÁ116
...
AVO Digital Multimeter Model DA 117(Autoranging)

£45.00
f 65.00
£12.50
£ 18.00
£106.90
£135.00

Cases for AVO. TAYLOR & MEGGER instruments in stock.
Send for Details
We also repair all types of instruments
Trade and Educational enquiries invited
S. G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES. Type "F" 120 ohm, 2000 ohm, 4000 ohm,
£14.50 £ 1.00); Rubber Earpads for same, £ 1.50 per pr. I£1.00); Standard
(

Jack plugs. 24p (12p).
SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT

DM235 Digital Multimeter
Carrying Case for DM235

...
...

...

...
...

...

...
,..

£49.80(£1.50)
£8.501£1.001

15% VAT must be added to TOTAL PRICE
(including carriage and packing).
This applies to NEW or USED equipment.
Carriage for England, Scotland and Wales shown in
brackets. Terms: C.W O., Approved Monthly Accounts,
Hire Purchase and Part Exchange. Special facilities for
export.
NOTE.

HOURS -9.30 am

R. T.

Mains Adaptor for DM235
...
PDM35 Pocket Digital Multimeter
PFM200 Digital Frequency Meter

...

...

YAESU MUSEN FRG -7 Receiver irr stock
YAESU MUSEN FRG -7 Digital in stock
YAESU MUSEN FRG -7000 Receiver ...

At

£3.50
£29.95
£49.80
£187.00
£ 228.00

(£1.00)
(£1.00)
(£1.00)

((3.00)
(£3.00)

£324.00If4.001

& I.
We have full H.P. faaTrties.
Pan exchanges are a pleasure.
We purchase for cash.
* We offer a first-class overhaul service for your electronic equipment, whether
you are an amateur or professional user.
* We have EASY PARKING facilities.
* We welcome your enquiries for specific items which although not advertised,
may very well be in stock.
PARTRIDGE "JOYSTICK". New improved VFA, £29.00. JOYMATCH IIIB,
£22.55. LO -Z500, £28.62. JOYMATCH A.T.U. Kit, £10.50. A.T.U. Kit
assembled, £12.75. Artificial earth and bandswitch, f10.50.
Note -Partridge prices include postage, packing and VAT.
TRIO EQUIPMENT.
New Trio R-300 Receiver, in stock, £164.00 (£3.00).
All Bands with xtal calibrator.
SHURE MICROPHONES, 526, T £30.80 (£1.001: 444. £25.401£1.001; 401A.
£13.00 (£1.001; 202, £12.00 (£1.00): 201, £11.40 I£1.00); 414A, £19.50
1£1.001; 4148, £19.501£1.001. Full details on request.
SCOPEX OSCILLOSCOPES IN STOCK.
VALVES. Please state your requirements.
we are agents - your enquiries please.
ADVANCE TEST EQUIPMENT
TMK METERS: Model TP1OS, £15.70. Model 500TU-B, £28.90. Model
TP5SN,
£18.50. Model 700, £59.50. Post on any
Model
TW2OCB, £34.40.
Meter, £ 1.50. Also in stock Leather cases for above.
Mode! 7006, £62.75. Model 3020E (Digital( £100.00. Full details on request.
In present conditions we regret that all prices are subject to alteration without.
notice.

*
*
*

R. T.

-

& I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London El1 4DX Tel. 01.539 4986
NEAREST STATION LEYTONSTONE (Central Line)

-

5.30 pm MON.-FRI. CLOSED SATURDAYS
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WE HELP
YOU WHERE IT HURTS
(WITH YAESU TRIO FDK STANDARD AND ICOM)
-

Pretty pictures are fine ... Journals these days are packed full of them
Even the same
Trouble is they're so repetitive .. Same Gear
Same Price
Only the address is different! The question is
dialogue! Check now, you'll see what we mean
What do they cost you?
The quality of sales and service comes down to overheads, you know it and we know ìt
Simply stated, use it one way and you can't use it the other
TO HELP YOU WHERE
in a nutshell that's our aim
No pretty pictures here; only value for money deals
So that's why we're at the end of this May
real super saver The best ever offered to Radio Amateurs, so if you're looking for easy
In your pocket! For example look at our HP deal
IT HURTS
In your pocket! Ask the Amateurs
Our deal is aimed TO HELP YOU WHERE IT HURTS and we know WHERE IT HURTS
payments Look no further
First Class Service - Absolutely No Quibble Guarantee - Express collection and return guarantee
They'll tell you
who've bought from Amcomm
That's where our overheads go
No pretty visuals, just top deals and service TO HELP YOU WHERE IT
service Average Repair Time 48 Hours
More Good News
By the time you read this we'll have added the Yaesu 707, loom 255, loom 261. Trio R1O00, Trio
HURTS
In your pocket!
WE'LL HELP YOU WHERE IT HURTS
Telephone Next,
So Get Cracking! Calculator first!
TR90O0 and FDK Multi 700 to the List above
CaII 01-864 1166 or 01-422 9585 for the Gen.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yaesu FT 901 DM
Cash Price
£920.80

-

-

-

Yaesu FT 1012D
£670.20
Cash Price

Yaesu FT 225RD
£557.76
Cash Price

-

Yaesu FT 7B
Cash Price

Yaesu FT 1012
Deposit

£432.12
£168.00
£22.01
12 mthly rpymts

Deposit

£352.00
12 mthly rpymts
£47.40

Deposit

£240.00
12 mthly rpymts
£35.85

Deposit

£216.00
£28.48
12 mthly rpymts

Deposit

Yaesu FT 107M/107E
£862.04
Cash Price

Yaesu FRG 7000
£377.04
Cash Price

Yaesu FT 207R
Cash Price

Deposit

Deposit

Standard 8800
Cash Price
Deposit

£335.00
£43.92
12 mthly rpymts

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-A

-

-

-

-

£199.60
£91.00
£9.05
12 mthly rpymts

£150.00
12 mthly rpymts f 18.92

Deposit

£252.80
£99.00
£12.75
12 mthly rpymts

Cash Price
12 mthly rpymts

Standard 8700
Cash Price

£575.76
£234.00
£28.48
£275.08

£109.00
Deposit
12 mthly rpymts
£13.84

-

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS! ... Well our competitors are terrific at this We just do our best. That means if we have your order before Midday it
eaves before 4.00, no parcel post - Everything First class Mail or Securicor (not Jaybeam or Hygainl because we know you want it NOW. If we're short
on stock (almost never) we'll ring you. If you can't wait we'll recommend another dealer to you. So whatever you're after, check the glossies then call the
"Try Harder People" at Amcomm.
TO HELP YOU WHERE IT HURTS - In your pocket!
Cash or Terms we're with you
Try us once and we'll prove it
The opportunity is below
Check our Mail Order list in last 3 Radcomms. Prices haven't changed.
If you need pretty pictures send us 25p and we'll send you a bundle - in colour too!
Other low charge deals available over 18 and 24 months. Call us with your requirements and we'll tailor a deal for you.
ATLAS
SWAN
BANTEX AMTECH
CUSHCRAFT
HYGAIN
JAYBEAM
1.
all ex stock
and 50 other major linea

-

*
*
*

-

41151

AMCOMM

9e,
vii

J.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

AMCOMM SERVICES

194A NORTHOLT ROAD, SOUTH HARROW, MIDDX.
Tels: 01-864 1166 & 01-422 9585

U

YAESU

Opening hours: Tues -Sat 9.00-5.30, Sundays by appointment. Closed Monday.

BIRKETT
STRAIT
25
THE

Radio Component Suppliers

LINCOLN

Telephone: 20767

WOOD AND DOUGLAS PRODUCTS are available from us in Kit Form,
PT1. PIPTONE GENERATOR @ £2.40, 70PA2 70cros. PRE -AMP
@ £4.95, 144PA2 2 METRE PRE-AMP @ £5.15, T81 TONE BURST
GENERATOR @ £2.95. SAE for list of other kits.
SUB -MINIATURE 10pf AIRSPACED TRIMMERS @ 20p each.
EDDYSTONE 831 TRANSMITTING VARIABLES 30 + 30pf 160pf I
@ £2.20.

VHF R.F. CHOKES 30 U.H. Wire Ended @ 25 for 50p.
2N 918 TRANSISTORS @ 25p. BF 362 STRIPLINE @ 25p.
VHFUHF FETS 8F 256C @ 4 for 75p, E304 @ 30p, 4 for £1.
2N 4417 STRIPLINE VHF LOW NOISE FET with data @ £2.20.
3/16" COIL FORMERS with core @ 6 for 25p.
SOLDER -IN FEED THRU's 6.8pf, 27pf. 300pf, 1000pf.All 20p doz.
SPECIAL 3 GANG VARIABLES 10+ 10+ 10pf Direct Drive @ 75p.
VHF AERIAL PIN SWITCHING DIODES with data @ 40p.
X BAND GUNN DIODES with data @ £1.65.
X BAND DETECTOR DIODES like SIM 2 @ 15p each.
X BAND MULTIPLIER DIODES at 6 for £1.
2 GHz 18 VOLT NPN STRIPLINE TRANSISTORS @ f1 each.
5 GHz LOW NOISE NPN STRIPLINE TRANSISTORS @ £3 each.
UHF TRANSISTORS SIMILAR TO BFR 96 @ £1.85 each.
X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES to 2pf or 3 to 4pf
@ f1.65 each.
SPECIAL VISCONOL CAPACITORS 0.05uf Kv.w. @ 25p, 0.0005uf 25
K.v.w. @ 40p, O,05uf 10 K.v.w. @ 50p, 0.0005uf 75 K.v.w. @ 75p.
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 16 + 16u.í. 450v.w. @ 25p, 50 + 50u.f.

LN2 1JF

VERNITRON CERAMIC 10.7 MHz FILTERS FM4 @ 50p, 3 for £1.
TRANSMITTING TYPE BUTTERFLY PRESET VARIABLES.Spindles
easily extend,25x25pf @ 50p. 38x38pf @ 60p, 38x38pf Wide Spaced
@ 65p.

HP HOT CARRIER DIODES 5082-2800 @ 40p each.
NUT FIXING PL 259 VHF CO -AX SOCKETS @ 50p.
UHF POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE 50 M.W. Input, Output 2.5 Watt
Plus 13 Volt 420 to 480 MHz Type BGY 22C with data. Just the job for
Pye Pocket Phones @ £12.50.
BLY 34 3 Watt 13 VOLT 175 MHz with data @ 75p.
HF -VHF POWER TRANSISTOR 28 to 70 MHz SSB, FM, 40 Watts with
data @ £3.
BLY 55 175 MHz 4 WATT 13 VOLT with data @ £2.50.
BLY 97 24 VOLT 175 MHz 4 WATT with data @ £3.
BFR 64 470 MHz 13 VOLT 3 WATT with data @ £4.
SPECIAL SUB-MINIATURE TUBULAR TRIMMERS 0.5 to 3 pf @ 15p.
HFC 6008 DIGIT FREQUENCY COUNTER 600 MHz @ £123. S.A.E. for

leaflet.

1

1

450y .w. @ 40p.
FERRITE BEADS FX 1115 @ 15p doz. 'h" Long Type 6 for 20p.

AIR SPACED MINIATURE VARIABLE CAPACITORS 250+250pí
I500pf1 @ 85p.
200 ASSORTED ''/., Y., watt RESISTORS for 75p.
VALVE HOLDERS B7G, B9G.Both 10p each. CERAMIC B9D @ 15p.
50 BC 107-8-9 TRANSISTORS assorted untested © 60p.
MINIATURE 12 WAY CERAMIC TAG STRIPS @ 15p, 21 WAY @ 22p.
10.7 MHz CRYSTAL FILTERS B.W. ± 7.5 KHz @ £5.
MURATA CERAMIC 10.7 MHz FILTERS SFC 10.7 @ 30p each.

Please add 20p for post and packing on U.K. orders under £2. Overseas
postage charged at cost.
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("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
20p per word, minimum charge £2.40. No series discount. AD charges
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 50per
cent for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for
transcription errors. Box Numbers 40p extra. Replies to Box Number
should be addressed to the Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 34 High Street,

CALL BOOKS
INTERNATIONAL:
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (1980)

£9.65
£10.15

"DX Listings"
"U.S. Listings"
U.K. Call book,

f3.80

1980 Edn, (RSGB)

"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE" DX ZONE
MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)
In colour, 8th Edition

£2.50

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Much DX Information
Mercator Projection
in colour. Second Edition

£1.10

-

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE U.S.A.
AND NORTH AMERICA
State Boundaries and Prefixes, size 24" x 30",
paper
RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS
In booklet form, Mercator projection, for
desk use. Gives Zones and Prefixes
(New 9th Edition)

95p.

f 1.65

Second-hand amateur radio equipment bought and sold. In
stock: HF base station, antennas, mobile HF antennas, SWR
bridges, co -ax plugs and cable, base station microphones,
compressor microphones, plus a very good range of car
suppression equipment. Not forgetting, of course, our super
3/4 -wave mag. mount complete (tested to 110 m.p.h.), only
£17.50. Jaybeam, A.S.P., and Sommerkamp also stocked.
The C.B. Shack, 61 High Street, Orpington, Kent. (Open six
days a week).
September issue: Due to appear August 29th. Single copies 60p
post paid will be sent by first class mail for orders received by
Circulation Dept.,
Wednesday, August 27th, as available.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts,

-

-

A16 9EQ.

-

Good second-hand equipment always wanted. Come to

2
AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE for the best deal.
Northfield Road, Ealing, London W13 9SY. (Tel: 01-579

LOG BOOKS
£2.60
£1.70
£1.10

Amateur Radio Logbook
Receiving Station Log
Mobile Logbook

(The above prices include postage and packing)

Available from:

Short Wave Magazine

Dept.,
Herts. AL6 9EQ
Welwyn,
34 High Street,
Publications

Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15 Mon. to Fri.)
(Giro A/c No. 547 6151)

S.W.M. "DX ZONE MAP"
8th EDITION
33% in. wide by
bearing and
distance of all parts of the world relative to the U.K., the Zone areas
into which the world is divided for Amateur Radio purposes, with
major prefixes listed separately. Distance scale in miles and
kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking of Lat./Long. close er ough
for accurate plotting. Hundreds of place names, mainly the unirual
ones, and most of the rare islands.
In four colours, on durable paper for wall mounting,
24%: in. deep. Giving essential DX information

TRADE
Morse tapes. Computer produced, speeds from six to fifteen
words per minute, random five character blocks and plain
language, £4.50 inc. p/p. Also tapes produced to your
Byrd Associates, 18 Gilwell Close,
specifications, p.o.a.
Bedford (0234) 215826.

-

MAPS

-

Welwyn, Herts., AL6 9EQ.

-

Pricef2.5O
including postage and special packing in
postal tube to avoid damage in transit.
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

5311.)

-

Mixed: 200 components, £4; 50 transistors, 95p; 100 diodes,
Sole Electronics (SW), 37 Stanley Street,
85p. Lists, 15p.
Ormskirk, Lancs.
Air -band Frequencies List. Approach, tower, air traffic
control, weather, rescue, emergency, etc., £1.00. Send
cheques, postal orders, to P.L.H. Electronics, 20 Vallis Road,
Frome, Somerset BAH 3EH.

-

Coax cables at trade prices. UR43, UR67, UR76, UR57 and
W. H.
UR70. Also mains and multicores, s.a.e. for lists.
Westlake, Clawton, Holsworthy, Devon.
Radio Amateur Examination City and Guilds. Pass this
important Examination and obtain your G8 Licence with an
RRC Home -Study Course. For details of this and other
courses (GCE, professional examinations etc.) write or phone:
The Rapid Results College, Dept. JV/1, Tuition House,
London SW 19 4DS. Careers Advisory Service, 01-947 7272 or
ring 01-946 1102 for Prospectus (24-hr. Recordacall.)
QSL cards. Sample pack and price list forwarded on receipt of
Derwent Press, 69 Langstone Drive, Exmouth,
20p stamp.
Devon EX8 4HZ.

-

READER'S ADVERTISEMENTS
word, minimum charge £1.50 payable with order. Add 25 per
full
cent for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using
punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility accepted
for transcription errors. Box Numbers 40p extra. Replies to Box
Number should be addressed to the Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 34
High Street, Welwyn, Hens., AL6 9EQ.
10p per

Selling: B.40D, B.4I, B.2 spy set, T.1154M, T.1154N, all
excellent and cheap, or swap for wanted: TCS mains PSU,
connectors, control box, ATU, Tx, Rx, key or mic. Ring
Wooster, G3YVF, Medway 270649.
For Sale: Heathkit GR -78 receiver, with internal stabilised
mains PSU and handbook, £50. SB -101 VFO unit (LMO

-
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110-40), brand new, £28. Storno 600, crystalled on 2m.,
excellent, handbook, £100. Muirhead K400-13 Courier Fax
transmitter, £15. -Ring 01-648 5895 daytime.
Sale: FRG -7 with antenna tuning unit, £140. -Ring
Williamson, Spalding 3999.
Sale: Yaesu FR-10IDD general coverage receiver, speaker,
excellent condition, £395. Ring Searle, 01-556 2969.

-

Selling: Trio 9R-59DS receiver, with additional IF stage,
speaker, manual and spare valves, £45 or near offer. - Ring
Mitchell, Gosport (07017) 88579.

VF 7401-2 2 -Meter Digital
Scanning Transceiver.
Fully synthesized. 15 watt solidstate rig. Scanning Capability.
Mobile or fixed station use.

HM 2141 VHF
Dual Watt meter.
Measures forward and reflected
P.E.P. and SWR to 175 MHz. Output up to
30/300 watts and 101100 watts reflected.
epee

VF 2031 Hand -Held 2-M FM Transceiver.
Nickel -cadmium battery pack. 120/240V
AC recharger. Optional carp case_ external
microphone and tone burst encoder
available.

Heathkit make it easy for you to
make these, and a wide range of top
quality radio equipment kits.
And easy on your pocket too.
Full details are available in the Heathkit catalogue.
Send for your copy now.
Heathkit Electronics Centres -233 Tottenham
Court Road. London 101-636 73491. Bristol Road.
Gloucester (0452-294511. Registered in England.

For Sale: Type 45 rectifier unit, 1200v. 0-200mA, £10.
Panda 120, £10. Z -match, £6. Type 145 wartime M.O., £1.
Walter 78A co -ax relays, etc. Selsyns, 3 -in., 50v. Other
gear. - Kemp, G2CMK, QTHR. (Tel. Norwich 45457).
Wanted: R.A.F. air publications relating to radio and radar
equipment from 1939 onwards, e.g. AP-1186 etc., etc.
Whole or odd parts purchased at your price. - Gee, 29
Studland House, Aston Street, London E14 7NL. (Tel:
01-790 2846).
Wanted: Any "CQ", "QST", "T & R Bulletins", Collins
equipment and parts. -Baker, GW3MHW, Bontnewydd,
Aberystwyth, Dyfed. (Tel: 097421-608).
For Sale: Eddystone EA -12 amateur bands receiver in good
working condition, £95 or near offer. - Newman, G4GLT,
32 Dennis Street, Hugglescote, Coalville (35835), Leics.
Selling: Collins S -Line, 32S-3, 75S -3B, 'Round Dot' series
312B-4 control unit, 516F-2 power supply, with manuals,
mint condition. Reluctant sale of owner's spare, requires
using. - Box No. 5716, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
Exchange: Wartime Resistance radio set (similar to the
MCR-1) for VHF receiver with aircraft and marine
bands. - Ring Osmond, Harty Ferry 332 after 6 p.m.
Wanted: Switchable HF attenuator, 50-ohm/50-ohm.
Passive HF preselector. ATU for balanced wire
feeder. - Ring Mathews, 01-876 7868.
Selling: Pye PF -70 hand-held, receiver working on RB2
with helical aerial, transmitter not operating but complete,
with full circuit, Nicad battery and leather carrying case,
£40. Also pair of Sommerkamp 6 -channel receivers,
crystalled on 29.860 MHz, not working but repairable,
complete with manual and circuits etc, £25 for the
pair. - Ring Gorman, 0247-65996 after 6 p.m.
Sale: Eddystone EC -10 receiver, mains/battery pack, £55.
Also Knowley 10 -ft. 6 -in. caravan, 4 berth, toilet
compartment, awning, very good condition, ideal shack,
£550 or near offer. -Ring Koester, 04243-2177 evenings
(Sussex).

No. 606177.

To: Heath Electronics (U.K.) Limited.

Dept (swtt), Bristol Road, Gloucester,
GL2 6EE. Please send a copy of the
Heathkit catalogue. I enclose 25p
in stamps.
Name

Address

EMI
N.B. If you are already on the Heathkit mailing list you will
automatically receive a copy of the latest Heathkit catalogue
without having to use this coupon. When you receive your
catalogue you will get details of this free offer.

Wanted: Pye 'Cambridge' or 'Westminster' VHF FM
High -Band, boot/dash, set or parts, anything considered.
State item, price, for conversion by 2m. amateur.
(Kent). - Box No. 5717, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34
High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
For Sale: BC -221 with output stage and power pack, £30.
TS174/U, 20-250 MHz, with power pack, £35; TS175/U,
85-1000 MHz, with power pack, £35 (both like BC -221).
G.E.C. Miniscope with spare tube, £25. VCR -138A 'scope
tube, £6. Drake TV -3300 LP filter, new, £10. Various

transformers. - Barnes,

G4DVH,

QTHR.

(Tel:

0229-54466).
September issue: due to appear August 29th. Single copies
at 60p post paid will be sent by first class mail for orders
received by Wednesday, August 27th, as available. Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High

Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
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Selling: Standard C.8800 2m. mobile, hardly used, still
boxed and under guarantee, £215. Magmount whip,
£15. - Ring Ashe, Godalming (04868) 23352.

atrOniCS NEW

Wanted: Power Unit for B.2 Suitcase set, condition
immaterial. Any other B.2 ancillary equipment or units also
required. - Morriss, G4GEN, QTHR. (Tel: 082571-2205).
Sale: R.107 receiver, good, £25. CR -100, tatty, £15. No. 88
Sets, OK, £4 each. RF-26/7 units, £2 each. All 'or near
offer'. - Ring Kay, G4GCB, Belper 6851 (Derbys).

For Sale: Sanyo RP -8880 9 -band receiver, 3 months old, in
excellent condition (cost new £192), selling at £60 or near
offer. Excellent value, cash required urgently, all enquiries
answered. - Blake, 43 Elm Grove, Newport, Isle of Wight.
Sale: Newnes "Radio and Television Servicing" 1953-1973,
complete, 23 volumes, mint condition: 12,000 pages of
circuit diagrams, layouts, full servicing information, all
makes, hundreds of models, plus car radios and tape
recorders. - Watts, 62 Belmore Road, Norwich. (Tel:
0603-33103).
For Sale: Racal MA -79G universal drive unit, covers 1-30

MHz, DSB/USB/LSB/RTTY/CW/AM, showroom

condition (matches RA -117 and can transceive with it as VFO
covers same range), £550. Or will part exchange for FT -7 or
TS -120V.
Morriss, G4GEN, QTHR. (Tel: 082571-2205).

-

Selling: Huge quantity of rare/valuable parts for building
several powerful linear amplifiers. Creed teletype equipment;
spares. Wanted: Telephone answering machine. Durst M305
colour enlarger. Send 12p stamp for list/enquiries.

1

VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT
MODEL CD300
I

\

\

especially designed for the
RTTY ENTHUSIAST!
The video display unit is designed to be an all -electronic replacement for
a Teleprinter, and therefore does NOTsuffer the disadvantages of bulk,
unreliability and noise.
The basic function is to take Murray Code
either from a Terminal Unit
Ion receive) or from a Keyboard
and produce a complete TV signal,
This signal may be fed into a monitor or modulated and fed into the aerial
of an ordinary domestic TV set. The resulting display is a page of 16
lines of up to 64 characters.
It may also be used (with a keyboard) to send fully encoded Murray
Code
e signaI for
or transmit purposes.

16 lines per page.
64 characters per line.
Standard TTL compatible input.
Standard IV video output.
Flashing cursor.
Auto -scroll at end of page.
Front panel controls for:
Letter shift.
Figure shift.
Page reset.
Carriage return.
Line feed.

Ì

-

Kinnersly-Taylor, GM3WTA, QTHR.

Sale: Yaesu FR -50B amateur bands receiver, 15-80m., with
auxiliary built-in speaker, excellent condition, £100.
Ring
Cooper, 01-904 9210.

-

Built-in mains P.S.U.

-

MODEL CD310
ALSO AVAILABLE
with Built-in UHF Modulator
for only 170 incl. VAT
add £ 5.50 for special delivery

-

-

Shack Clearance: Trio TS -520 with VFO-520, CW filter fitted,
utterly reliable, a fine rig in excellent condition, £320.
Hammarlund HX-50SSB/CW Tx, £75. KW-6001inear, £125.
Eddystone 888 receiver, ideal SWL hambander, £90. KW -77
receiver, ideal second receiver in DX station, £75. All in very
good condition. Britannia BGSC 3'V2" x 18" gap -bed
motorised lathe, 3 and 4 jaw chucks, tailstock drill chuck, lots
of accessories, adjustable degree -calibrated angle plate, many
carbon steel tools, 50 -plus HSS tools, woodturning gear, spare
face plate (floorstanding), best offer above £250 secures. Van
den Plas Princess 1800 HL, Sept. 1976, year's MOT, fitted
radio, absolutely reliable, £1200 or near offer. (Herts).
Box
No. 5718, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

-

For Sale: Yaesu FR -101D receiver with matching Yaesu
speaker, excellent condition, only £195 or near offer.
Ring
Povey, 0202-483123 office hours.

-

Wanted: Military radios built inside civilian style suitcases.
Any condition!
Melton, Box 2037, Ogden, Utah 84404,
U.S.A.

-

j

Styled to match the Catronics CT100 Terminal Unit.
Cabinet size 9" x 2}" x 7' approx.
Catronics price £ 160 incl. VAT

Selling: TS -820S, 3 months old and never used (owner decided
to stay on VHF), £675 or near offer.
Ring Pudsey (0532)
569164.
Sale: Realistic DX -302 communications receiver with digital
readout (improved version of DX -300), as new, one month
old, original packing, £190 or near offer.
Ring Abraham,
01-769 0505 daytime.

-

-

-

f

RTTY TERMINAL UNIT!
CT100 series Mk2
Now incorporating a number of modifications YOU have asked for:
including Completely automatic receive/transmit modes. Protected and
buffered input provided for TTY keyboard. Automatic re -generation of
incoming tones. Special r.f. interference suppression circuit, etc., etc.
OUTPUTS FOR:

INPUTS FOR:

Audio FSK signal in: Data in from
VDU le.g. G3PLX); TTY Keyboard
or Tape Reader.

VDU or other TTL compatible
equipment; TTY Magnt
gle
sindove
or double current; AFSKe to
Transmitter.

-

Featuring a unique digitally controlled "Autoprint' circuit which is a
superior replacement for the'Antispace' and'Autostart' facilities found
on some other terminal units. The terminal will ignore most CW and
phone signals but will respond to a correct RTTY signal.
AU prices include VAT: CT101 Receive/Transmit VDU only £99.60.
Both -models plus E5.W
CT103. with Teleprinter interface £104.90.
Special delivery.

...

atronicS

LTD,

Remembec'Al/ Catronics equipment is
fully guaranteed. Pay by cheque, PO,
Access or Barclaycard. HP available.

4

\

%

i
11

\
11.

COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE

(Dept. 18)

20 WALLINGTON SQUARE,
WALLINGTON, SURREY, SM6 8RG.
Tel: 01-669 6700.
Shop/showroom open Monday -Friday: 9- 5.30
(closed for lunch: 12.45- 1.45) Saturdays: 9.00- 1.00
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ANTENNA FAULT?
LOSING DX? Poor Reports? Check it FAST with an

Antenna Noise Bridge, MEASURE resonance
Enrol in TUTORCOURSE and we'll take you step by step
towards a full Amateur Radio Operator's Licence.
Clip the coupon and discover the world.

BROCHURES

Amateur RadioOperator
Please rush me details of your

AMATEUR RADIO COURSE
Name
Address

Block Caps. Please
Post now,

without obligation to. SWT/8

British National Radio

& Electronics School.
P.O Box 156. Jersey. Channel Isles

FT -1012D
FRG -7

FT225RD
CPU -25008
FT207R
FT107

FT707
Al ex -stock and

FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY

APPOINTED JAYBEAM DISTRIBUTOR FOR NORTH WALES
ASP MOBILE ANTENNAS. SEM PRODUCTS STOCKED
FULL RANGE OF AMIDON TOROIDAL CORES IN STOCK
STANDARD 88002m FM MOBILE
STANDARD 7800 70cm FM MOBILE
KDK 2025 2m FM MOBILE
-fDäMULTI 7Q0EX 2rn FM MOBILE
FDK MULTI 7502m SSB/CW/FM
FDK PALMSIZER 2M FM
FDK PALM 2 2m FM
FDK PALM 470cm FM
BELCOM HC 140) 2m FM MOBILE
_

BEARCAT220F8
SR9 2m MONITOR RECEIVER

£252
£275
£250
fer.25_

£299
£149
£99
£159
£ 199
£268
£46

SECONDHAND
CPU 25008

MULTI 700E + SCANNER
FT75B + AC PSU
LINER 2 UNMODDED
EDDYSTONE 7701

£240
£180
£ 175

£100

£150

TMP ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
Britannia Stores, Leeswood, Mold,
Clwyd. CH7 4SD
Tel: Pontybodkln 84610352871

-

f

CAMBRIDGE
KITS
G4DSG

YAESU MUSEN
FT-1012
FT-SM
FRG -7000
FT227RB
FT-7B

1-150MHz and radiation (or loading coil) resistance
2-1000 ohms, accurate ANSWERS directly, get a
STRONGER SIGNAL and MORE DX, £11.80.
TIME WRONG? MSF CLOCK is ALWAYS CORRECT
never gains or loses, self setting at switch -on, 8digits
show Date, Hours, Minutes and Seconds, larger digit
Hours and Minutes for easy QUICK -GLANCE time,
also parallel BCD output and can record when an
event occurs, receives Rugby time signals, 1000Km
range, built-in antenna, (54.80.
RARE DX UNDER QRM? DIG it OUT with a Tunable
Audio Notch Filter, between your rx and speaker,
BOOST your DX/QRM ratio, 40dB notch, 10.90.
V.L.F.? EXPLORE 10-150KHz, Receiver £13.70.
MISSING DX? Make them HEAR YOU with a Speech
Compressor, between your microphone and tx,
BOOST your POWER up to 4 times, £9.90.
CAN'T FIND DX? Get SPOT-ON with a Crystal
Calibrator, between your antenna and receiver,
1MHz, 100, 25KHz markers to vhf, £19.80.
Each fun -to-build kit includes all parts, printed circuit,
case, postage etc, instructions, money back assurance
so SEND off NOW.

Shop hours: Mon, Wed, Thurs. Fri, 9.30-5 pm, Tues & Sat. 9.30-1 pm

45 (SH) Old School Lane,

Milton, Cambridge.

D. P. HOBBS LTD.

G3HEO

THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
FDK Palm Il2mtr Hand Port., with Nicads & Charger 520, S22/SU20 £99.95
£199.00
FDK 700EX 144-146MHz 121 & 25KHz steps scanning etc
.... ,£299.00
FDK 750E 15Watt FM/SSB/CW2mtr TCVR
.. £49.75
R517 Aircraft Band Monitor Receiver VFO + 3 Fixed Channels
£46.00
Daiwa SR92 mtr Monitor Receiver VFO + 11 Fixed Channels
£212.75
Yaesu FRG7 PLL Communications Receiver 5-30MHz...
.£178.94
LOWE SR X30 PLL Communications Receiver -5-30MHz
£4.83 + 30p p&p
DM3505OKri PTT Mics
£6.04 + 30p p&p
DL20 Dummy Loads 15 Watt 30W Peak PL259
Microwave Modules 2 mu, 4 mtr, 70cm & 23 cm Converters, T:ansverters
£173.65,
MMT432/144R
MMT144/28 £99.00, MMT432/28S £136.85,
MML144l25 2 mm Linear Amp £48.30, MMD050/500 Counter £69.00
Ascot and Bannes Mobile Aerials & Bases in stock,
Jaybeam Aerials- Full Range Stocked.
Antes and Oryx Irons 8 Bits, Testmeters. SWR Bridgers, etc, etc.
_

.

.....

BRITISH MADE TRANSFORMERS
3-0-3V300mA
6-0-6V 500mA

£2.07 + 50p p&p
£3.25 + 50p p8o

_

........

....
..................... _.,..

6-0-6V 1A
6-0-6V 2A
9-0-9V 500mA
9-0-9V 1A
10-0-10V 800mA
12-0-12V 500mA

..£3.25+50pp&p

..

E3.65 + 90p p&p

..,.....£3.65+50pp&p

................ _ _
12-0-12V750mA ... ..................
_
15-0-15V 1.2A
25-0-25V2A .................... .........

£3.25 + 90p p&p
+ 90p p&p
E2£2.95
60 + 90p p&P

.......

£2.95+90pp&p

.

0-12-15-20-30V 2A
110-240V 16W Auto

.. ...
110-120-220-24ov5OWattAuto
Prices include VAT
AllMai/Orders to Luton

11

...

.

£4.36 +
£6.75 +
E6.75 +
£2.76
£6.21 +
.

.-.

£1.20 p&p
£1.20 p&p
£1.20 p&p
+ 50p p&p

£1.20p&p
Access Barclaycard

King Street, Luton, Beds., Tel. 20907
Open 9am-5.30pm Mon -Sat.; closed all day Wednesday

Also visit D. P. HOBBS NORWICH LTD
13 St. Benedictrs St, Norwich. Tel. 615786
Closed all day Thursday
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G2BAR HAM BAND AERIALS

TRIO R1000 PLL SWL
Receiver 200 kHz to
30 MHz £297.85
ISecuricor delivery arranged if required)
Price
inc. VAT

TRIO EQUIPMENT

5RX3G

R91u
HP620

S5
54
1R9000

H

Slh'LRecever
Inc uu.mateSWLrece..e,

178

630.95
27.85
11.35

Speeser

:ancnsheadonenes t
espe
os
Cornmn,caunns headphones .IDe:cred,esponse
Cun

10 00

Mu.tiMonae

345.00

VHF AMATEUR RECEIVERS
Tuneable c,ysta! 2m FM recen -e, 144 146 MHz
SR9
A MR21713 Scanner w,tn S c,tstals Mims
battery.
TUNERS IL SWITCHES
KX2SWc Antenna Tune, 50DKHz to30MHz.
053
SWL 3 way Antenna SwIten
',iS SWL 3 wav Antenna Swnch

46.00
120.75

29.90
7.20
14.80

AIR BAND RECEIVERS
FX 213 AU Air Sands Po, able Recen,e,.
SHARP
SKY ACE 85175.i Banes Po,Ianie
COPAL
24 Hour Orgnal Clock. Mains Operated.
Send 50p loi del ails 4// pr,ces rnc/ude new VAT tate.

11375

49.50

12.95

B uy by

post or phone your Barclaycard or Access number. Alternatively. call in for a
chat. The shop à just 10 minutes from Leeds City Station, and there's easy parking if
you travel by car s Instant HP for licensed Amateurs e Extended Credit Terms
Available e Send 50p for Catalogue and Price List.

Leeds Amateur Radio
27 Cookridge Street, Leeds, W. Yorks.

Price
inc p.p.
VAT
2 metre Folded Dipole YAM
5/FD. 5 element Square section Boom
£6.90 £1.15
8/FD. Belement Reinforced Boom
£9.78 £1.15
2 metre 'J' Pole
1/JP. } wave matching sections, enclosed connectors with } wave
radiator 15mm square elements
£ 6.33 £1.15
2 metre Stacked 2 x ít cofinear
Vertical 'J' matching section enclosed connectors
£ 14.95 £3.45
70cms Folded Dipole YAGI's
6/FD. 6element Square section Boom
£6.33 £1.15
11/FD. 11 element Reinforced Boom
£9.78 £1.15
HF. 3 wave Mono Band Verticals with insulator and ground post sections
10/HFV. 10 metre vertical. 3 sections of telescoping tubing, dia. 1" to

£8.63 £1.15

15/HFV. metre vertical. 4 sections of telescoping aluminium, dia. 1" to

£9.78 £1.15
20/HFV. metre vertical. 8 sections of telescoping aluminium tube, dia.
13"to3"
£11.50 £1.15
2 element YAGI Beams

Driven and Director elements. Boom to element clamps. TubularGamma
Match tuning unit supplied.
tOmetre
element array
£28.85 £4.00
15 metre
element array
£36.00 £4.00
20 metre
element array
£46.20 £4.00
Well designed and constructed.
Boom to Mast. Bracket plate. 4U Bolas
£ 3.80 £1.15
Trapped Vertical TIMM 300 watt.
10-15 and 20 metres. Tuned, Slim line Traps
Telescoping Aluminium
Elements for easy adjustments
£25.30 £4.00
Double 'J' Pole Vertical for 10-15-20 metre.
15mm Square section aluminium tubing
Individual 3 waves. Single
50ohm feed
£18.40 £4.00
Portomasts 12/4 telescoping aluminium tubing extended to 12' 6"
mast including 3 guys and ground pegs
£7.48 £1.15
18/6. 18ft. Portomast With 6 guys and ground pegs.... £12.08 £1.15
For descriptive leaflets please send 20p in stamps.

-2
-2
-2

-

-

Uppington Tele -Radio (Bristol) Ltd.
12-14 Pennywell Road, Bristol BSS OTJ

Tel: 452657

Telephone: 0272 557732

TRIO DISTRIBUTOR. LAR are area distributors for Jay Beams, Antenna Special,sts.
Hilomast (corn and Microwave Modules and Ascot Products.

SAMSON ETM-3C
C-MOS KEYER
tyA battery drain

- Why switch off?

Self -completing dots/dashes/spaces
Can be used
either as normal electronic keyer or as an iambic mode
squeeze keyer 8-50wpm Constant 3:1 dash -dot ratio
6 C-MOS ICs and 4 transistors
Plug-in PCB
Long
battery life
typically 1 µA drain when idling
Built-in
battery holder for 4x 1.5 v. batteries (but will work over
3-10 v. range)
PCB has both a reed relay (250 v., 0.5
amp., 25 w. max.) and a switching transistor (300 v., 30
mA max.)
either keying method can be used
Has the
well-known fully -adjustable Samson precision twin keying
lever assembly
Operate/Tune button
Sidetone
oscillator Grey case 4" x 2'r x 6". ETM-3C, £65.30.

-

-

-

ETM-4C MEMORY KEYER: Has ETM-3C features plus 4 memories of
22 characters each for 2 of 441. Erase/Rewrite memories as needed
Send CO's etc. by pressing button. £122.46.
BUILT FOR DEPENDABLE MARINE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICE

-

JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY: A superbly engineered straight key
used for many years by professionals afloat and ashore. With this key
you can't help but send good morse. Free-standing
no screwing
down. Front and back contacts fully adjustable gaps/tension. Key -

-

-

click filter. Hinged grey cover, £37.89.

BAUER KEYING PADDLE: Single -paddle unit on 1%" x 2" base for
home-built El-bugs. Adjustable gaps/tensions, £13,85.
88 mH TOROIDS: For CW, RrTY, SSTV and other filters, E1.15 each.
All prices post paid UK and include 15% VAT
Please send stamp with enquiries

SPACEMARK LTD.
THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD
ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE
(Tel: 061-928 8458)

REG. WARD & CO.

LTD.tG2Bsve

VAESU
FT901DM
FT901D
FT301D
FP301D
FT1012D
FT101E
FT1012
FT200B/FP200
FT7B
FT7

FL110
FR101DD
FR101S
FRG7000
'FRG 7D
PRG7

Y0101
V0100
YC500J
YP150

£800.00
£710.00

f585.00

£142.19
£575.00
£515.00
£500.00
£380.00
£375.00
£265.78
£130.00
£615.00
£395.00
£327.00
£235.00
£185.00
£169.50
£145.00
£168.50
£55.00

FC301
FT225R
CPU2500RK
FT227RB
FT227R
FT207R

FT202R
FP12

£108.00
£455.00
£308.00
£229.00
£213.00
£173.05
£103.48
£67.00

f36.00

FP4

£113.00
£19.00
£18.50
£18.50
£7.50

YC601
SP10113

YD148
YD844

Y0846

SHURE
444

£28.20
£12.60

201

Add 15% VAT to all prices.
VALVES. Most types kept. All valves for Yaesu in stock,
valves for K.W. also.
S.E.M. Equipment. Most items held.

K.W. Ancillary equipment.
Agents for G2DYM antennas.
J Beam. 2m. antennas. Ascot antennas.
Aerial wire insulators, co-ax cable, twin feeder
CO -AX SWITCHES
H.P. available

Carriage extra

Please check prices and availability before ordering,
ACCESS / BARCLAYCARD / TRUSTCARD

GEORGE STREET, AXMINSTER, DEVON
Telephone Axminster 33103 (STD 0297)
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ROBOT 4800' SUPER TERMINAL

YAESU MUSEN

SMC's Super Summer Sale
FT101EE
FT101EX

Y0101
FTV250
FT301D
F13131

List
£578.45
£541.65
£194.93
£212.75
£676.20

New
£429
£399
£159
£129
£529

£592.25

E479

£33.93
E29
£192.05 £159
£149.50 £119
E48
£8187

LL301

Y0301
F1110
YC221

List
£362.25
£74.75
£97.75

FT200
FP200
DC200
FR1015
FR101DS

f454.25
£592.25
£eo3.75

FR101D
FL101

£500.25
£547.98
£201.25
£50.02

FL1011P1

FT75B
FP75B

New
£299
£69
£79
£399
£499
E499

£399
£419
£139
£39

THE FIRST
INTEGRATED
RTTY, ASCII,
MORSE,
SSTV,
TERMINAL
The Super Terminal has everything you need for speciality mode operation
built in, with far too many broad capabilities and features to list here. Please
send 12 NP stamp for complete description and full details of this exciting
unit. £646 including VAT. H.P. available if required.

All prices include VAT at 15%

AFRO AND GENERAL SUPPLIES

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS

Building 33, East Midlands Airport,
Castle Donington, Derby
Tel: 0332 81 2 5 70 or 0602 397588

Osborne Road, Totton, Southampton, SO4 ADN
Tel:

Totton 10703) 867333

Telex 477351

SMC OMM G

G2DYM ANTI-TVI AERIALS
1980 Range:
Indoor models
Outdoor models
Tx-ing models
£59.75.

Shortwave Listener
£14.50 & £27.50.
£30.00 & £36.00.
£42.50, £52.50 &

CRAYFORD ELECTRONICSG81Wx

G8AYN

FLEXIBLE HELICAL AERIALS FOR HAND PORTABLES
VHF -UHF
Frequency
70MHz 14m)
145MHz (2m)

Price

Connector/Fitting

2BA, BNC, P1259
2BA, BNC, PL259, Pye PF70, 2200G X,

2300, IC215, IC202S
Right angle BNC, PL259. TNC
Storno 500. Pye Bantam

£6.00
£4.20
£5.35
£5.00
£2.65

Lists 10x 8in 17p SAE. Aerial Guide 50p.

433MHz 170cm) 4BA ruse on PFII

New Publication "Indoor and Invisible
£3.50.
Aerials for S.W.L.s"

Prices inclusive of VAT and carriage, most items ex -stock. Many others
available, including commercial, marine etc.

-

BNC, min BNC, Pye PF70, 3200. Storno

500

ACCESS

SAEsll enquiries

6 LOVELACE CLOSE,

£3.35

BARCLAYCARD

WEST KINGSDOWN,

SEVENOAKS, KENT TN15 6DJ

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN, TIVERTON, DEVON

24hr Answer Service 047485 2577

CO -AXIAL CABLES

At! prices include VAT, postage is extra and shown in brackets per metre.
UR43, 50 ohms, the most popular standard Coax, 5mm dia, 20p per

M 1post2hpl

UR76, 50 ohms, about the same spec as UR43 and the same size, but
a stranded inner conductor, 22p per M (21/2p)
UR95, 50 ohms, miniature, polythene & Nylon, 2.3mm dia, 25p per

M

(1p1

UR67, The thick low loss 50 ohm h" dia Coax, 60p per M (4 $ pl
UR70, 75 ohm standard Coax, stranded 6mm dia, Stranded inner
conductor, 20p per M (21/20
UR39, Low Loss 75 ohm, about %" dia, 35p per M (3pt
CX4007, 75 ohm low loss UHF TV Feeder, good quality, 18p per M
12

Valves Valves Valves

Worried about supplies? Unobtainable, been obsolete for years. No worries
about supplies here. Over 150 Types available Ex Stock.
6JB6'A 6JS6!C 6KD6 6HF5 6106 6146A 61466. all in matched pairs.
Blown a bottle, clumsy thing; don't despair, give us a ring on

0204 54165 WILSON G4AZM
SAE for Price List

/rpl

300 Ohms, Twin ribbon feeder PVC Polarity coded, A very popular line
@ 11p per M111/2131
MAINS, 3 core White PVC Mains to carry about 3-5a @ below trade
price, 14p per M 13p1

MAINS, Twin Mains 3-5amp flat, Sp per M l2p1
MAINS, Twin transparent, light twisted @ 4p per M

(1 ``/.p)

W. H. WESTLAKE, CLAWTON,
HOLSWORTHY, DEVON

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST
published by GEOFF WATTS
Editor of "DX News -Sheet" since 1962
The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and
all on one line! For each country:
a. its DXCC "status"
e. the continent
f. the "CO" Zone No.
b. the normal prefix
c. the special prefixes
g. the ITU Zone No,
d. the ITU callsign block allocation
Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub -stations, obsolete
prefixes used during the past 5 years, and much more, and the List can
be kept always up-to-date because ample space has been provided for
adding every new prefix, each new ITU allocation, etc.
Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix.
Ideal for Contest operators and SWL's.
Tell your Club -members about it. Order an extra copy for that overseas
friend. 15 pages. Price SQp IUK.j,Foersseas(air mail) $2.00 or 61RCs.

-

GEOF

62 BELMORE ROAD, NORWICHTNR7OPU, ENGLAND

MORSE

EASDE
FACT NOT FICTION

BY THE RHYTHM METHOD!

NO, TAPE WONT WORK AS WELL
If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within
a month. (Most students take about three weeks). That's why after 25
YEARS we still use three scientifically prepared 3 -speed records with which
you cannot fail to learn the MORSE RHYTHM automatically, it's as easy as
teaming a tune. 18 w.p.m. in 4 weeks guaranteed. Complete course
comprising 2 x 12" + 1 x 7" 3 speed records + books. £5.50 plus
(U.K. p.p. + 75p. Overseas. sufficient for 750 grms). For details only: ring
S. Bennett 01-660 2896. SNOOPER radar detectors. 4 yr gtee. £79.50.
S.A.E. to S. BENNETT 18ox 141, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY CR1 3P0

ALL
Call or phone for a
most courteous quotation
VALVES
01-749 3934
& TRANSISTORS We are one of the largest

stockists of valves etc. in the U.K.

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD. L70
ONDDOONWí2

K ROAD
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Technical Books
and Manuals
AND AMERICAN)
(ENGLISH

AERIAL INFORMATION
Antenna Handbook (Orr and Cowan)
Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition (King)
Beam Antenna Handbook
Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr
73 Vertical Beam and Triangle Antennas (E. M. Noll)
73 Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll)
Antenna Book (ARRL) 13th.Edition
The ARRL Antenna Anthology
Two -metre Antenna Handbook, F. C. Judd G2BCX

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio, by F. C.
Judd G2BCX
Elements of Electronics, Book 1
Elements of Electronics, Book 2
Elements of Electronics, Book 3
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners
(R. A. Penfold)
Beginners Guideto Radio (8th Edition)
Beginners Guide to Electronics
Beginners Guide to Microprocessors and Computing
Course in Radio Fundamentals, ARRL
Guide to Amateur Radio (new 18th Edition) (RSGB)
Ham Radio (A Beginners Guide) by R. H. Warring ...
Morse Code for the Radio Amateúr (RSGB)
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL)
Radio Amateur's Examination Manual, 8th Edition

ff
f

(newsyllabus) RSGB

£4.10
£7.00
£3.15
£3.15
£3.50
£4.00
£4.00
£3.60
£2.75
£4.35

£2.05
£2.50
£2.50
£2.50
£1.15
£3.70
£3.35
£2.05
£2.80
£2.95
£3.95
£1.20
£3.65
£2.70

GENERAL
How to Build your own Solid State Oscilloscope
(Rayer)
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Projects in Radio and Electronics (Newnes)
How to Make Walkie Talkies (Rayer)
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers
(Penfold)
Better Short Wave Reception, New 4th Edition
FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL)
Easibinder Ito hold 12 copies of "Short Wave

Magazine" together)
Amateur Radio Satellites
Oscar

-

World Radio & T.V. Handbook 1980 Edition
World DX Guide
Guide to Broadcasting Stations (new 18th Edition)
Radio Stations Guide
Long Distance Television Reception (TV -DX) for
the Enthusiast
Solid State Basics for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) ...
Counter Driver and Numeral Display Projects, Rayer
Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur, ARRL ...
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£ 1.40

£3.00
£3.20

£2.70
£4.30
£9.40
£5.40
£3.40
£1.75
£1.75
£3.35
£2.05
£2.15

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL(...
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th
Edition (Scroggie)
Amateur Radio Techniques, 6th Edition (RSGB)
U.K. Call Book 1980 (RSGB)
Hints and Kinks (ARRL)
Radio Data Reference Book (RSGB)
Electronics Data Book (ARRL)
ARRL Ham Radio Operating Guide
Radio Frequency Interference (ARRL)
Amateur Radio Awards, RSGB

VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS
Towers' International Transistor Selector
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£5.00
£5.40
£4.00
£3.80
£2.85
£3.65
£3.25
O/P

£2.20
£3.40
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1980

Edition (Up -Date No. 2)
Service Valve and Semiconductors Equivalents
Radio Valve and Semiconductor Data (10th
Edition)

£10.40
0/P
£4.35

VHF PUBLICATIONS
VHF Handbook, Wm. 1 Orr
VHF Manual (ARRL)
VHF/UHF Manual IRSGB) 3rd Edition

O/P (Out of print)

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

OIS (Out of stock)

Many of these titles are American in origin

/f

f

£1.75
£2.60
£1.50

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Radio Communication Handbook, Vol 1 (5th
Edition) (RSGB)
£9.75
Radio Communication Handbook Vol. Il (5th
Edition) IRSGB)
£8.40
TVI Manual (2ndEdn.)IRSGB)
£1.60
Radio and Electronic Laboratory Handbook by
Scroggie-Johnstone, 1980(9th) Ed
£19.05
RTTY Handbook (73Magazine)
£3.55
Slow Scan Television Handbook (73Magazine)
£3.55
Specialized Communications Techniques for the
Radio Amateur (ARRL)
£2.85
£4.05
Working with the Oscilloscope
The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1980 (ARRL) soft
cover
£7.65
The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1980 (ARRL) hard
cover
£10.65
Shortwave Listener's Handbook
£3.30
Learning to Work with Integrated Circuits (ARRL)
£1.70
Weather Satellite Handbook
O/S
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur (ARRL(
£2.95
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur (RSGB)
£4.50
Amateur Radio Operating Manual(RSGB),newtit/e
£4.80
Satellite Communications (ARRL(
£3.25

£4.00
£3.30
£7.20

(Terms C.W.O.)

ii

Prices are subject to alteration without notice.

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. ALS 3EQ.
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REALLY GREAT ANTENNAS_
NEW JOYMASTER SYSTEMS

THE JOYSTICK VFA

I

System "J" has been
Amateur Bands 3.5.30 Mhz
superseded by our IMPROVED JOYMASTER SYSTEM "JM2"
SYSTEM "JM3" is a NEW DEVELOPMENT for the PRISONER OF
THE HIGH-RISE BLOCK DWELLER'S
CIRCUMSTANCE!
DREAM!

The MICROSCOPIC 230Cm GIANT Joystick VFA (Variable
Not only 6 -band but
Freq. Antenna)
Simple, rapid erection
Omni -directional
CONTINUOUS 0.5-30MHz, incl BC
miles
per watt, world
1 million
Substantially Harmonic FREE
record! *Poor QTH'senhanced! QUOTE from RADIO ZS (South
Its physical
possibilities.
Africa) "A remarkable antenna with great
size makes confined space operation a practical proposition."

SYSTEM"A" For the SWL or 160m. Tx.

£69.00
£90.00*,

"JM2" 500w.p.e.p.

SYSTEM "JM3" 500w.p.e.p.

£48.55

Does not include 50 ohm coax cable where required to feed
remotely located JOYSTICK VFA.

-

CONVERT YOUR EXISTING SYSTEM "A" OR
PLEASE NOTE
(plus £43) OR TO "JM3" (plus £61) less UP TO £10TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE on your 1118 or Lo.Z-500ATU subject to condition.

JOYSTICK OWNERS

"J"

SYSTEM

TO

"JM2"

UNBEATABLE

FRG 7/7000 BARGAINS
-

ASSEMBLED IN SECONDS!
COMPLETE RECEIVING STATIONS
Package "R.1." (FRG7 + World Record VFA and
FRG7 + free wire aerial and purpose-built
Package "R.2."
FREE HEADPHONES) £218.00
FRG 7000 +
JOYMATCH ATU ONLY £189.00
(FRG7000 + World Record VFA and FREE
free wire aerial and purpose-built JOYMATCH ATU
HEADPHONES) £368.00.

ONLY £339.00

We reckon we're offering the

LOWEST YAESU PRICES
Try phoning us for your personalised quote, with or without Partridge antennas.

For example:
FT7B
ONLY £369!!
FT101ZD ONLY £567!!
FT901DM ONLY £790!!
If you take Partridge products as part of a "Package" deal, you'll save even more!

-

-

-

VHF BUSINESS
RADIO
We can help! Just phone or send stamp.

JUST TELEPHONE
YOUR CARD NUMBER
0843 62535 (Ext. 4) (62839 after office
hours) or send 12p for FREE literature. Prices
correct as at press. NOTE our prices are always

INCLUSIVE OF VAT, carriage. Prompt service
too, goods usually despatched WITHIN 48
HOURS!

4 Partridge House, Prospect Road, Broadstairs, Kent CT10 1LD
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